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Tourism
Tourism plays an important role in employment generation
and economic growth of the country. It is accepted as the
potent engine for inclusive social economic progress at
universal level through its forward and backward linkages
and ability to create employment in the economy. Tourism
sector has a very high employment potential with
approximately 90 jobs creation per 10 lakh of investment.
There is high scope for profuse employment generation and
related activities in the form of accommodation projects,
food oriented projects, amusement parks and water sports,
etc.

Develop circuits having tourist potential in a planned and
prioritized manner; Integrated development of infrastructure
in the identified theme based circuits; Promote cultural and
heritage value of the country; Provide complete tourism
experience with varied thematic circuits; Enhancing the
tourist attractiveness in a sustainable manner by developing
world class infrastructure in the circuit destination; Follow
community based development and pro-poor tourism
approach; Creating awareness among the local
communities about the importance of tourism for them in
terms of increased sources of income, improved living
standards and overall development of the area. Promote
local arts, culture, handicrafts, cuisine etc to generate
livelihoods in the identified regions. Harness tourism
potential for its directand multiplier effects in employment
generation and economic development.
Ministry of Tourism
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PRASAD (Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual
Augmentation Drive)
Launch Date:
9.3.2015
Objective:
beautify, develop and improve amenities of important
pilgrimage destinations of the country.
To
Achievements: 25 pilgrimage sites identified so far for
development & beautification
Year-wise:
2014-15 – A total of 4 projects sanctioned for an amount of
Rs. 78.56 Crore.
2015-16 – A total of 7 projects sanctioned for an amount of
Rs. 205.95 Crore.
2016-17 – A total of 5 projects sanctioned for an amount of
Rs. 120.36 Crore.
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Swadesh Darshan Launch Date: January 2015 Objective :
Develop circuits having tourist potential in a planned and
prioritized manner; Integrated development of infrastructure
in the identified theme based circuits; Promote cultural and

heritage value of the country; Provide complete tourism
experience with varied thematic circuits;
Ministry of Culture
AADARSH SMAARAK: 25 ASI monuments named as
Aadarsh Smaarak to promote tourist facilities
75
more Adarsh Monuments protected by ASI have been
identified and included in the list of “Adarsh Smarak” and the
same are also being included in ‘Swachh Paryatan Mobile
App’ launched by the Ministry of Tourism.
DEDICATED TOURIST TRAINS: Jyotirling circuit,
Sukhmangal circuit ( Bengaluru-Madurai) & Dakshin Dham
Circuit
E-TICKETING
·
There are 116 ticketed monuments and 32 museums
under the protection of ASI (Archaeological Survey of
India). E-ticketing facility has been launched in coordination
with Canara Bank with the aim of providing online booking
facility for visitors.
·
Moreover, the facility is proving to be less expensive
when
Compared to manual ticketing system which was prevalent
earlier. Portal: http://asi.payumoney.com/#/
·
The e- Ticket sales has been increased by 10 times
and the revenue increased by 60 times from 9th October,
2016 to 8th November, 2016.
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EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT’ SCHEME: To
promote inter cultural aspects among various states
INCREDIBLE INDIA 2.0: To promote tourism in India
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PROMOTING CULTURE & TOURISM
Susanskrit Bharat, Sankarkshit Bharat
PADMA AWARDS FOR UNSUNG HEROES
·
For the first time, Padma Awards became People’s
Awards by opening the doors to unsung heroes.
·
For the first time in the 62-year old history of Padma
Awards, ordinary citizens were also given the
opportunity to nominate others.
·
Previously only Union Ministers, MoS, Chief Ministers,
Governors, Members of Parliament, previous recipients and
important persons could nominate others for the Awards.
·
As a result, exemplary people who normally went
unrecognized were honored for the first time. E.g. Shri
Karimul Hak, who runs a ‘Bike-Ambulance-service’ for
the people of Dhalabari Village in Jalpaiguri district of
West Bengal
E-VISA FACILITY for more than 180 countries.
E-TICKETING for major tourist monuments (Tajmahal and
Humayun tomb)
RENOVATION OF RIVER GHATS in pilgrim cities like
Varanasi
AADARSH SMAARAK: 25 ASI monuments named as
Aadarsh Smaarak to promote tourist facilities
DEDICATED TOURIST TRAINS: Jyotirling circuit,
Sukhmangal circuit ( Bengaluru-Madurai) &Dakshin Dham
Circuit
DEDICATED SCHEMES launched for heritage and tourist
locations: Heritage City Development and Augmentation
Yojana HRIDAY, PRASAD
HRIDAY aims to preserve and revitalize India’s heritage
cities by encouraging an aesthetically appealing, informative

& secure environment. Being implemented in 12 cities,
Ajmer, Amaravati, Amritsar, Badami, Dwarka, Gaya,
Kanchipuram, Mathura, Puri, Varanasi, Velankanni, and
Warangal
EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT’ SCHEME: To
promote inter cultural aspects among various states
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat was announced by Hon’ble
Prime Minister on 31st October, 2015 on the occasion of the
140th birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.
Subsequently, the Finance Minister announced the initiative
in his Budget Speech for 2016-17. Through this innovative
measure, the knowledge of the culture, traditions and
practices of different states & UTs will lead to an enhanced
understanding and bonding between the states, thereby
strengthening the unity and integrity of India.
The broad objectives of the initiative are :- (i) To celebrate
the unity in diversity of our nation and to maintain and
strengthen the fabric of traditionally existing emotional
bonds between the people of our country; (ii) To promote the
spirit of national integration through a deep and structured
engagement between all states and union territories through
a year-long planned engagement between states; (iii) To
showcase the rich heritage and culture, customs and
traditions of either state for enabling people to understand
and appreciate the diversity that is India, thus fostering a
sense of common identity; (iv) To establish long-term
engagements; and (v) To create an environment which
promotes learning between states by sharing best practices
and experiences.
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The key themes of interactions would be:

To celebrate the idea of India as a nation wherein different
cultural units across varied geographies coalesce and
interact with each other, this glorious manifestation of
diverse cuisine, music, dance, theatre, movies & films,
handicrafts, sports, literature, festivals, painting, sculpture
etc. will enable people to imbibe the innate chord of binding
and brotherhood; to make our people aware about the
seamless integral hull of the Modern Indian State spread
across a vast landmass on whose firm foundations, the geopolitical strength of the country is ensured to benefit one and
all; to impress upon people at large about the increasing
inter-connectedness between the constituents of various
cultures and traditions, which is so vital for the spirit of
nation building; to induce a sense of responsibility &
ownership for the nation as a whole through these close
cross-cultural interactions as it intends to build up the
interdependence matrix unequivocally.
INCREDIBLE INDIA 2.0: To promote tourism in India
INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY & RASHTRIYA EKTA
DIWAS
125TH BIRTH ANNIVERSARY OF Dr. B R AMBEDKAR
350TH ANNIVERSARY OF GURU GOBIND SINGH
CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS OF CHAMPARAN
SATYAGRAHA
*****
• Development of Coastal Areas as Beach Corridor For
Integrated Development of Theme-Based Tourist Circuits in the
country, the Ministry of Tourism has launched Swadesh Darshan
Scheme in 2014-15. Under the scheme, thirteen thematic circuits
have been identified for development including Coastal Circuit.
Press Information Bureau
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Medical Tourism
Medical Tourism (also called medical travel, health tourism or global
healthcare) is a term used to describe the rapidly growing practice of
travelling across international borders to obtain health care. Services
typically sought by travellers include elective procedures as well as
complex specialized surgeries such as joint replacement (knee/hip),
cardiac surgery, dental surgery and cosmetic surgeries. However, virtually
every type of healthcare, including psychiatry, alternative treatments and
convalescent care is available in India.
The Medical Tourism activity is mainly driven by the private sector. The
Ministry of Tourism has only the role of a facilitator in terms of marketing
this concept and promoting this in the key markets. The Ministry of
Tourism has taken several steps to promote India as a medical and health
tourism destination.
Niche Tourism Products

The Ministry of Tourism has taken the initiative of identifying,
diversifying, developing and promoting niche products of the tourism
industry. This is done in order to overcome the aspect of ‘seasonality’ and
to promote India as a 365 days destination, attract tourists with specific
interest and to ensure repeat visits for the unique products in which India
has a comparative advantage. Identifying niche products is a dynamic
process. Thus, new products may be added in due course. The Ministry of
Tourism has constituted committees for promotion of Golf Tourism and
Wellness Tourism. Guidelines have also been formulated by the Ministry
to support golf, polo, medical and wellness tourism. Accordingly, the
following niche products have been identified for development and
promotion :Cruise; Adventure; Medical; Wellness; Golf; Polo; Meetings Incentives
Conferences and Exhibitions; Eco-tourism; Film Tourism and Sustainable
Tourism.
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Department of Space
Mangalyaan Mission
Mangalyaan spacecraft has successfully completed two and
a half years in Mars Orbit
India sends 104 Satellites in Space
· India scripted a new chapter in the history of space
exploration on 15th February, 2017 with the successful
launch of a record number of 104 Satellites by ISRO’s Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle PSLV-C37 in a single mission.
· Out of these 101 co-passenger satellites carried were
international customer satellites from USA (96), Netherlands
(1), Switzerland (1), Israel (1), Kazakhstan (1) and UAE (1).
G-SAT17 Communication Satellite
· India working on GSAT-17 and GSAT-11 Communication
Satellites.
NavIC
· The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS)
with an operational name of NavIC ("sailor" or "navigator"
which also stands for Navigation
with Indian Constellation) : an autonomous regional
Satellite Navigation System set up by India
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· To provide accurate real-time positioning and timing
services over India and the region extending to 1,500
kilometres (930 mi) around India
Resurgent India
SELF RELIANT INDIA
Samvardhit Bharat- Swalalambi Bharat

Technology driven India (DoS)
Mangalyaan Mission
·

India’s successful Mangal Yan Mission

India sends 104 Satellites in Space
· India scripted a new chapter in the history of space exploration
on 15th February, 2017 with the successful launch of a record
number of 104 Satellites by ISRO’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
PSLV-C37 in a single mission.
·
Out of these 101 co-passenger satellites carried were
international customer satellites from USA (96), Netherlands (1),
Switzerland (1), Israel (1), Kazakhstan (1) and Saudi Arabia (1).
National Supercomputing Mission
NAVIC
· The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) with
an operational name of NAVIC ("sailor" or "navigator" which also
2

stands for Navigation with Indian Constellation) an autonomous
regional Satellite Navigation System set up by India
· To provide accurate real-time positioning and timing services
over India and the region extending to 1,500 kilometers (930 mi)
around India
G-SAT17 Communication Satellite
· India working on G-SAT17 Communication Satellite
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
President's Secretariat
05-May-2017 17:50 IST

President of India congratulates ISRO on the successful launch of the
South Asia Satellite-GSAT-09

The President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee has congratulated
the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) on the successful
launch of the South Asia satellite-GSAT-09.
In a message to Shri A.S. Kiran Kumar, Secretary, Department of
Space and Chairman of ISRO, the President has said, “My heartiest
congratulations to you and the entire team at the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO), on the successful launch of the
South Asia satellite-GSAT-09.
The launch of the South Asia satellite which enables a range of
services in the areas of telecommunication and broadcasting will go
a long way in meeting the developmental needs of countries of
South Asia. I am confident that the project will promote friendship
and cooperation and help further cement ties between India and her
neighbours.
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Kindly convey my greetings to the members of your team of
scientists, engineers, technologists and all others associated with
this mission. I wish the ISRO continued success in the coming years
05-May-2017 20:24 IST
GSLV Successfully Launches South Asia Satellite
India's Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV-F09)
successfully launched the 2230 kg South |Asia Satellite (GSAT-9)
into its planned Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) today (May
05, 2017). Today’s launch of GSLV was its eleventh and took place
from the Second Launch Pad at the Satish Dhawan Space Centre
SHAR (SDSC SHAR), Sriharikota, the spaceport of India. This is
the fourth consecutive success achieved by GSLV carrying
indigenously developed Cryogenic Upper Stage. In its oval shaped
GTO, the South Asia Satellite is now orbiting the Earth with a
perigee (nearest point to Earth) of 169 km and an apogee (farthest
point to Earth) of 36,105 km with an orbital inclination of 20.65 deg
with respect to the equator.
Few seconds before the launch countdown reached zero, the four
liquid propellant strap-on motors of GSLV-F09, each carrying 42
tons of liquid propellants, were ignited. At count zero and after
confirming the normal performance of all the four strap-on motors,
the 139 ton solid propellant first stage core motor was ignited and
GSLV lifted off at 16:57 IST. The major phases of the flight
occurred as scheduled. About seventeen minutes after lift-off, South
Asia Satellite was successfully placed in GTO.
. Soon after separation from GSLV, the two solar arrays of the
satellite were automatically deployed in quick succession and the
Master Control Facility (MCF) at Hassan in Karnataka assumed
control of the satellite.
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South Asia Satellite is a communication satellite built by ISRO to
provide a variety of communication services over the South Asian
region. For this, it is equipped with Ku-band transponders.
Following the successful launch, the Honorable Prime Minister of
India, Mr. Narendra Modi addressed along with the South Asian
leaders. He congratulated ISRO and remarked that today was a
historic day for South Asia and a day without precedence. The
Prime Minister recalled that two years ago India made a promise to
extend the advanced space technology for the cause of growth and
prosperity of the people of South Asia and felt that the successful
launch of South Asia Satellite today marks a fulfillment of that.
In the coming days, the satellite orbit will be raised from its present
GTO to the final circular Geostationary Orbit (GSO) by firing the
satellite's Liquid Apogee Motor (LAM) in stages. The South Asia
Satellite will be commissioned into service after the completion of
orbit raising operations and the satellite’s positioning in its
designated slot in the GSO following in-orbit testing of its payloads.
*****
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Prime Minister's Office
05-May-2017 19:45 IST

The South Asian Satellite – Some highlights
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•

Space diplomacy has touched new heights with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s unique gift in the sky to South Asian neighbours.

•

The gift of a communications satellite for use by neighbours at no
cost has perhaps no precedent worldwide.

•

The satellite, which weighs over 2 tonnes, has been fabricated in
three years at a cost of over Rs. 230 crore.

•

Its footprint that extends all over South Asia.

•

The South Asia Satellite has 12 Ku band transponders which India's
neighbours can utilise to increase communications.

•

Each country will get access to at least one transponder through
which they could beam their own programming.
The satellite will facilitate DTH television, VSAT links, teleeducation, telemedicine and disaster management support. It will
provide critical communication links in times of disasters such as
earthquakes, cyclones, floods, and tsunamis.

•

•

Heads of Government from all the seven South Asian nations who
are benefiting from the satellite, connected via video conference, in a
unique celebration of the successful launch.

https://youtu.be/zTl6lrUn9vY
https://youtu.be/pTYgjlCS7JI
https://youtu.be/eh1WJei3IuI
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Ministry of Environment and Forests
22-May-2017 18:08 IST

International Day for Biodiversity Celebrated all over the Country
National-Level Celbrations Held at Goa

The International Day for Biodiversity (IDB) 2017 was celebrated
all over the country today, by different States and various
organisations. The national level celebrations of IDB were held at
Dinanath Mangeshkar Auditorium, Kala Academy in Goa, with
enthusiastic participation of all stakeholders. Chief Minister of Goa,
Shri Manohar Parrikar was the chief guest on the occasion.
In his address, Shri Parrikar stressed upon the community connect
and people’s participation for Biodiversity Conservation. He also
gave a message on afforestation and called for responsible
development through effective and scientific pollution control
system by citing the experiences of solid waste disposal of Goa,
which is a model system for others to emulate. The Chief Minister
inaugurated an exhibition on the theme and Green Haat, which had
exhibits from 12 States including Sikkim, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh besides stalls from UNDP,
GIZ, Zoological Survey of India, Botanical Survey of India, Goa
Forest Department, Goa State Biodiversity Board and NBA.
Exhibits, posters and other material highlighting the role of
biodiversity in sustaining livelihoods were depicted at the
exhibition. Several students and others interested participated
enthusiastically in the exhibition. The dignitaries too walked
through the exhibition.
In her opening remarks, Dr. Amita Prasad referring to the theme and
key objective of the Day (Biodiversity and Sustainable Tourism),
highlighted the important role played by biodiversity in various
economic sectors. Referring to the intrinsic linkages between
1

biodiversity and tourism, she said that the country has succeeded in
making the crucial paradigm shift from development and
environment being seen as two ends of a spectrum, to having
development while protecting the environment. Referring to the
contribution of tourism industry in creating jobs, promoting local
culture and fueling development, she highlighted the challenges and
opportunities that sustainable tourism presents, while supporting
nature conservation.
Recalling the teachings and preachings of ancient texts and
philosophers on environment and biodiversity, Dr B. Meenakumari
exhorted the people to contribute towards biodiversity conservation
and sustainable tourism. Referring to the diversity in gastronomic
tourism in different parts of the country, she in particular
highlighted the delightful and unique culture and cuisine of Goa.
Ms. Marina Walter, in her remarks, said that protection of
biodiversity and ecosystem services is a shared responsibility that
requires coordinated action among several actors - the industry, the
policy makers, civil society and local communities.
During the event, Call for 2018 India Biodiversity Awards, and a
newsletter ‘Biodiversity Matters’ was launched. The dignitaries
presented awards to the winners of a photography contest, organised
as a pre-event to celebrate India’s incredible biodiversity. Some
knowledge products and communication material were also released
on the occasion.
In India, a recognized megadiverse country rich in biodiversity,
nearly 300 million people are dependent on biodiversity for
subsistence and livelihoods. Across India, people, communities,
governments and civil society organizations are demonstrating ways
to conserve biodiversity, sustain livelihoods, and contribute to
2 sustainable development.

Additional Secretary MoEFCC, Dr Amita Prasad, Chief Secretary,
Government of Goa, Shri Dharmendra Sharma, Principal Secretary,
Department of Environment & Forests, Goa, Dr. Ranbir Singh,
Chairperson, National Biodiversity Authority, Dr. B. Meenakumari,
and Deputy Country Director, United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), Ms. Marina Walter attended the celebrations.
Other representatives from Ministry of Environment Forest and
Climate Change, National Biodiversity Authority, Goa State
Biodiversity Board, UNDP, representatives from other States,
specialised Central and State Government institutes, State Forest
Departments, civil society organisations, academic institutes,
students, local communities, and biodiversity enthusiasts were also
present at the event.
A two-minute silence was observed in the memory of Late Shri Anil
Madhav Dave, Union Minister of State (Independent Charge) for
Environment Forest and Climate Change, who was to preside over
this event, but Shri Dave suddenly passed away on May 18, 2017.
https://youtu.be/7QQ5CWAYi8g
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Government of India
Ministry of Defence
02-May-2017 20:08 IST

‘Wall of Valour’ IN Educational Institutions Launched

With the inspiration of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, to help
create a spirit of respect for our real heroes, Minister of Human
Resource Development Shri Prakash Javadekar and Minister of
State for Defence Dr. Subhash Bhamre jointly launched a campaign
to have a ‘Wall of Valour’ in 1,000 educational institutions across
the country, here today. Portraits of Param Vir Chakra (PVC)
decorated soldiers will be displayed at designated places on
educational campuses to instil sense of nationalism among the
students. This is part of a nationwide ‘Vidya Veerta Abhiyan’,
initiated by writer and former Rajya Sabha member Shri Tarun
Vijay.
Addressing the gathering, Shri Javadekar said, “We feel secure just
because of the continuous vigil and alertness of our Armed Forces
along the borders.” He stated, Armed Forces are our real postIndependence heroes while the freedom fighters who laid down
their lives and faced atrocities for the cause of freedom are the
natural heroes.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr Bhamre appreciated the initiative to
display portraits of 21 PVC awardees which will usher in spirit of
patriotism among the youth of the nation.
Referring to the mutilation of two jawans at Krishna Ghati Sector
in Poonch Dr. Bhamre said, “The kind of brutality inflicted on our
jawans is a dastardly act, which is sad for humanity and we cannot
expect decency from the enemy across the border.” He also
complimented our jawans for performing tireless duty away from
their families braving the enemy bullets in difficult terrain. He
assured the nation that our troops are capable of giving a befitting
reply.
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Shri Javadekar and Dr Bhamre gave portraits of these gallant
heroes to Vice Chancellors of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU),
University of Delhi (DU), Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI). In addition,
VCs of different universities, including Arunachal Pradesh and
representative from Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Delhi also
received portraits from them.
On the occasion, Grenadier Yogender Singh Yadav and Rifleman
Sanjay Kumar, both PVC awardees, shared their experiences and
exemplary acts of valour during Kargil conflict.
Following are the Param Vir Chakra recipients:
• Major Somnath Sharma, 4 Kumaon, (Posthumous), 1947
• Second Lieutenant Rama Raghoba Rane, Bombay Sappers,
1948
• Company Havildar Major Piru Singh, 6 Rajputana Refiles,
(Posthumous), 1948
• Lance Naik Karam Singh, 1 Sikh, 1948
• Naik Jadunath Singh, 1 Rajput, (Posthumous), 1948
• Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria, 3/1 Gorkha Rifles,
(Posthumous), 1961
• Major Shaitan Singh, 13 Kumaon, (Posthumous), 1962
• Subedar Joginder Singh, 1 Sikh, (Posthumous), 1962
• Major Dhan Singh Thapa, 1/8 Gorkha Rifles, 1962
• Company Quartermaster Havildar Abdul Hamid, 4 Grenadiers,
(Posthumous), 1965
• Lieutenant Colonel A B Tarapore, Poona Horse, (Posthumous),
1965
• Flying Officer Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon, 18 Squadron,
(Posthumous), 1971
• Major Hoshiar Singh, 3 Grenadiers, 1971
• Second Lieutenant Arun Khetarpal, Poona Horse,
(Posthumous), 1971
• Lance Naik Albert Ekka, 14 Guards, (Posthumous), 1971
• Major Ramaswamy Parameswaran, 8 Mahar, (Posthumous),
1987
13

•
•
•

Naib Subedar Bana Singh, 8 JAK LI, 1987
Grenadier Yogender Singh Yadav, 18 Grenadiers, 1999
Captain Vikram Batra, 13 Jammu and Kashmir Rifles,
(Posthumous), 1999
• Rifleman Sanjay Kumar, 13 Jammu and Kashmir Rifles, 1999
• Lieutenant Manoj Kumar Pandey, 7/11 Gorkha Rifles
(Posthumous), 1999
NW/Ao/Nampi/DK/Rajib/Ranjan
https://youtu.be/LRhNl1pQrF0
https://youtu.be/uwIBTlq_xhY

Quality Education
https://youtu.be/z47JwJ6Hmcg
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Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation
10-May-2017 17:51 IST

Shri M.Venkaiah Naidu asks global funding agencies to focus on
inclusive urban development
Sets five point agenda for deliberations at UN-Habitat meet
Outlines urban renaissance taking place in India ; Credit Ratings a
pointer, Says Minister

Newly elected President of the Governing Council of UN-Habitat
and Minister of Housing & Urban Poverty Alleviation Shri
M.Venkaiah Naidu today urged the international funding agencies
to support programmes aimed at promoting inclusive urban
development that benefits all sections of the society in the context
of rapid urbanization in developing countries.
In his Presidential Address the Plenary Session of the Governing
Council of UN-Habitat in Nairobi, Kenya today, Shri Naidu stressed
that affordable housing, provision of other basic urban
infrastructure, solid waste management, environment friendly
public transport and skill development needs to be accorded priority
in funding by the international agencies to enat sure inclusive
development so that public spaces and opportunities in urban areas
are equitably shared by all.
Stressing on the need for collective actions by the global
community to take forward the New Urban Agenda adopted at
Quito, Ecuador last year, Shri Venkaiah Naidu suggested a five
point strategy to improve
12

National Food Security Act, NFSA extended all over the
country
• 80.50 crore persons now get wheat at Rs. 2/ kg and
rice at Rs. 3/ kg.
• NFSA launched in 2013 was being implemented
only in 11 states in May 2014.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution
15-May-2017 14:48 IST

Achievements & Initiatives taken by the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, Food & Public Distribution in last three years
Major reforms in automation of the Public Distribution System (PDS)
Buffer stock of about 20 Lakh MT of pulses built under Price
Stabilization Fund (PSF) scheme
Shri Ram Vilas Paswan, Union Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Food & Public Distribution held a Press Conference today to brief about
the initiatives and reforms done by the Ministry in last three years. Shri
Paswan said that the Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public
Distribution achieved significant mile stones since May 2014. A number of
initiatives were taken to make foodgrain management more efficient and to
ensure food security in the country. Shri Paswan said that interests of
farmers and consumers are high on the agenda of the Government.
Major Reforms in Public Distribution System (PDS) for better
Targeting, Transparency & Accountability
Automation of Fair Price Shops: Based on the pilots and learnings from
the States/UTs, in November 2014 Department of Food & Public
Distribution prescribed the guidelines and specifications for use of PoS at
FPS. At present 2,04,162 FPSs (as on 15th May 2017) out of 5,26,377
have PoS.
Direct Benefit Transfer (Cash): “Cash Transfer of Food Subsidy Rules,
2 2015” were notified on August 21, 2015 under which food subsidy is

directly credited to the account of the beneficiaries. At present Chandigarh,
Puducherry and Dadra & Nagar Haveli (in few urban areas) are
implementing this scheme.
Aadhaar Seeding in PDS: To weed out duplicate/in-eligible/bogus ration
cards and to enable rightful targeting 77.56% i.e. about 17.99 crore
ration cards (as on 15th May 2017) have been Aadhaar seeded. Under
Section-7 of the Aadhaar Act 2016, the Department has notified the use of
Aadhaar to receive subsidized foodgrains or Cash transfer on 8th February
2017.
Deletion of ration cards: As an outcome of digitization of Ration Cards/
beneficiary records, de-duplication due to Aadhaar seeding, transfer/
migration/deaths, change in economic status of beneficiaries and during
the run-up to and implementation of NFSA a total of 2.33 crore ration
cards have been deleted/cancelled. Based on this the Government has been
able to achieve Rightful Targeting of Food Subsidies of about Rs 14,000
Crore per annum.
Digital/Cashless/Less-cash Payments in PDS: To promote the use of
less-cash/digital payment mechanisms, the Department has issued detailed
guidelines for use of AePS, UPI, USSD, Debit/Rupay Cards and e-Wallets
on 7th December 2016. At present in 10 States/UTs a total of 50,117
FPSs are enabled for digital payments.
FCI Reforms
Silos: Use of modern technology in storage
A road map for creation of 100 Lakh MT storage capacity in the form of
Steel Silos by FCI and other agencies including State Governments
on PPP mode for wheat and rice has been approved. Construction
has been planned in 3 phases upto 2019-20.
As against a target of selection of Silo Operator for 36.25 LMT in
2016-17, operators have been identified for 37.50 LMT. As
against target for achieving 5 LMT capacity of silos, 4.5 LMT has
been completed and 0.5 LMT is due for completion shortly.
Depot Online System
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To bring all operations of FCI Godowns online and to check leakages and
automate operations at depot level, a “Depot Online” system was
launched in 31 Depots on pilot basis across 27 States in March,
2016. Now, the Depot Online System has been rolled out in 510
depots of FCI.
Pension Scheme and Post Retirement Medical Scheme in Food
Corporation of India (FCI)
There was long pending demand from employees of FCI for introduction
of Pension Scheme and Post Retirement Medical Scheme. Both the
schemes were approved by Government of India in August 2016
and will cover serving and retired employees of FCI. Pension
Scheme has been implemented with effective from 01.12.2008
and Post Retirement Medical Scheme is effective from
01.04.2016.
Supporting the Farmers
FCI has initiated special efforts for procurement in the Eastern States of
India, where there were frequent complaints of distress sale of
paddy and procurement system was ineffective. Accordingly, Statewise 5-year Action Plan has been drawn by FCI for Uttar
Pradesh (with focus on Eastern U.P.), Bihar, Jharkhand, West
Bengal & Assam, where concerns exist about distress sale of
paddy (procurement is already robust in Chhattisgarh & Odisha).
Attempt is to increase procurement of rice in these States so as to reach out
to all farmers in various paddy growing districts of these States.
The procurement target from the eastern states by the end of
KMS 2019-20 is 155.93 Lakh MT. Presently, the figure stands
at 53.65 LMT for KMS 2014-15.
Accordingly, FCI opened 635 procurement centres (including 401
with private support) in KMS 2015-16 and 722 (including 459 with
private support) in KMS 2016-17 (as on 28.03.2017) comparison to
only 141 in previous Season. Total 61841 and 20063 (as on
28.03.2017) procurement centres have been opened in KMS
2015-16 and KMS 2016-17 respectively.
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Due to these efforts of FCI, State agencies and private players, the
procurement of rice has been increased to 70.70 LMT in KMS
2015-16 and 63.99 LMT in the ongoing KMS 2016-17.
Liquidation of Sugarcane Arrears
Sustained surplus production over domestic consumption in the
past 5 sugar seasons had led to subdued sugar prices, which had
stressed the liquidity position of the industry throughout the
country leading to build up of cane price arrears. Due to the above,
the peak cane price arrears for 2014-15 sugar season at all India
level reached Rs.21837 crore as on 15.4.2015. To mitigate the
situation, Government has taken the following measures:
-

Extended financial assistance of Rs.4305 crore under soft loan scheme,
which were directly credited to farmers account on behalf of
sugar mills through banks. About 32 lakh farmers have been
benefited. Interest subvention of Rs. 425 crore has been
released under the scheme.

-

Facilitated supply of ethanol under EBP programme by fixing
remunerative price and waiving off excise duty on supply of
ethanol during sugar season 2015-16 (up to 10th August, 2016).

-

A comprehensive performance based production subsidy has been
extended @ Rs.4.50 per quintal of cane crushed payable to
farmers against their cane dues contingent on mills undertaking
export and supplying of ethanol. Under the scheme, an amount
of Rs 525 Cr has been released so far.
Due to these measures, 99.33% of cane dues payments
of farmers for 2014-15 sugar season and 98.21% for 2015-16
sugar season have been cleared.

Ethanol Blending Programme (EBP) has achieved historical success as
supplies of ethanol during the ethanol season 2015-16 have reached record
level of more than 110 crore litre which has never been achieved earlier.
During 2014-15 and 2013-14 seasons supplies were 68 crore litre and 37
crore litre respectively
5

Abolition of Levy System
In previous years, rice used to be also procured under levy
system from the rice millers/dealers at prices announced separately
for each State. Levy on rice is imposed by the State Governments
in exercise of powers conferred on them by the Central
Government under the Essential Commodities Act, 1955. As direct
purchase of paddy from the Farmers through the purchase centres
opened by the Government Agencies is more beneficial to the
farmers, the Government of India abolished levy system w.e.f.
01.10.2015 i.e. in KMS 2015-16.
Stabilization of prices of Pulses
For the first time, a buffer stock of up to 20 lakh MT of pulses has been
created through the Price Stabilization Fund (PSF) scheme of the
Department of Consumer Affairs with the objective of managing
price volatility of pulses for consumers. As on 15.05.2017, a buffer
of around 20 lakh Tonne of pulses has been built comprising 16.27
lakh Tonne of pulses procured from farmers domestically and 3.79
lakh Tonne of imported pulses so as to extend remunerative prices
to farmers. Significant procurement of 14.71 lakh MT of pulses
were undertaken during Kharif Marketing Season 2016-17
benefitting lakhs of farmers. Such efforts for improving
availability by much higher production of pulses led to moderation
in their prices benefiting consumers at large.
Consumer Protection Initiatives
National Consumer Helpline
A new Integrated Grievances Redressal Mechanism portal (INGRAM)
(http:/consumerhelpline.gov.in) was launched in August,2016 to
disseminate information to consumers and for lodging grievances
online with facility to track status on real-time basis. This portal is
available in both Hindi and English.
The Portal provides for registering grievances online 24x7. Consumers
can lodge complaints through two all India Toll-free numbers,
1XXX-XX-4000 and also through a short code 14404, with the
help of call centre agents or registering complaints online by
accessing the portal. The portal receives around 40,000 grievances
per month.
In order to make the consumer helpline efficient and reduce the waiting
time, the number of Consumer Helpline agents has been increased
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from 14 to 60 in 2016 and will be increased to 120 shortly by
setting up zonal consumer helpline (ZCH).
To ensure speedy disposal of grievances, the helpline has partnered with
around 240 companies including major e-commerce, product
and services companies (as convergence partners) whereby
complaints received are forwarded online to them and monitored
by helpline.
Grievances Against Misleading Advertisement (GAMA)
In order to address the grievances pertaining to misleading
advertisements, in March 2015 a portal “Grievances Against
Misleading Advertisement (GAMA) was launched. Consumers
can register complaints against false/misleading advertisements on
this portal.
The GAMA portal is operated by the Advertising Standards
Council of India (ASCI) under an MoU signed between ASCI and
the Department for processing these complaints and advising selfregulation. Till date, a total of 3220 complaints have been
registered on the GAMA Portal. Of these, 1683 complaints have
been resolved and 750 complaints rejected. Remaining complaints
have been escalated to the concerned line Ministry.
Other Digital Initiatives
An Online Consumer Mediation Centre (OCMC) for ecommerce complaints was launched in December, 2016 and is in
the process of being operationalized. A mobile app named
“Smart Consumer” has also been launched in December, 2016.
This app helps the consumer to scan the bar code printed on any
packaged commodity and thereby know the details of the product,
company etc. and also to register a complaint.

The Department has tied up with a Social Media Network “Local Circles”
to provide an electronic platform for consumers to discuss
consumer related issues to generate awareness, get feedback and
enable policy interventions where required. A microsite (https://
goo.gl/8Xcyhu) was launched in December, 2016 in collaboration
with “Google India” to educate consumers on internet and digital
7

safety. FAQs on Internet Safety, Safe Financial Transactions and ecommerce are available in the microsite.
Direct Selling
With the intention of facilitating `Ease of doing business’, guidelines
for direct selling were issued after detailed deliberations by an
Inter-Ministerial Committee. The guidelines are in the form of an
Advisory to State Governments and provide transparency, ease to
consumers and establishing a grievance redressal mechanism for
consumers.
Bureau of Indian standards (BIS) Act, 2016
A new Bureau of Indian standards (BIS) Act, 2016 was notified on
22nd March, 2016, establishing the Bureau of Indian Standards
(BIS) as the National Standards Body of India. The Act contains
provisions for including goods, services and systems, besides
articles and processes for the purpose of standardization. It has
enabling provisions for the Government to bring under
compulsory certification regime any article, process or service
which it considers necessary from point of view of health, safety,
environment, prevention of deceptive practices, security etc.
Enabling provisions have also been made for making hallmarking
of the precious metal articles mandatory. The new Act also allows
multiple type of simplified conformity assessment schemes
including Self Declaration of Conformity (SDOC) against any
standard which will give simplified options to manufacturers to
adhere to the standards and get certificate of conformity. It enables
the Central Government to appoint any authority, in addition to
the BIS, to verify the conformity of products and services to a
standard and issue certificate of conformity. Further, there is
provision for repair or recall, including product liability of the
products bearing Standard Mark but not conforming to the
relevant Indian Standard.
Legal Metrology (Packaged Commodities) Rules
For ease of doing business, the Legal Metrology (Packaged
Commodities) Rules, were amended to give relaxation to affix a
label on imported packages. An exemption was made for any
thread which is sold in coil to handloom weavers in the interest
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of small weavers. To safeguard the interest of readymade
garment industry, an advisory was issued that loose garments
are not covered under the Legal Metrology (Packaged
Commodities) Rules.
In order to safeguard the interest of the consumers, harmonization of
the provisions of the Legal Metrology (Packaged Commodities) Rules and
Essential Commodities Act was done enabling the Government to fix the
Retail Sale Price for Essential Commodities so that such essential
commodities are sold at the fixed retail price and quantity in packaged
form.
National Building Code
After an extensive and laborious exercise for 2 years involving around
1000 experts under 22 Expert Panels, the Bureau of Indian
Standards brought out state-of-the-art new version of the Building
Code, namely, National Building Code of India 2016. The NBC
2016, with its vast coverage on accessibility, low income housing,
rural and hill area habitat planning, structural safety of buildings
in regions prone to natural disasters like earthquake etc. can prove
to be of great socio-economic relevance including for Accessible
India Campaign of the Government of India. The provisions on
use of new/innovative materials and technologies and on
prefabricated construction techniques can give fillip to speedier
construction to meet the objectives of Housing for All by 2022 as
envisaged by the Government of India.
The provisions on
information and communication enabled buildings will facilitate
implementation of the vision areas of Digital India Campaign.
https://youtu.be/NSODwG1uC6A
https://youtu.be/HQfLrYlz2AU
https://youtu.be/-pFi23tFJ6s
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Indian Navy’s overseas deployment to the Mediterranean Sea
and West Coast of Africa

In continuation of the Indian Navyʼs overseas
deployment to the Mediterranean Sea and West Coast of
Africa, three Indian warships INS Mumbai, Trishul, and
Aditya, arrived at Toulon for a three day visit today. The
ships were warmly received by the Administration in
Toulon and the French Navy at Toulon Naval Base in
coordination with the Embassy of India. The visiting
ships are a part of the Indian Navyʼs Western Naval
Command and the Task Group is headed by Rear
Admiral RB Pandit, the Flag Officer Commanding
Western Fleet, who is flying his flag on the guided
missile destroyer, INS Mumbai.
On completion of the visit at Toulon, bilateral exercise
Varuna between the Indian Navy and the French Navy is
scheduled from 24 to 30 Apr 17. The VARUNA series of
exercises began in 2000 and have grown into an
institutionalised form of interaction between the two
navies. The last VARUNA exercise was held off the
Indian coast
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
12-May-2017 18:11 IST

Eastern Fleet’s overseas Deployment to Singapore

In pursuance of India’s Act East policy, Indian Naval Ships
Sahyadri, Shivalik, Jyoti and Kamorta are on an Overseas
Deployment to the South East Asia and Southern Indian Ocean
under the command of Rear Admiral Biswajit Dasgupta, YSM,
VSM, the Flag Officer Commanding Eastern Fleet.
2

Indian Naval Ships Sahyadri and Kamorta are on a port visit to
Singapore from May 12 to May 21, 2017 during which the ships
will participate in the International Maritime Review and
lMDEX-17. Admiral Sunil Lanba, PVSM, AVSM, ADC, the Chief
of Naval Staff, Indian Navy would also be attending the events
ashore. During the port visit, various calls by the visiting Fleet
would be organised in addition to those scheduled as part of IMR
and IMDEX-17. Thereafter the four Indian Naval Ships and an
Indian Navy Long Range Maritime Patrol and Anti-Submarine
Warfare aircraft P-8l would exercise with the RSN and RSAF as
part of SIMBEX-17. Held since 1994, this year would be the 24th
edition of the annual maritime bilateral exercise between the two
countries which aims to further cement the defence cooperation
between the two countries.
The two countries share a rich history and a strategic relationship. A
number of bilateral agreements exist between the two countries in
various spheres. The visit of the Indian Naval Ships seeks to
underscore India’s peaceful presence and solidarity with friendly
and harmonious countries towards ensuring good order in the
maritime domain. Indian Naval assets have been increasingly
deployed in recent times to address the main maritime concerns of
the region. In addition, as part of the Indian Government’s vision of
SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in the Region), the Indian
Navy has also been involved in assisting countries in the Indian
Ocean Region with EEZ Surveillance, Search and Rescue, and other
capacity-building and capability-enhancement activities. The
current deployment will contribute towards the Indian Navy’s
efforts to consolidate inter-operability and forge strong bonds of
friendship across the seas.
Over the past few decades, India has made substantial advances in
terms of designing and building warships indigenously and the
3 visiting ships bear testimony to these capabilities. INS Sahyadri, a

multi-role stealth frigate is commanded by Captain Anil Jaggi while
INS Kamorta, an Anti-Submarine Warfare Corvette is commanded
by Commander Vipin Gupta. Both ships are indigenously designed
and built. During the stay in harbour, various activities such as
official calls, formal reception on board ships, ships open to
visitors, guided tours for Indian naval personnel and professional
interaction between naval personnel of both the nations have been
planned. The last visit by an Indian Naval Ship to Singapore was by
INS Satpura in September 2016.
Press Information Bureau

Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
14-May-2017 14:47 IST

Eastern Fleet Ships on deployment to Malaysia

In pursuance of India’s ‘Act East Policy’, Indian Naval Ships
Shivalik and Jyoti are on an overseas deployment to the South East
Asia and Southern Indian Ocean. The ships would be on a port visit
to Kuantan from May 14 to May 19, 2017.
The visit of the Indian Naval Ships seeks to underscore India’s
peaceful presence and solidarity with friendly and harmonious
countries towards ensuring good order in the maritime domain and
to strengthen existing bonds between India and Malaysia. The two
countries share a rich history and a strategic relationship. A number
of bilateral agreements exist between the two countries in a various
spheres.
During the stay in harbour, various activities such as official calls,
formal reception on board ships, ships open to visitors, guided tours
for Indian naval personnel and professional interaction between
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naval personnel of both the nations have been planned. In April this
year, Prime Minister, Najib Razak visited India and called on the
Indian Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi for bilateral talks and
enhance the partnership between the two countries. In July last year,
Admiral Tan Sri Ahmad Kamarulazaman, the Chief of Royal
Malaysia Navy visited India to strengthen the bilateral ties between
the two navies which have witnessed a steady rise in their
cooperation. INS Kora, an indigenously built corvette had recently
participated in LIMA-17.
Indian Naval assets have been increasingly deployed in recent times
to address the main maritime concerns of the region. In addition, as
part of the Indian Government’s vision of SAGAR (Security and
Growth for All in the Region), the Indian Navy has also been
involved in assisting countries in the Indian Ocean Region with
EEZ Surveillance, Search and Rescue, and other capacity-building
and capability-enhancement activities. The current deployment will
contribute towards the Indian Navy’s efforts to consolidate interoperability and forge strong bonds of friendship across the seas.
Over the past few decades, India has made substantial advances in
terms of designing and building warships indigenously and the
visiting ships bear testimony to these capabilities. INS Shivalik, a
multi-role stealth frigate is commanded by Captain R Vinod Kumar
while INS Jyoti, the fleet replenishment tanker is commanded by
Captain S Shyam Sundar.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
13-May-2017 19:04 IST

INS Rajput on a 3-day visit to Yangon

5

INS Rajput, Indian Navy's front line guided missile destroyer
entered Yangon, Myanmar for an Operational Turn around (OTR)

from 11-13 May 17. The ship was given a traditional welcome and
received by Commodore Thant Sin Lay Deputy Commander Naval
Dockyard. Captain RA Shah, Commanding Officer INS Rajput
called on Commodore Nay Win , Commander, Ayeyarwady Naval
Regional Command.
Later, Capt RA Shah, Commanding Officer, INS Rajput laid wreath
for the Martyrs of the First and Second World War at Yangon War
cemetery. He also called on His Excellence V Misra, the Indian
Ambassador of Myanmar.
During the visit, 35 Indian Naval officers visited the Myanmar
Naval Training Command and 35 Myanmar Navy officers and 160
under trainee sea cadets visited the ship and were given a guided
tour of the ship. The sea cadets interacted with the junior officers of
the ship during the visit. A friendly volleyball match was also with
Myanmar navy personnel.
Team Rajput comprising 05 officers and 05 sailors also visited
Thanlyin Orphanage School and distributed notebooks, stationary
and food packets to the students of the orphanage as a good will
gesture.
Press Information Bureau
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
13-May-2017 16:28 IST

INS Darshak completes hydrographic surveys in Sri Lanka

6

INS Darshak of the Eastern Naval Command which has been on a
two month deployment to Sri Lanka has successfully completed
surveys of Weligama Bay and Southern coast of Sri Lanka. The
result of the surveys were formally handed over by Captain Peush

Pawsey, Commanding Officer, INS Darshak to Vice Admiral RC
Wijegunaratne, WV, RWP & Bar, RSP, VSV, USP, ndc, psn, the
Commander of Sri Lanka Navy, in a ceremony held at Colombo on
12 May 17.
The survey operations were undertaken in three phases and ship
also visited Colombo and Galle harbour. The ship and ship’s survey
motor boats fitted with multi beam systems were extensively
deployed and the hydrographic survey data for more than 7000
nautical miles was collected. Ship’s integral Chetak helicopter also
participated in the operations.
The Officers and sailors of Sri Lanka Navy had embarked ship
during the conduct of joint survey operations and were also
imparted training on various aspects of hydrographic surveying. In
addition, the sailors of both the navies interacted during ship’s stay
at Colombo and Galle and played friendly football, volleyball and
basketball matches. Beach cleaning drives were also conducted as
part of interaction.
INS Darshak has the unique distinction of having surveyed in
Mauritius, Seychelles, Myanmar, Mozambique and Tanzania in the
last few years. The successful completion of the maiden Joint
Hydrographic survey with Sri Lanka Navy marks a new beginning
in the bilateral relations.
CGR/VZ/49-17
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
12-May-2017 18:11 IST

Eastern Fleet’s overseas Deployment to Singapore
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In pursuance of India’s Act East policy, Indian Naval Ships
Sahyadri, Shivalik, Jyoti and Kamorta are on an Overseas
Deployment to the South East Asia and Southern Indian Ocean
under the command of Rear Admiral Biswajit Dasgupta, YSM,
VSM, the Flag Officer Commanding Eastern Fleet.
Indian Naval Ships Sahyadri and Kamorta are on a port visit to
Singapore from May 12 to May 21, 2017 during which the ships
will participate in the International Maritime Review and
lMDEX-17. Admiral Sunil Lanba, PVSM, AVSM, ADC, the Chief
of Naval Staff, Indian Navy would also be attending the events
ashore. During the port visit, various calls by the visiting Fleet
would be organised in addition to those scheduled as part of IMR
and IMDEX-17. Thereafter the four Indian Naval Ships and an
Indian Navy Long Range Maritime Patrol and Anti-Submarine
Warfare aircraft P-8l would exercise with the RSN and RSAF as
part of SIMBEX-17. Held since 1994, this year would be the 24th
edition of the annual maritime bilateral exercise between the two
countries which aims to further cement the defence cooperation
between the two countries.
The two countries share a rich history and a strategic relationship. A
number of bilateral agreements exist between the two countries in
various spheres. The visit of the Indian Naval Ships seeks to
underscore India’s peaceful presence and solidarity with friendly
and harmonious countries towards ensuring good order in the
maritime domain. Indian Naval assets have been increasingly
deployed in recent times to address the main maritime concerns of
the region. In addition, as part of the Indian Government’s vision of
SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in the Region), the Indian
Navy has also been involved in assisting countries in the Indian
Ocean Region with EEZ Surveillance, Search and Rescue, and other
capacity-building and capability-enhancement activities. The
8 current deployment will contribute towards the Indian Navy’s

efforts to consolidate inter-operability and forge strong bonds of
friendship across the seas.
Over the past few decades, India has made substantial advances in
terms of designing and building warships indigenously and the
visiting ships bear testimony to these capabilities. INS Sahyadri, a
multi-role stealth frigate is commanded by Captain Anil Jaggi while
INS Kamorta, an Anti-Submarine Warfare Corvette is commanded
by Commander Vipin Gupta. Both ships are indigenously designed
and built. During the stay in harbour, various activities such as
official calls, formal reception on board ships, ships open to
visitors, guided tours for Indian naval personnel and professional
interaction between naval personnel of both the nations have been
planned. The last visit by an Indian Naval Ship to Singapore was by
INS Satpura in September 2016.
https://youtu.be/fMiQyW4mbAI
https://youtu.be/VmGesvaJ4r0
22 May 2017
https://youtu.be/p8fTOy8GegY
https://youtu.be/hFfDqefNk5Y
https://youtu.be/G69FGaDeB6M
https://youtu.be/k5juRtStSCo
https://youtu.be/EWG10ozWexE
https://youtu.be/e-fe3osnO68
https://youtu.be/KPkolH155bc
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African Development Bank’s President Thanks India for success of
the Annual Meeting of the Bank held in Gandhinagar

The President of the African Development Bank Shri Akinwumi
Adesina expresses happiness at the outcome of the annual meeting
of the bank held in Gandhinagar, Gujarat. Addressing a press
conference at Mahatma Mandir, Gandhinagar today the Bank’s
President thanked India and the Prime Minister, Shri Narendra
Modi for the success of its annual meeting. Shri Adesina said that
he had fruitful meetings with Shri Modi, the Finance Minister Shri
Arun Jaitely, the Power Minister Shri Piyush Goyal and other
Indian Ministers during the meeting. He said all these meetings are
expeceds to substantially contribute to the bank’s new
transformation agenda encapsulated in the high 5s – related to the
fields of power, agriculture(food security), connectivity
(transportation), industrialization(skill development) and health.
Shri Adesina also said that he is happy that the Prime Minster Shri
Modi had mentioned of India and Japan considering the Asia Africa
Growth Corridor and he is now more confident that all this should
contribute to greater development in Africa. He said the bank is
looking forward to scaling up of technologies and for investments
in future technologies for skilling African youth. He said that he
also expects youth in Africa to more actively participate in
agricultural activities to fight poverty in Africa. The President of the
bank said that he even sees possibilities of films- bollywood
contributing to encouraging African youth towards Agriculture.
Shri Adesina thanked the Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri Vijay
Roopani and all others who helped in making the meetings of the
bank a great success
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The ruler is above suspicion
Ujjwala to Ujala - brightening up the hinterland

*Shivaji Sarkar
Three years of Narendra Modi-led NDA government has a unique
record. It is scam free.
So far it has been difficult for fault-finder to spot a taint.
Managing one of the world’s largest governing system is not easy.
But the resolve to bring probity in the system has apparently paid.
Various steps of the government have put the scamsters in a tight
spot. A number of agreements with various countries have blocked
channels of rerouting of black money via Mauritius, Cyprus and
Singapore. The previously laundered money can now no longer be
brought back to India via Mauritius, Singapore and Cyprus routes.
It has done real time transaction data with Switzerland and other
European countries. This ensures Swiss banks to share information related
to transactions with India from September 2019. This blocks scope of
money laundering.
The government also signed the Inter-Government Agreement with
the US to implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act. All these
agreements enable Indian tax authorities to receive financial account
information of Indians from foreign countries on an automatic basis.
Ill-gotten money or tax-evaded savings have come under a
comprehensive and deterrent law, the Black Money Undisclosed Foreign
14

Income and Assets and Imposition of Tax Act. This provides for stringent
penalties and prosecution.
The Income Tax Department has unearthed undisclosed income
of Rs. 43,000 crore through investigations between 2014 and 2016, Union
Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said on July 2, 2016.
In the biggest ever income (black money) disclosure in 2016, at
least Rs 65,250 crore of undisclosed assets were declared in the one-time
compliance window, yielding the government Rs 29,362 crore in taxes.
The law on Benaami transaction law not only targets benaami
properties but also prevents having such properties. It was enacted 18
years back but had to wait till November 1, 2016 for its implementation by
the Modi government. This was stated to be one of the biggest route of
parking illicit earnings. The stringent law is being implemented with
rigour as enforcement directorate and the income tax department takes
several steps to cleanse the system.
The allocation of various mineral blocks through auction has
changed the dynamics. Online auctions of coal blocks, spectrum and
minerals have been made the norm. No future government will find it easy
to change.
That rulers have to be above suspicion has also been ensured
through a tougher process of political funding. Some smaller parties had
taken this route to amass ill-gotten wealth. The new rule of political
funding reducing cash receipts to Rs 2000 and introduction of electoral
bonds is aimed at cleaning up political party funding.
The process of cleaning started the day Narendra Modi was sworn
in as prime minister. The very day the new government assumed office, it
constituted a special investigation team (SIT) under the supervision of
Supreme Court to look into the issue of corruption.
The prime minister did not confine his tirade against illicit money
to the shores of the country. On September 5, 2016, Modi personally raised
the issue of ending safe tax havens in Europe and other countries in the
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significant G-20 meeting. This forced the major G-20 countries to wage a
war on money laundering, black money and terror funding.
This was possibly just the beginning. The mother of all action was
at 8 pm on November 8, 2016. The prime minister announced
demonetization of Rs 500 and 1000 currency notes worth Rs 15 lakh crore
to bring out black money out of the closets. This electrified the country,
led to long queues before banks to change notes. People took the suffering
with a stride for the cause of cleansing.
The income-tax department has identified 18 lakh people, who
have made deposits of alleged “unaccounted sum” to explain the deposits.
Even many no-frill jan dhan accounts were used to launder the money.
The steps have been praised by international financial
organizations. The International Monetary Fund sees now India as a better
place to do business. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on May 4,
2017 praised Prime Minister Modi for his efforts to roll out the Goods and
Services Act that will integrate indirect taxes in the country and the
bankruptcy act. ADB president Takehiko Nakao says Indian economy will
grow 7.4 percent this fiscal and 7.6 percent in the next and will have better
business friendly environment.
The NDA government’s multifarious efforts have ensured that
India has overtaken China as the fastest growing economy and created a
business and FDI-friendly atmosphere.
Indeed early into its term, the government ensured replacing the
leaky and inefficient welfare delivery system. The government scaled up
direct benefit transfer (DBT) with JAM (jan dhan, adhar and mobile) as its
foundations. It targeted 536 schemes across 65 ministries and departments.
The Ujjwala - LPG connection to BPL families, to Ujala - solar
lighting, is brightening up the hinterland and making women particularly
happy. It is reducing electricity rates and business costs. The three years of
Modi are being seen as the beginning of a new era raising hopes and
opportunities for the downtrodden.
*****
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*Author is a senior journalist based in Delhi. Regularly writes on Sociopolitical issues.

Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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Dr Jitendra Singh delivers the 19th lecture of the CVC ‘Lecture
Series’, on “Government’s Recent Initiatives to Curb Corruption”
'Incorruptibility' is the ultimate remedy against corruption: Dr
Jitendra Singh

“Incorruptibility” is the ultimate remedy against corruption. The
final goal in the drive against corruption cannot be achieved simply
by eradication of corruption but by achieving a state of mind which
is incorruptible. This was stated here today by Union Minister of
State (Independent Charge) for Development of North Eastern
Region (DoNER), MoS PMO, Personnel, Public Grievances,
Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr Jitendra Singh, while
delivering the CVC Lecture on the topic “Government’s Recent
Initiatives to Curb Corruption” here today. This was the 19th lecture
of the “Lecture Series” organised by the Central Vigilance
Commission and was attended by Central Vigilance Commissioner
Shri K V Chowdary, Vigilance Commissioners Shri Rajiv and Dr T
M Bhasin as well as several other senior officers of Government of
India.
Dr Jitendra Singh recalled that soon after assuming the office, one
of the earliest statements made by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi focused on “Minimum Government, Maximum Governance”.
He said, this dictum goes hand in hand with the crusade against
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corruption because governance can never achieve its maximum
limit or potential as long as it is constantly hampered by the menace
of corruption.
In the last three years, Dr Jitendra Singh said, the focus of the
Union Government has been two-fold, - (1) an approach towards
zero corruption and (2) adequate protection to officials who perform
their duty with diligence and competence without indulging in any
unethical or corrupt practices. The series of decisions taken during
the last three years are also aimed to achieve these twin objectives,
he added.
At the same time, Dr Jitendra Singh recalled that right from the day
of the formation of the present Government in May 2014 till date,
one after the other, several path-breaking and even revolutionary
decisions were taken to bring in more transparency and citizen
centricity in various organs of the Government, which also
exercises a check on corrupt and malafide practices. Citing some
examples, he said, from January, 2016, under the direction of the
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, a courageous decision was
taken to abolish the practice of holding interviews for selection to
junior level and non-gazetted posts. This single decision has gone a
long way in checking nepotism and favouritism in appointments
and has at the same time, also brought about considerable saving to
the public exchequer.
Over the last 70 years, Dr Jitendra Singh said, a number of much
hyped initiatives were taken by earlier Governments which included
the Prevention of Corruption Act in 1988 and Right to Information
Act, 2005. However, it is the NDA Government which has sought to
implement these provisions in true letter and spirit. He said, many
may not be aware of the fact that for the first time, under Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi, all the ten vacancies of the
18 Information Commissioners were filled up in the Central

Information Commission whereas it never happened so in the past
and there were also times when the CIC was functioning with just 3
or 4 Information Commissioners. This itself is an evidence of the
Central Government’s sincere will and conviction for transparency
and accountability, he added.
Dispelling the observation in certain quarters that the Lokpal Bill
had got delayed under the present Government, Dr Jitendra Singh
said, the matter of fact is that the Lokpal Bill brought by previous
Government just two months before the last General Elections was
drafted in haste, which left a number of missing gaps. For example,
there was no clarity that in the absence of a recognized Leader of
Opposition, who would replace him/her as member of Selection
Committee. Similarly, the tenure of appointment of the jurist
member in the Selection Committee was left undefined. In order to
overcome these pitfalls, he said, Lokpal Amendment Bill was
brought in Parliament but on the advice of all the parties including
the Opposition parties, it was referred to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee, and hence the delay. Now that the Bill has been sent by
the Standing Committee with its recommendations, the further
follow up will be done accordingly, he added.
What is most important, however, Dr Jitendra Singh said is that the
present Government under Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has
carried forward its resolve to check corruption with conviction and
courage. An important evidence of this is that the path breaking
decision of re-monetisation was announced on the eve of crucial
election to five State Assemblies without any consideration of
electoral outcomes, he said.
The Lecture was attended by the Chief Vigilance Officers (CVOs)
of Government Departments based in Delhi NCR as well as CMDs,
Directors and other officers of Government Ministries /
19 Departments, Central Public Sector Enterprises, Nationalized

Banks, and other Organizations. Senior Officers of the CBI and
Enforcement Directorate also participated.
The proceedings of the session may be viewed online as it was
webcast live through NIC and is available on the website of the
Commission.
Topic - RTI
Corruption

https://youtu.be/WbYFWQk8llo
https://youtu.be/WEsRSWqdRcU
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Cabinet approves phasing out Foreign Investment Promotion Board
The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi has given its approval to the phasing out of Foreign Investment
Promotion Board (FIPB). The proposal entails abolishing the FIPB and
allowing administrative Ministries/Departments to process applications for
FDI requiring government approval.
Henceforth, the work relating to processing of applications for FDI
and approval of the Government thereon under the extant FDI Policy and
FEMA, shall now be handled by the concerned Ministries/Departments in
consultation with the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion(DIPP),
Ministry of Commerce, which will also issue the Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) for processing of applications and decision of the
Government under the extant FDI policy.
In addition, Foreign Investors will find India more attractive
destination and this will result in more inflow of FDI. The move will
provide ease of doing business and will help in promoting the principle of
Maximum Governance and Minimum Government.
Background
The proposal for abolition of FIPB was approved by the Cabinet in
its meeting on 24-05-2017. Presently, applications are considered by FIPB
in Department of Economic Affairs (DEA), Ministry of Finance
comprising of various Secretaries of Government of India for making
recommendation on FDI applications. After the Cabinet decision, it would
be handled independently by Administrative Ministries as per Sector.

FIPB
FIPB DEBATE IN ENGLISH
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Addressing the press near Palwal Shri Gadkari said that the construction
of the Expressway was nearly 60 percent done, and he was hopeful that it
would be over by August this year.
The Peripheral Expressway Project comprises two expressways - Western
Peripheral Expressway (WPE) and Eastern Peripheral Expressway
(EPE) connecting NH-1 and NH-2 from Western and Eastern side of
Delhi.The EPE and WPE constitute one combined project forming a Ring
Road around Delhi with a total length of 270 km. About 183 km length
passes through the State of Haryana whereas the remaining about 87 km
length passes through the State of Uttar Pradesh.
Shri Gadkari said that once complete, the two expressways together will
allow a by pass for traffic not meant for Delhi and headed towards the
neighbouring states of Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Haryana, Punjab,
Jammu and Kashmir. This will not only decongest Delhi but also cut down
pollution by almost 50 percent.
The Expressway is planned to be equipped with the latest, world class
smart technology and road safety features like intelligent highway traffic
management system, video incident detection system and a closed tolling
system where the toll will be charged on the distance travelled, said Shri
Gadkari.
The Minister also informed that the EPE will be the country’s first Green
Highway, with landscaping, plantation with nearly 2.5 lakh trees and fully
lit by solar energy. There will also be facilities for rainwater harvesting at
short distances. The Highway will also have roadside amenities like petrol
pumps, motels, restaurants etc.
The Expressway will greatly benefit farmers, traders and the people of the
NCR region and neighbouring states of UP, Uttarakhand, as a whole by
providing better road connectivity in the region. The projects will give a
major boost to the transport infrastructure of the region, making it
speedier, more efficient and less polluting, which in turn, will give a boost
to the economy as a whole.
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The projects will create both direct and indirect jobs. The construction
work of EPE has generated 40 lakh mandays of employment. 2100
engineers and 5200 workers are employed daily. Besides this, the local
population would be involved in creating and maintaining the green belt.
The roadside amenities will provide markets for local produce.
Shri Gadkari informed that the total compensation given to farmers for
land acquisition for Eastern and Western Peripheral Expressways was Rs
7700 crores,
The Minister further said that an efficient and integrated transport system
is necessary to bring down logistics cost and give a boost to the economy.
He informed that twelve expressways are also being constructed in other
parts of the country, including Delhi- Meerut ,Delhi-Jaipur, Delhi–
Ludhiana-Amritsar-Katra, Mumbai - Vadodara, Bangaluru-Chennai,
Hyderabad-Vijaywada-Amravati, Hyderabad-Bangaluru, Nagpur –
Hyderabad and Amravati Ring Road Expressway.
Shri Gadkari further informed that the Government is fast moving towards
meeting its target of building 2 lakh km of National Highways. Starting
from around 57000 km of NH we have reached a figure of 103933 km . He
said that the pace of construction of National Highways across the country
has risen very fast. A record 16000 km of NH construction work was
awarded this year. He said the award target for the coming year is 25000
km. He also said that the daily rate of construction has gone up from about
2 km per day three years back to about 22 km per day at present.
The Minister of State for Social Justice and Empowerment Shri Krishan
Pal Gurjar and NHAI Chairman Shri Yudhvir Singh Malik were also
present during the press conference.
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UDDAN to make flights cheaper and spur economic
activity
13

*Dr G.L.Mahajan
With the launch of Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS)
UDAN-----(‘Ude Desh ka Aam Nagrik’) on 27th April, the
aviation sector is set to get a big boost and tap huge market of
middle class flyers living in Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities. This is the
first-of-its-kind scheme globally which harnesses the power of
the markets to provide a public good.
Apart from spurring the economic growth in hinterland, the
affordable air services will ensure that the monopoly of elite on
air services comes to an end. The UDAN will usher in a new
era in fast growing aviation sector by providing low cost air
connectivity to untapped routes and connecting un-served
and under-served airports. The UDAN will also boost regional
connectivity by bringing smaller cities and towns on air map of
the country through a market-based mechanism and open this
sector to young professionals, small businessmen and
students belonging mainly to the vast middle class populations
living in these cities and towns.
The primary objective of RCS - UDAN is to facilitate regional
air connectivity by making it affordable as stated in the RCS
document released by the Ministry of Civil Aviation. The
document says that promoting affordability of regional air
connectivity is envisioned under RCS by supporting airline
operators through concessions by Central or/and State
14 Governments and airport operators to reduce the cost of

airline operations on regional routes and other support
measures. It also envisages financial viability gap funding
(VGF) support to meet the gap, if any, between the cost of
airline operations and expected revenues on such routes.
The RCS document also points out that consumption-led
growth in populated metros is expected to spill over to the
hinterland areas with the Indian economy expanding. The
dearer land and labour in the metro cities is likely to lead to
shifting of economic activities in smaller cities. Needless to say
that air connectivity will provide required impetus to the
economic growth of such towns and cities in the years to
come.
The UDAN Scheme is a key component of the National Civil
Aviation Policy (NCAP) which was released by the Ministry of
Civil Aviation in June last year. One of the key objectives of
NCAP-2016 is to “establish an integrated eco-system which
will lead to significant growth of civil aviation sector, which in
turn would promote tourism, increase employment and lead to
a balanced regional growth”. Though it seeks to sustain and
nurture a competitive market environment in the civil aviation
sector, it was felt that encouraging regional air connectivity
would be desirable from a public policy perspective and may
need financial support, at least in the initial period, to trigger
participation of players. It is in this context that NCAP 2016
provided for a Regional Air Connectivity Scheme.
The UDAN Scheme was developed through extensive
consideration of various issues and consultations with
stakeholders. UDAN recognizes the challenge of high costs
faced by regional operators. Accordingly, the scheme brings
down the operating cost for an airline by reducing taxes on
15 aviation turbine fuel (ATF) and airport and other charges. The

winning bidder gets three year exclusivity on the route so that
the route can be matured and made profitable. The scheme
uses the power of markets to find out the lowest subsidy on
the route.
It is being executed by the Airport Authority of India (AAI), the
implementing agency, through a market mechanism where
operators assess demand on routes; submit proposals for
providing connectivity on such routes; while committing to
certain minimum operating conditions. During the first round of
bidding, AAI followed a transparent process by inviting
interested bidders and airline operators to submit their Initial
Proposals under the provisions of Regional Connectivity
Scheme and subsequently inviting counter proposals against
such Initial Proposals. The routes and networks were awarded
to bidders who submitted valid proposals and quoted the
lowest viability gap funding (VGF) from the government for
such routes and networks.
Prime Minister Shri Narender Modi flagged off UDAN at
picturesque tabletop airport Jubbarhatti in Himachal Pradesh
around 25 kms from the state capital Shimla. The first Alliance
airlines aircraft landed at Jubbarhatti airport from Delhi after
a gap of around
five years. The Prime Minister also
inaugurated flights on the Kadapa-Hyderabad and the
Nanded-Hyderabad sectors through a video conference.
Trujet, a regional airline started air services between NandedHyderabad and Kadapa-Hyderabad sectors. Announcing the
launch in a series of tweets, the Prime Minister said the airfare
for a one-hour journey of 500 km has been capped
at Rs. 2,500, which will be an all-inclusive charge. For longer
routes and flight duration, the pricing may vary. The Prime
Minister rightly said that aviation was once considered the
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domain of a select few, but that has changed now with the
advent of UDAN.
After the first round of bidding, five airlines have been awarded
128 routes. The initially chosen airports spread across
more than 20 states and Union Territories including Karnataka,
Puducherry, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Himachal
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, and Madhya
Pradesh will be connected under the UDAN. The airports that
will be connected to each other under the scheme include
Shimla, Bhatinda, Neyveli, Bilaspur, Cooch Behar, Nanded
and Kadapa. Of the total 70 airports selected under the
scheme, 24 airports are in the western region, 17 in the north,
11 in the south, 12 in the east and 6 in regions of the
northeast. Under the scheme 27 currently served airports, 12
currently under served airports and 31 currently unserved
airports (total of 70 airports) will resume air services. Several
more sectors are likely to get the flights under UDAN scheme
in the next rounds of bidding.
******
*Author is a communication expert and an independent
journalist. Earlier, he was associated with the public relations
department of Himachal Pradesh government
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Changing face of Indian Railways
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*K R Sudhaman
There is usually some romanticism and development associated with
Indian Railways and every child particularly in rural India is filled with
joy and emotion on seeing a train or engine. Rightly Indian Railways have
been engine of growth and formed the backbone of the country’s economic
development. It is therefore critically important that its growth is ahead of
economic growth by at least two percentage points to ensure that there are
no transport infrastructure bottlenecks to all round development. But
unfortunately over the years, particularly during the era of coalition
government, Indian Railways have been subject to unbridled populism to
address various political constituencies resulting in neglect of capital
expenditure in this important infrastructure. This had made the Indian
Railways creaking with trunk routes over utilized. Huge money spent on
subsidizing passenger fares has left not much headroom for developmental
activities and capital expenditure to improve the already collapsing rail
services. Hundreds of projects for which stones have been laid in the
course of populism, has remained only in foundation and on paper and not
much headway had been made for want of resources.
As a first step Prime Minister Narendra Modi government decided to shun
populism so as to restore this sinking rail system, one of the largest in the
World, back on track. For the first time in India’s history, an honest
attempt has been made to restore Railways glory and move ahead to make
it perhaps one of the most modern railways with new and better freight
corridors in the length and breadth of the country and introduce faster,
safer and comfortable passenger trains including most acclaimed bullet
trains and hyper-loop trains that can run at a speed faster than that of
sound. This government proposes to spend Rs 8.5 lakh crore in the next
three years to make it a World class system. This will also create massive
18

job opportunities besides several spin-off effects to development, which
had never been witnessed in the country.
Significant development in this regard, which had gone unnoticed, is the
merger of Rail Budget with General Budget from this year onwards to
bring about systemic reforms in the Railways. By subsuming the Rail
Budget in the General Budget, the railways would be in a better position to
raise funds from elsewhere including foreign on the strength of the
sovereign to invest in projects having long gestation period. There is
however two fears that Railways may lose its autonomy and that the move
may become a precursor to privatization of Railways. Both these have
already been addressed and allayed. Hence the fears are unwarranted.
Apart from stepping up capital expenditure to nearly Rs one lakh crore
annually in the last couple of years, the railways have come out with
several initiatives during the last three years including several steps to
improving
passenger amenities, safety, rolling stock, decongesting
clogged routes by stepping up line augmentation and so on. Only 17 per
cent of the Railway track in the country connecting four metros of Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata and the two diagonals account for nearly
60 per cent of passenger and freight traffic. These routes are overutilised
and stressed resulting in very little maintenance. The tracks needed to be
quadrupled and the railways already have land for it and capacity to find
resources and yet these had not happened in the past due to over
indulgence in populism. Now Modi government under Railway Minister
Suresh Prabhu has taken up this task seriously and already announced
three additional freight corridors Delhi-Chennai, Kolkata-Mumbai and
Kolkata-Vijayawada apart from two that are being implemented –DelhiMumbai and Ludhiana-Kolkata. The government has already announced
Bullet train from Mumbai-Ahmedabad to be implemented at a cost of
around Rs one lakh crore with Japanese aid and a feasibility study had
been initiated to few more important routes. These are developments,
which had not seen any progress in the past.
As Prabhu himself said systemic changes was the need of the hour and
progress has been made towards this end. More importantly the perception
of Indian Railways is changing from a slow moving behemoth to a
responsive modern organization under Modi government. The Railways
have moved away from achieving small incremental changes every year
and have gone much beyond business as usual approach in the last couple
of years. This however is only the beginning and a lot more is needed to be
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done and accordingly plans have been formulated to achieve big ticket
goals in medium to long term.
Some statistics to illustrate this point is that the Railways have
commissioned record 2828 km of broad gauge lines from 2014-16, which
are 85 per cent higher than 2009-14 average annual commissioning. Now
7.7 km lines commissioned per day against 2009-14 average of 4.3 km.
Electrification of 1730 km done in the last year is a huge jump over
2009-14 annual average of 1184 km. Under Swachh Bharat campaign,
Swachh Rail Clean my Coach Service have been launched and third party
cleanliness audits conducted for stations.
Connectivity to North-East, Jammu and Kashmir has improved
considerably and more semi high-speed trains are being launched. After
putting the derailed rail system back on track, the Railways have embarked
upon big ticket development in the next three-five years. Apart from taking
some of them on mission mode and depoliticizing budget, the Railways
would give big push to foreign direct investment in coach and engine
factories, transferring catering back to IRCTC to improve quality, push to
solar energy and electric traction. To explore high speed Talgo and Maglev
trains, step up non fare revenue including commercialization of 7000
railway stations in a phased manner, the railways will involve States in
development of new railway lines. Apart from involving Public sector
companies in expansion of lines, LIC, sovereign and global low cost
pension funds are to be tapped for the massive funding requirement of
Railways for capital expenditure. The Railways strive to achieve zero
accident, shift to higher 25 ton axle load wagons to achieve 20 per cent
increase in freight traffic, better accounting system and commission 100
sidings in next two years to improve freight loading besides improving
signaling system and doing away with unmanned and manned level
crossings by building flyovers. Overall, the Railways have seen visible
changes under Modi government and will witness more improvements in
coming years.
*******
*K R Sudhaman, who has over 40 years of experience in journalism, has
been Economics Editor in Press Trust of India, Financial Chronicle and
Ticker News.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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Exhibition Pavilions of MoRTH Inaugurated at India Integrated
Transport and Logistics Summit
The Minister of Road Transport and Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari
inaugurated two exhibitions, ‘The Highway Saga: Past Present &
Future’ and ‘Safe Road & Inter State Highways Transforming India
(SRISHTI)’ at the Vigyan Bhawan Lawns in New Delhi today. The
exhibitions are part of the three day India Integrated Transport and
Logistics Summit (IITLS) being organized by the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways from 3rd to 5th of May, 2017.
The Highway Saga: Past, Present & Future is an exhibition depicting
the evolution of road transport in India. The pavilion is divided into three
distinct sections- past, present and future. The sections exhibit the modes
of transportation used during Indus Valley Civilization and through the
years into the current times. The famous Bhatan Tunnel of the MumbaiPune Expressway is on exhibit. Live models of instruments used for road
construction in the past are also on display. The present section has the
best of the roadways & highways constructed in India displayed on the
panels in the form of hoardings. These include the Golden Quadrilateral,
National Highway 44 and various other unique highways. The highlight of
the section is the Google maps of three regions that show the development
of roads over a period of time and the rising traffic congestion and the
building of roads to ease congestion. The future section shows some of the
upcoming and futuristic developments like Hyper Loop, Passenger Rapid
Transit and Amphibian Buses. LIDAR technology involved in road
development is on display with actual LIDAR instruments for everyone to
see and experience. IT initiatives taken by MORTH regarding
implementation of many services online are also on display.
The pavilion on road safety - Safe Road & Inter State Highways
Transforming India (SRISHTI) pavilion – is a fun and interactive
pavilion that seeks to enhance ones awareness of road safety issues. The
pavilion opens into a maze that the visitor has to negotiate with the help of
road signs. Follow the correct signs- you are through, if you do not know
your road signs you end up against a blank wall. The pavilion has many
creatives emphasizing safety in driving. There are giant mobile phones,
helmets, seat belts , bottle, speedometer, ambulance etc on display to alert
one about issues regarding safety in driving. This pavilion also has a car
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simulator to test one’s driving skills, game to test your knowledge on road
signs and a warning film emphasizing accidents that occur in India.
Speaking on the occasion Shri Gadkari said that India has, for the first
time, started planning for an integrated, multi-modal transport system. He
said there is an urgent need for integrated transport planning to bring down
the logistics cost in the country. Shri gadkari further said that the summit
will bring together all stakeholders concerned with the logistics sector to
plan such a development. Many MoU are expected to be signed during the
three day summit.
The IITLS is envisaged as a platform for all stakeholders in transport and
logistics sectors to come together and initiate collaborative partnerships to
realize the various greenfield and brownfield opportunities in logistic
parks, freight corridors and IT solutions. The Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways (MoRTH) had undertaken a study, called the Logistics
Efficiency Enhancement Programme (LEEP), which has identified four
key solution themes to improve the state of logistics in India. These are,
freight corridor upgradation, logistics park development, seamless
interstate movement and electronic toll collection systems. Taken together,
these initiatives are expected to reduce India's logistics costs and bring
them closer to the accepted global benchmarks from the current high levels
of 13-14% of GDP. The Ministry plans to develop 35 Multimodal
Logistics Parks (MMLPs) in India which will, cater to 50% of the freight
movement, enable -10% reduction in transportation costs and -12%
reduction in C02 emissions. Land parcels have been identified and prefeasibility studies initiated on six of these locations. The government is
also working to formulate a uniform policy for the development of
MMLPs
The Summit will be inaugurated by the Ministers for Road Transport &
Highways and Shipping Shri Nitin Gadkari on 4th May 2017. Shri P.
Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister of Civil Aviation, Shri Suresh Prabhakar
Prabhu, Minister of Railways and H.E. Sultan Bin Sulayem, Chairman and
CEO, DP World will also address the inaugural session of the summit.
MoS MoRTH Shri P. Radhakrishnan and Shri Mansukh L. Mandaviya will
also be present.
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Exhibition Pavilions of MoRTH Inaugurated at India Integrated
Transport and Logistics Summit
The Minister of Road Transport and Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari
inaugurated two exhibitions, ‘The Highway Saga: Past Present &
Future’ and ‘Safe Road & Inter State Highways Transforming India
(SRISHTI)’ at the Vigyan Bhawan Lawns in New Delhi today. The
exhibitions are part of the three day India Integrated Transport and
Logistics Summit (IITLS) being organized by the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways from 3rd to 5th of May, 2017.
The Highway Saga: Past, Present & Future is an exhibition depicting
the evolution of road transport in India. The pavilion is divided into three
distinct sections- past, present and future. The sections exhibit the modes
of transportation used during Indus Valley Civilization and through the
years into the current times. The famous Bhatan Tunnel of the MumbaiPune Expressway is on exhibit. Live models of instruments used for road
construction in the past are also on display. The present section has the
best of the roadways & highways constructed in India displayed on the
panels in the form of hoardings. These include the Golden Quadrilateral,
National Highway 44 and various other unique highways. The highlight of
the section is the Google maps of three regions that show the development
of roads over a period of time and the rising traffic congestion and the
building of roads to ease congestion. The future section shows some of the
upcoming and futuristic developments like Hyper Loop, Passenger Rapid
Transit and Amphibian Buses. LIDAR technology involved in road
development is on display with actual LIDAR instruments for everyone to
see and experience. IT initiatives taken by MORTH regarding
implementation of many services online are also on display.
The pavilion on road safety - Safe Road & Inter State Highways
Transforming India (SRISHTI) pavilion – is a fun and interactive
pavilion that seeks to enhance ones awareness of road safety issues. The
pavilion opens into a maze that the visitor has to negotiate with the help of
road signs. Follow the correct signs- you are through, if you do not know
your road signs you end up against a blank wall. The pavilion has many
creatives emphasizing safety in driving. There are giant mobile phones,
helmets, seat belts , bottle, speedometer, ambulance etc on display to alert
one about issues regarding safety in driving. This pavilion also has a car
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simulator to test one’s driving skills, game to test your knowledge on road
signs and a warning film emphasizing accidents that occur in India.
Speaking on the occasion Shri Gadkari said that India has, for the first
time, started planning for an integrated, multi-modal transport system. He
said there is an urgent need for integrated transport planning to bring down
the logistics cost in the country. Shri gadkari further said that the summit
will bring together all stakeholders concerned with the logistics sector to
plan such a development. Many MoU are expected to be signed during the
three day summit.
The IITLS is envisaged as a platform for all stakeholders in transport and
logistics sectors to come together and initiate collaborative partnerships to
realize the various greenfield and brownfield opportunities in logistic
parks, freight corridors and IT solutions. The Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways (MoRTH) had undertaken a study, called the Logistics
Efficiency Enhancement Programme (LEEP), which has identified four
key solution themes to improve the state of logistics in India. These are,
freight corridor upgradation, logistics park development, seamless
interstate movement and electronic toll collection systems. Taken together,
these initiatives are expected to reduce India's logistics costs and bring
them closer to the accepted global benchmarks from the current high levels
of 13-14% of GDP. The Ministry plans to develop 35 Multimodal
Logistics Parks (MMLPs) in India which will, cater to 50% of the freight
movement, enable -10% reduction in transportation costs and -12%
reduction in C02 emissions. Land parcels have been identified and prefeasibility studies initiated on six of these locations. The government is
also working to formulate a uniform policy for the development of
MMLPs
The Summit will be inaugurated by the Ministers for Road Transport &
Highways and Shipping Shri Nitin Gadkari on 4th May 2017. Shri P.
Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister of Civil Aviation, Shri Suresh Prabhakar
Prabhu, Minister of Railways and H.E. Sultan Bin Sulayem, Chairman and
CEO, DP World will also address the inaugural session of the summit.
MoS MoRTH Shri P. Radhakrishnan and Shri Mansukh L. Mandaviya will
also be present.
****
UM/NP/MS
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Air Cargo To Grow at 9 per cent in Next Few Years

While delivering the key note address at the India Integrated
Transport & Logistics Summit 2017, the Minister for Civil Aviation,
Shri Ashok Gajapathi Raju said that the country has seen significant
growth in domestic air traffic and infrastructure development. He
said that his Ministry is taking steps to make air transport affordable
to the common man through the Regional Connectivity Scheme. He
also said that air cargo which is likely to grow 9% in a next few
years and hence logistic parks will help that growth.
Speaking at the plenary session of the Summit, the Secretary of
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Shri R.N. Choubey informed that air
cargo globally and domestically constituted just 1% in terms of
volume, but almost 25% in terms of value as air cargo was mostly
valuable, perishable and time sensitive. He said that a Common
Framework would be created in a years time for air cargo so that
freight operators, airlines, security as well addressees come within
one system. This will bring efficiency in handling air cargo. The
Secretary also informed that Common User Cargo Terminals would
be created at 17 airports. He also said that the free period for air
cargo had been brought down from 72 to 48 hours to ensure faster
movement out of terminals. He said that Civil Aviation would be a
great beneficiary of all the steps taken to improve transport and
logistics in the country and therefore had great expectations from
the Summit.
Press Information Bureau
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From the banks of Rupnarayan to the shores of Ganga : Integrated
25 cargo transport along multiple waterways begins

IWAI ship carries cement from Kolaghat on NW-86 to Bhagalpur on
NW-1

MV V. V. Giri, a vessel of the Inland Waterways Authority of India
(IWAI) began a landmark pilot movement on April 23rd 2017 from
Kolaghat in East Midnapore district of West Bengal to Bhagalpur in
Bihar with a cement consignment of 240 tonnes. The vessel's
journey commenced from Kolaghat on Rupnarayan river (National
Waterway- 86) to reach Bhagalpur via river Ganga (NW-1). This
marks the beginning of an integrated cargo movement involving
two different NWs - NW-86 and NW-1. Rupnarayan river (NW-86)
connects with river Ganga (NW-1) at Geokhali near Haldia. On its
return trip, the vessel will bring fly ash/pet coke.
A private cement company has committed a consignment of 1.20
lakh tonnes of cement per annum from its plant at Salboni in East
Midnapore district in West Bengal to various destinations on river
Ganga (NW-1) in the states of Jharkhand and Bihar.
Earlier this year, an IWAI vessel MV Zakir Hussain had transported
350 tonnes of cement consignment from Haldia to Patna. The
Government of India plans to make cargo movement on NW-1
(Ganga river) a regular feature.
Many prominent cement companies have also shown interest in
transporting their cargo through river NW-1 which the IWAI is
developing under the Jal Marg Vikas Project (JMVP), with
technical and financial assistance of the World Bank at an estimated
cost of Rs. 5369 crore. The project would enable commercial
navigation of vessels with capacity of 1500-2,000 tonnes.
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International publication ‘Condé Nast Traveller’ lists Ganga cruise as
one of the ‘six river cruises to take in 2017’

A reputed US based international media house in the latest issue of
its publication ‘Condé Nast Traveller’ has listed the river cruise on
Ganga as one of the ‘six river cruises to take in 2017’. The media
house has placed the luxury cruise vessel Ganges Voyager II which
sails on the Ganga from Kolkata to Varanasi, in the league of
cruises on Mekong and Yangtze in China, Amazon in South
America, Volga in Russia and Irrawaddy in Myanmar. Conde Nast’s
endorsement of Ganga as a cruise destination is a shot in the arm for
river tourism in the country.
The Inland Waterways Authority of India facilitates cruise
operations on NW-1 (river Ganga) from Kolkata to Varanasi in
collaboration with private cruise operators. The facilities provided
by IWAI include navigation aids including night navigation facility,
embarking and disembarking at designated locations, facilitating
expeditious crossing of Farakka Navigation Lock, pilotage, and
assistance in distress
National Waterway NW-1 from Varanasi to Haldia is being
developed by the Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI),
under the Jal Marg Vikas Project (JMVP). In addition to becoming
one of the principal cargo movement routes in India, this stretch on
NW-1has good potential for river cruise tourism.
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V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust and TANGEDCO Sign MoU to
upgrade Coal Jetty-I&II
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V.O. Chidambaranar Port is all set for a four-fold increase in the
capacity of two of its Coal Jetties – Jetty I and II from 6.25 MTPA
to 24 MTPA. The VOCP Trust signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with Tamil Nadu Generation and Distribution
Corporation Limited (TANGEDCO) for the upgradation of Coal
Jetty I and II in New Delhi today. The Minister of Shipping and
Road Transport and Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari and Minister for
Electricity, Prohibition and Excise, Government of Tamil Nadu Shri
P. Thangamani were present on the occasion.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri Gadkari said that the project would
benefit both TANGEDCO and the VOCPT. It would make coal
handling by the jetties much more voluminous and efficient, and
thus bring down logistics costs. He said this would also allow for
cheaper production of electricity, which would be very beneficial
for industrial growth.
With the upgradation of the coal jetties, TANGEDCO will be able
to handle additional volume of coal cargo for the upcoming new
power plants in Uppur and Kadaladi in Ramanathapuram district in
Tamil Nadu. In addition to this, there will be quicker turnaround of
vehicles with the deployment of high tech handling equipments like
two ship unloaders, each with a minimum 2000 TPH capacity and a
high capacity conveyor system of 4000 TPH. This enhancement of
handling capacity and upgradation of infrastructure will result in
reduction of logistics costs. TANGEDCO will therefore be able to
utilize the services of the Port in a more cost-effective way. With
the power generation from TANGEDCO’s Tuticorin plants being
linked to the National Grid, this would enable availability of
additional power at reduced costs, which, in turn, can fuel industrial
growth and employment generation.
The project is the outcome of Ministry of Shipping’s Project Unnati,
28 under which a study, ‘Unlocking National Ports Potential’ was done

to improve the handling capacity of CJ-I & II. The estimated cost
for upgrading CJ-I & II is about Rs.800 Cr. As per the MoU,
initially Coal Jetty-I will be upgraded in about 24 months by
constructing a new Coal Jetty-I of 300m x25m along with repair of
the existing CJ-I. CJ –II will be upgraded thereafter. The
upgradation will give a competitive edge to VOC Port and will help
it maintain its lead position in coal handling.
The MoU was signed by Shri S. Anantha Chandra Bose, Chairman,
V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust and Shri (Dr.) M. Sai Kumar,
Chairman cum Managing Director, TANGEDCO in New Delhi.
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NHAI signs MoU with TIDCO for Development of Multimodal
Logistics Park in Tamil Nadu

The National Highways Authority of India signed an MoU with the
Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation Limited (TIDCO)
in New Delhi today, for the development of a Multimodal Logistics
Park in the Ponneri Industrial Node area near Kamarajar Port in
Tamil Nadu. The MoU was signed in the presence of the Road
Transport and Highways and Shipping Minister Shri Nitin Gadkari
and Shri M.C. Sampath, Minister for Industries of Tamil Nadu
government.
Speaking on this occasion, Shri Gadkari said that it is an important
agreement for the development of an integrated, multi-modal
transport infrastructure in the country.
The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways is planning to
develop Mutimodal Logistics Parks in under its Logistics Efficiency
Enhancement Programme (LEEP) in 15 locations all over India at a
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cost of Rs 33,000 crore, including Rs 1295 crores investment for the
Chennai Region. The proposed logistics parks will bring down the
overall freight costs, reduce vehicular pollution and congestion and
will enable reduction of warehousing costs. All this is expected to
result in lower logistics costs.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
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Inauguration of Free Wi-Fi facility at 28 Railway Stations
Minister of Railways Shri Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu has inaugurated the
WiFi facility from Kudal Railway Station today at 28 Railway Stations of
Konkan Railway. Indian Railways has tied up with M/s SYSCON/
JOISTER for provision of 2 Mbps peer to peer 24 hrs FREE Wi-Fi
INTERNET bandwidth at 28 stations of Konkan Railway.
In line with Government’s Digital India Initiative, M/s SYSCON/
JOISTER are providing the JOISPOT brand Wi-Fi in Pune & Mumbai
educational institutes in Maharashtra state and have now undertaken as
part of their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activity of providing
FREE Wi-Fi bandwidth to the rural area on the Konkan route.
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JOISPOT Free Wi-Fi mobile app provides 2 MBPS high speed Wireless
internet with unlimited uploads. The FREE Wi-Fi Internet bandwidth is
provided at the following Railway stations of Konkan Railway:
1. Kolad
2. Mangaon
3. Veer
4. Karanjadi
5. Vinhere
6. Diwankhavati
7. Khed
8. Anjani
9. Chiplun
10. Kamthe

11. Sawarda
12. Aravali Road
13. Sangameshwar
14. Ukshi
15. Bhoke
16. Ratnagiri
17. Nivasar
18. Adavali
19. Vilavade
20. Rajapur Road
21. Vaibhavwadi Road
22. Nandgaon Road
23. Kankavali
24. Sindhudurg
25. Kudal
26. Zarap
27. Sawantwadi Road
28. Madure
Unlimited FREE Wi-Fi facility will be provided at 28 stations from
KOLAD to MADURE in the initial phase with a peer to peer speed of 2
Mbps. The system can provide access to about 300 users at bigger stations
and about 100 users at smaller stations.
This facility will help travelling public, commutes & tourists on Indian
Railways to access essential information and they could use their time
productively while waiting for trains at railway stations. This initiative of
corporation is a steps towards making a smarter India.
Konkan Railway always believes in providing better passenger amenities
to its passengers for their comfortable journey.
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Introduction of The India’s First Tejas Express Between Mumbai and
Karmali
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Minister of Railways to Flag off the Train from Mumbai Tomorrow

Indian Railways will introduce the high speed, air-conditioned Tejas
Express (Train No 22119/22120) between Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus
Mumbai and Karmali for the first time. Tejas Express is a state of the art
train capable of running at the speed of 200 kmph with ultra modern
amenities run between Mumbai and Karmali (5 days a week during Nonmonsoon period and 3 days a week during monsoon period). The details
are as underTejas Express Infrastructure- GS 3 rd Paper
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PM launches various projects of Kandla Port Trust

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, today launched various projects
of Kandla Port Trust at Gandhidham in Gujarat.
He unveiled plaques to mark the laying of Foundation Stone for
construction of the Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Convention Centre; and the
development of the 14th and 16th General Cargo Berth.
He handed over Letters of Award for Construction of Interchange-cumROB at Kutch Salt Junction; Deployment of two Mobile Harbour Cranes;
and Mechanization for handling of fertilisers at Kandla Port.
Speaking on the occasion, Union Minister Shri Nitin Gadkari said that the
Sagarmala project, and port-led development would have a positive impact
on the State of Gujarat, and would lead to job creation as well.
Gujarat Chief Minister Shri Vijay Rupani spoke of the rich maritime
traditions of the State, and added that the spirit continues even today.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi thanked the people for the warm welcome
accorded to him on the way from the helipad to the venue of the function.
He said the people of Kutch are well aware of the importance of water. He
spoke of the rich and glorious history and culture of the Kutch region.
The Prime Minister said that if India wants to make a place for itself in
global trade, it should have the best of arrangements in the port sector.
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The combination of infrastructure and efficiency is vital for the port sector
to thrive, he said, adding that the Kandla Port has emerged as one of the
finest in Asia.
The Prime Minister said that the Chabahar port, being developed with
Indian participation in Iran, would further spur the growth of Kandla Port.
The Prime Minister also mentioned the Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
Convention Center whose Foundation Stone was laid today.
The Prime Minister asked the people to resolve to make whatever
contribution they can for the nation over the next five years, in the run-up
to the seventy-fifth anniversary of Independence.
Stating that the nation is celebrating the centenary year of Pt. Deendayal
Upadhyay, the Prime Minister suggested that Kandla Port Trust be
renamed as "Deendayal Port Trust - Kandla."
****
https://youtu.be/pqGFaWAlc98
https://youtu.be/N14wEe2uaL8
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Press Statement issued by the NHAI

The National Highway Authority of India (NHAI) today denied as
baseless and misleading reports in a section of the media that it was
reluctant on going ahead with the CBI enquiry in the matter of
alleged irregularities in land acquisition matters in Nagina –
Kashipur, Kashipur – Sitarganj, Sitarganj – Tanakpur and Rudrapur
- Kathgodam sections in the State of Uttarakhand.
The matter pertains to alleged change in land use under section 143
of the Zamindari Abolition Act by revenue authorities in the process
of acquisition of land for NH projects.
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The NHAI never objected to any enquiry or investigation by any
agency at any point of time in the matter. NHAI only conveyed its
stand to various authorities in the State Government to clarify the
roles and responsibilities of officials of the State Government and
NHAI in land acquisition matters.
The NHAI officials have no role to play in deciding the nature of
land or the compensation amount to be paid for acquisition of land.
The role of NHAI officials is limited to depositing the amount as
may be decided by the competent revenue authorities or the Courts.
NHAI requested the State authorities to intervene in the matter only
because dragging NHAI officers in such incidences is going to be
counterproductive. This may not only lead to adverse impact on the
process of land acquisition in Uttarakhand, but also affect our
targets in other States too.
In the present situation, the NH projects in Uttarakhand have come
to a complete halt. It is feared that such a situation may arise in
other States also and the whole NHDP may get affected severely.
It is clarified that land for NH projects is acquired under the
provisions of the National Highways Act, 1956 (NH Act). As per
the recommendation of the State Government, the revenue officials
of the State are duly appointed as Competent Authorities under
section 3a of the NH Act. All the subsequent activities relating to
preliminary notification u/s 3A, final notification u/s 3D as well as
declaration of awards are within the domain of the Competent
Authority under the Act. NHAI has a huge challenge to expedite
projects, and acquisition of land is a major milestone in this process.
Especially the matter of defining or changing the land use vests
entirely with the State revenue authorities and NHAI has no role to
play whatsoever. Generally, NHAI does not question the award
34 announced by the Competent Authorities, as the revenue officials

are the custodians of the revenue records and NHAI officials have
no role to play in the acquisition process. This is also a fact that
questioning the awards and going for arbitration delays the project
which generally goes against the interest of the project.
****
Sewa ke 3 years
https://youtu.be/E8jhByfG1Wk
https://youtu.be/gEsmNXxM3hA
India's Lonest Bridge
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Cabinet approves allocation of 2.5 per cent of Central Road Fund for
development and maintenance of National Waterways (NWs) by
amending in the Central Road Fund Act, 2000
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The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has
accorded its approval today to a proposal jointly mooted by the Ministry of
Shipping and the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways (MoRTH) for
amendment of Central Road Fund Act, 2000 to allocate 2.5 per cent of the
proceeds of Central Road Fund (CRF) for development and maintenance
of National Waterways (NWs) and a reduction in the share provided for

development of National Highways. The Cabinet has also directed that
while implementing viable National Waterways projects, all such
components that can be done on PPP basis, should be explored accordingly
and government funding may be used only if private investment is not
forthcoming for any component
The Central Road Fund (Amendment) Bill, 2017 would be moved by the
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways in the ensuing Monsoon Session,
2017 of the Parliament.
Impact
An allocation of 2.5 per cent of CRF proceeds would provide
approximately Rs.2000 crore per annum for the development and
maintenance of NWs at existing rates of duties funding the CRF. The
Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) has estimated that
approximately Rs. 25,000 crores would be required for development of
identified projects on NWs till 2022-23. In this regard, works for
construction of multi modal terminals, new navigation lock, River
Information System, development of fairway etc., have already
commenced under the Jal Marg Vikas Project being implemented on NW-1
(River Ganga). IWAI also has planned to undertake work on the
development of 24 NWs during the next three years.
It is estimated that 1.8 lakh persons would be provided employment in the
Inland Waterways Transport (IWT) sector in the next five years. New
employment opportunities are expected to be generated for operation and
management of fairway, terminals, aids to navigation, barges, training, etc.
Further, development of additional 106 NWs will create additional job
opportunities.
Background
The Government has been emphasizing the importance of developing
Inland Water Transport Sector for the national economy. The National
Waterways Act, 2016 for developing and maintaining the existing five
NWs and new 106 NWs has been passed by Parliament and is now
enforced. The arrangement approved by the Cabinet; would make
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available adequate and sustainable source of funding for NWs through
institutional means of CRF. This is one more step towards promotion of
Inland Water Transport sector as a cost effective, logistically efficient and
environment friendly sector which would contribute in diverting traffic
from the over congested roads and railways and offer an incentive and
provide certainty for private companies to invest in the sector. It is
estimated that a standard 2000 DWT vessel has the potential to transport
125 Truck Loads and almost one complete train rake (40 rail wagons) load
on existing road and rail infrastructure.
https://youtu.be/qTqWa37bvuU
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Infrastructure: Giant strides

*Namita Tewari
From Bharatmala to Sethu Bharatam, from highways to expressways and
from Chardham to Kailash Mansarovar - giant strides to overhaul
India's infrastructure are underway.
On completion of three years of the Narendra Modi regime, government
has to its claim a never before award of contracts for construction of
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34,018 km of highways during 2014-17. This is more than double of what
was awarded during 2011-2014.
If the Modi government had its way, driving through India and its
congested cities, towns and villages would be a breeze. Bigger, wider and
better road network in India and all the way to Thailand and Myanmar is
the dream for which it is willing to pump lakhs of crores of Rupees.
As per India-Myanmar-Thailand (IMT) Motor Vehicle Agreement a trial
run of passenger vehicles on the IMT Trilateral Highway up to Naypitaw
in Myanmar was carried out during 9-14 November, 2015 in which Indian
vehicles travelled to Myanmar on Imphal -Mandalay -Bagan- Naypitaw
route and back and Myanmar vehicles joined the Indian vehicles on the
return journey from Naypitaw to Imphal and returning to Myanmar.
India, Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh (BBIN) have already inked a
landmark Motor Vehicles pact for the regulation of passenger, personnel
and cargo vehicular traffic among the four South Asian neighbors in
Thimpu in June 2015.
Several trial runs of Cargo and passenger vehicles have been conducted
under this agreement in preparation of its implementation.
On the front of augmenting infrastructure in difficult areas - ChenaniNashri tunnel, an infrastructure marvel in Jammu & Kashmir, is one of the
major achievements as this tunnel India's longest road tunnel has been
built in a record time. On the anvil are many such projects including
Zozilla tunnel.
Besides, tough Himalayan rocks are being cut to make the pilgrimage to
Kailash Mansarovar, linked to the faith of millions of Indians, easy. The
government is constructing a highway through Uttarakhand for KailashMansarovar to make it easy for people to visit the abode of Lord Shiva.
Kailash-Mansarovar in the high altitudes could be reached at present only
through the arduous Lipulekh Pass route and Nathu La Route, opened by
China in 2015.
Also, a Rs 12,000 crore project is on for developing 900 km of National
Highways in Uttarakhand for improving connectivity to the Char Dham
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pilgrimage centers - Kedarnath, Badrinath, Gangotri and Yamunotri in the
Himalayas.
When it comes to big cities and Metros the plans are to have futuristiclooking automated and driverless pods ‘flying across’ to carry commuters
around. The dream has only just begun. A metrino pilot project is in the
offing between Dhaulakuan and Gurgaon to carry commuters in suspended
pods to ease traffic woes.
The total length of National Highways in the country has reached 1,14,158
km nbow from 91,287 while construction of national highways reached
18,702 during the three years from 15,005 between 2011-2014.
Work is on full swing on some of the expressways that including Eastern
and Western Peripheral expressway to decongest the national capital.
The Government has approved a plan for constructing 1000 km of
expressways along high density corridors like the Vadodara-Mumbai
Corridor and Delhi-Meerut Corridor.
The projects include Delhi-Meerut (66km), Eastern Peripheral Expressway
- 135 Km, Western Peripheral - 135 Km, Vadodara-Mumbai Corridor (400
km), Bangalore-Chennai (262 km), Delhi-Jaipur (261 km), DelhiChandigarh (249 km), Kolkata-Dhanbad (277 km) and Delhi-Agra (200
km).
However, despite efforts to create a worldclass infrastructure, the stark
reality remains that India accounts for one of the highest road related
mortalities globally with about 5 lakh road accidents a year in which 1.5
lakh people die and another 3 lakh are crippled.
But, for Road Transport and Highways minister Nitin Gadkari, “nothing is
impossible” as he sets out repairing infrastructure and begins laying new
highways through mega projects. “People will not believe what they are
seeing, when projects worth lakhs of crores of Rupees are completed”,
Gadkari says. He says the target is to reduce the accidents by half soon.
When it comes to a related legislation --the Motor Vehicle (Amendment)
Bill 2016 has been passed in the Lok Sabha. The much talked about Bill
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has still to be passed by Rajya Sabha to unleash radical reforms in the
transport sector by ensuring 100 per cent e-governance, checking bogus
driving licenses and vehicle thefts, slapping heavy penalty on traffic
violators and protecting the good samaritans.
Recently the government launched NHAI's Masala bond at London Stock
Exchange which met overwhelming response from the investors.
Government also plans to sell over 100 projects completed through
government funds to foreign insurance and pension funds.
Forefront among the new highway development initiatives by the
government is "Bharatmala", envisaged as an umbrella programme
subsuming NHDP and also focusing on initiatives like development of
border and international connectivity roads, economic
corridors development, inter corridor and feeder routes, national corridors
efficiency improvements, coastal & port connectivity roads, and
Greenfield expressways.
The Phase I of the programme covers the aggregate length of 24,800 kms
with a total fund requirement of Rs 5.35 lakh crore.
Another key initiative of the government during last three years is "Setu
Bharatam" with an objective to making all National Highways free of
railway level crossings, by 2019, by building Railway Over Bridges/
Under Passes.
As many as 208 RUB/ROB are to be built across 19 states at a cost of Rs
20,800 crore under the programme. In addition, about 1,500 old and worn
out bridges on NH will be overhauled in a phased manner at a cost of Rs
30,000 crore.
Also, it has launched a Logistic Efficiency Enhancement Programme
(LEEP) to enhance the efficiency of freight transportation in the country,
thereby reducing logistics cost by nearly half.
This will be done through an integrated, multi modal logistics and
transport policy. The government said the integrated policy would include
construction of 50 Economic Corridors and upgrading key feeder and inter
corridor routes to improve overall efficiency of freight movement.
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The plan also includes developing 35 multimodal logistics parks to serve
as centers for freight aggregation and distribution, multimodal
transportation, storage and warehousing and value added services. In
addition, there are also plans to construct 10 Inter-Modal Stations which
integrate various transportation modes like rail, road, mass rapid transit
system, bus rapid transit (BRT), auto-rickshaw, taxi and private vehicles.
An overall network of about 56,000 km has been identified including
existing national corridors (Golden Quadrilateral and NS-EW Corridor)),
proposed economic corridors, inter corridor routes and feeder routes.
In addition to this 191 towns/ cities have been identified on these routes
where steps will to be taken to reduce congestion.
According to information, 15 locations have been shortlisted for
the development of multimodal logistics parks in the first phase in
Maharashtra, Punjab, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and
Telangana.
Chennai, Vijayawada, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Guwahati and Surat have
already identified land parcels for development of logistics parks.
This is the first time ever that the development of the transport sector is
being done in such an integrated manner. The plan would serve to make
the economy competitive by reducing logistics costs, bring down pollution
levels by reducing congestion on roads, give a boost to industry and create
employment. Cost of logistics is about 14-16 per cent of GDP. These steps
would help to reduce the cost to about 8 per cent of GDP.
******
*Author works for PTI as Chief Infrastructure Correspondent.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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PM inaugurates India's longest bridge in Assam, addresses public
meeting at Dhola

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, today inaugurated India's longest
bridge - the 9.15 km long Dhola-Sadiya bridge, over the River
Brahmaputra, in Assam.
This was his first engagement on the third anniversary of his swearing-in
as Prime Minister.
The bridge will enhance connectivity and greatly reduce travel time
between Assam and Arunachal Pradesh.
After unveiling a plaque to mark the inauguration, the Prime Minister
travelled, and walked on the bridge for a few minutes.
Later, addressing a public meeting at Dhola, the Prime Minister said that
the inauguration of the bridge marks the end of a long wait for the people
of this area.
The Prime Minister said infrastructure is extremely important for
development, and the effort of the Union Government is to fulfil the
dreams and wishes of the people. He said this bridge enhances
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connectivity between Assam and Arunachal Pradesh, and opens the door
for economic development, on a big scale.
He said the eastern and north-eastern parts of the country have the greatest
potential for economic development, and this bridge is just one element of
the Union Government's vision in this regard.
The Prime Minister said the bridge will bring about a positive change in
the lives of the common people. He said the Union Government is placing
great emphasis on the development of waterways as well.
The Prime Minister said enhanced connectivity between the North-East
and other parts of the country is a priority for the Union Government, and
work has been greatly speeded up in this regard. He said that good
connectivity in the North-East will also link the region with the economy
of South-East Asia.
The Prime Minister also spoke of the immense tourism potential of the
North-East. He said the Union Government has decided to name the
Dhola-Sadiya bridge after the great musician, lyricist and poet, Bhupen
Hazarika.
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India’s First Fleet of 200 Electric Vehicles Launched in Nagpur

The Minister of Road Transport & Highways and Shipping Shri
Nitin Gadkari and Maharashtra Chief Minister Shri Devendra
Fadnavis launched India’s first multi-modal electric vehicle project
at the Nagpur airport complex today. This unique project brings
together e-buses, e-cabs, e-rickshaws and e-autos on a single
platform, the Ola App, which will enable commuters in Nagpur to
book them. The fleet of 200 vehicles consists of 100 of Mahindra’s
new e20 Plus vehicles, besides those from other manufacturers like
Tata Motors, Kinetic and TVS.
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Speaking on the occasion Shri Gadkari said that it was his
Government’s vision to make India a 100 percent e-vehicle nation.
Shri Gadkari said his Ministry was prepared to facilitate
manufacturers and other companies to take the Nagpur model to
other parts of the country. He said e- vehicles need to be promoted
in order to cut down the huge crude oil bill, reduce pollution and
create cost effectiveness in transportation. To begin with, the
emphasis would be on commercial vehicles and then on others.
Shri Gadkari informed that growing demand, coupled with R&D
would gradually help to bring down the operational costs, and
especially the battery cost. He added that once the cost of batteries
comes down, e-vehicles will compete with diesel and petrol
vehicles and finally phase them out.
*****
UM/NP

India's longest bridge debate in hindi

India' longest bridge debate in english
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Mother Earth Day, April 22, 2017

India’s initiative to save Mother Earth

!
*Pandurang Hegde

United Nations celebrates a special day to celebrate Mother
Earth on 22nd April. Launched in 1970 with 10000 thousand
people, today it covers one billion people in 192 countries. The
basic objective is to raise awareness about the obligation of
human beings to protect Earth and share its resources with
future generations.
The theme for 2017 is to create “environment and climate
literacy” to empower the knowledge base of common people
towards the issue and inspiring them towards actions to
defend the Mother Earth.
According to IPCC (International Panel on Climate Change)
India is most vulnerable to the impact of climate change
adversely impacting the health, economic development and
food security.
In order to address this challenge of climate change India has
evolved a comprehensive plan ‘India’s Intended Nationally
Determined Contribution (INDC): Working towards Climate
Justice’.
This document addresses the issue holistically
including the elements of adaptation, mitigation, finance,
green technology and capacity building. While implementing
these intended actions, it calls for the right of developing
countries for an equitable carbon space to achieve sustainable
development and eradication of poverty.
1

The formation of Rs 3500 million or US Dollar 56 million
‘National Adaptation Fund’ will initiate policies towards
renewable energy through multiple initiatives to achieve the
target of reducing carbon emissions by 33 to 35 percent by
2030.
The main focus is to revisit the National Missions under
National Action for Climate Change (NAPCC) with additional
missions on wind, health, water and redesigning missions on
sustainable agriculture.
The adaptation strategy is directed towards sustainable use o
land and water resources. The implementation of soil heath
cards across the country, watershed and use of water efficient
irrigation programme will pave way towards risk proofing
agriculture. The coverage of agricultural insurance of crops
though climate change disasters is another initiative that
comes to the rescue of farmers.
The mitigation strategies involves generation of clean and
green energy by increasing renewable energy capacity form 35
GW (Giga Watt) to 175 GW by 2022. In addition to the
National Solar Mission that targets fivefold increase in solar
power to 1000 GW, it also aims to develop smart power grids
to enhance the efficiency of power transmission and
distribution across the country. To cap the wastage of energy
consumption a nationwide campaign for energy conservation
is launched to save 10 per cent energy consumption.
While these are macro level policies to address the issue of
climate change, the government of India has initiated micro
projects that have direct benefits accruing to the poorest
groups while contributing to saving energy.
Under the ministry of Renewable Energy, UJALA scheme is
launched in which 22.66 crore LED bulbs are distributed that
will save Rs 11776 crores while reducing carbon emission up to
24 Metric tons per year.
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Similarly under the ministry of Petroleum free LPG
connections are given to women holding BPL cards. The Prime
Ministers Ujjwala Yojana has already reached 2 crore
households and it aims to reach the target of 5 crores house
holds by 2019 with an outlay of Rs 8000 crores.
This has direct impact on rural women empowering them by
providing easy access to clean energy source that improves
their health and reducing the pressure on forest resources as
well as reducing the carbon emissions.
The Swaach Bharat Mission is another strategy under which
there are initiatives to create energy form the waste in urban
areas. Similarly recycling and reuse of waste water is another
initiative 23277 millions litre of water per day in 816 sewage
treatment plants across the country.
Green India Mission is another initiative to reforest barren
land with the annual target of increasing the forest quality and
cover in 5 million hectares will sequester 100 million tons of
carbon annually.
The traditional Indian culture emphasised the need for
harmonious co existence between man and nature. With the
concept of “Basudaiv Kutumbakam” all life forms on the
Earth is considered as one family and reinforces the concept of
interdependence. Before the advent of Mother Earth Day in
the modern world, the Vedas and Upanishads considered
Earth as our mother and human being as the children. Much
before the arrival of climate change crises, our forefathers
envisaged the concept of environmental sustainability and to
become the trustees of Earth to be passed on to future
generations.
It will be appropriate to recall the statement made by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi while addressing the United Nations
summit in which he said “We should forge a global public
partnership to harness technology, innovation and finance to
3 put affordable clean and renewable energy within the reach of

all. Equally, we must look for changes in our lifestyles that
would make us less dependent on energy and more sustainable
in our consumption. It is equally critical to launch a global
education programme that prepares our next generation to
protect and conserve Mother Earth”.
Thus it is only through creation of environment and climate
literacy that will result in global action of changing the life
styles that leads to reduction in the carbon emission that we
can save Mother Earth.
Ministry of Environment Forest & Climate Change
INITIATIVE FOR ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION (MoEF)
··
India declares its INDCs in the run to COP-21 at Paris in
December 2015.
No. Of Tigers increased by 30% over the last count. 2014
census shows 2226 tigers.
National Air Quality Index
·
·
launched on 6 th April, 2015 to monitor the quality of air in
major urban centres across the country on a real-time basis.
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India’s Green foot Prints hog International lime lights

*Neeraj Bajpai
If Anti-corruption drives, including demonetization of high currency notes,
are the center piece of the Narendra Modi Government’s first three years
of governance, A slew of initiatives including India’s bold stand in the
Paris climate meet, sustained bids to protect flora and fauna and stringent
control orders for air and water pollution levels, are among noteworthy
foot prints on the environment, forests and climate front.
The government says that it has done massive work during last three years
to protect environment while also ensuring that the developmental projects
also do not suffer. A right balance has been created between developmental
needs of the nation and adequately addressing the environmental concerns.
India participated in COP-22 meeting in Marrakech, Morocco last
year. The main thrust of COP 22 was to develop rules for operationalizing
the Paris agreement and advance work on Pre-2020 actions.
India, led by its Environment, Forest and Climate Change Minister Anil
Madhav Dave, participated constructively and in association with other
developing countries, ensured that climate actions are based on the
principles of equity and Common but Differentiated Responsibilities
(CBDR) and climate justice. The Marrakech Action Proclamation for
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climate and sustainable development captures the sense of urgency to take
action on climate change, while ensuring sustainable development.
Signing ceremony of Framework Agreement on International Solar
Alliance also took place at COP-22. COP-22 concluded on November 20,
2016.
India has committed to reduce Green House Gas (GHG) emissions
intensity of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 33 to 35 percent by
2030 from 2005 level. Other quantified goals are (a) to achieve about 40
percent cumulative electric power installed capacity from non-fossil fuel
based energy resources by 2030 with the help of transfer of technology and
low cost international finance including from Green Climate Fund (GCF),
(b) to create an additional carbon sink of 2.5 to 3 billion tons of CO2
equivalent through additional forest and tree cover by 2030.
The Government has also decided to ratify the Second Commitment
Period (2013- 2020) of the Kyoto Protocol. Developing countries like
India have no mandatory mitigation obligations or targets under the Kyoto
Protocol.
India has also batted for establishing an international clean energy datagrid. BRICS nations joined hands to save environment. Second meeting
of BRICS Environment Ministers held in Goa on September 16-17,
2016. The areas, agreed for mutual cooperation, are - abatement and
control of air and water pollution, efficient manage
Pollution abating measures
In other major moves, The Environment Ministry in consultation with
Central Pollution Control Board has reclassified the industries into “Red”,
“Orange”, “Green” and “White” category, as part of policies and objective
of government to promote ‘Ease of Doing Responsible Business.It
scrapped environmental clearance for nonpolluting – New White Category
– industrial units.
The Government has notified a Graded Response Action Plan for Delhi
and NCR, which comprises measures such as prohibition on entry of
trucks into Delhi; ban on construction activities, closure of brick kilns, hot
mix plants and stone crushers; shutting down of Badarpur power plant, ban
on diesel generator sets, garbage burning in landfills and plying of visibly
polluting vehicles etc.
Major strategies and steps to tackle increasing air pollution include control
and mitigation measures related to emissions from automobiles, industrial
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activities, notification of National Ambient Air Quality Standards;
Formulation of environmental regulations and statutes etc.
These measures include setting up of monitoring network for assessment
of ambient air quality; introduction of cleaner or alternate fuels like
gaseous fuel (CNG, LPG etc.), ethanol blending; promotion of cleaner
production processes; launching of National Air Quality Index;
universalization of BS-IV by 2017; leapfrogging from BS-IV to BS-VI
fuel standards by 1st April, 2020; comprehensive amendments to various
Waste Management Rules and notification of Construction and Demolition
Waste Management Rules.
The Ministry launched a web portal for obtaining Coastal Regulation Zone
clearances besides starting schemes related to coral reef conservation as
well as protection.
WILDLIFE
In order to save flora and fauna, The Central Government provides
financial assistance to State/Union Territory Governments for the
Integrated Development of Wildlife Habitats. It also aims at preventing
human-animal conflict.
It is because of sustained efforts to conserve tiger, India’s tiger population
has grown to around 2,500, last year while it was 2,226 in 2014.
Based on the proposals from the states, notification have been issued for
listing wild pig in Uttarakhand, monkeys in Himachal Pradesh and Nilgai
and wild pig in Bihar in Schedule V of the Wild Life (Protection) Act,
1972.
The Government also approved a series of measures for
conservation and preservation of lakes in Bengaluru.
Asia’s first ‘Gyps Vulture Reintroduction Programme’ launched at Pinjore
in Haryana. India became the 56th signatory State to sign the ‘Raptor
MoU’ on conservation of birds of prey in Africa and Eurasia. The ‘Raptor
MoU’ extends its coverage to 76 species of birds of prey, out of which 46
species, including vultures, falcons, eagles, owls, hawks, kites, harriers,
etc. also occur in India.
The Compensatory Afforestation Fund Bill 2016 passed in Rajya Sabha
on July 28, 2016, thus ending the long era of ad-hocism and will help the
Centre and State Governments to utilise these amounts in a planned
manner. It will facilitate make available more than Rs. 6,000 crores per
annum to the States/UTs for conservation, protection, improvement and
expansion of forest and wildlife resources of the country.
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Noose is being further tightened around poachers. Recently, The Wildlife
Crime Control Bureau (WCCB), coordinated “OPERATION THUNDER
BIRD” in India, from January 30-February 19, 2017.
Operation
Thunderbird is the code-name for INTERPOL’s multi-national and multispecies enforcement operation.
A total of 2, 524 Live species of scheduled animals, 19.2 kg of elephant
ivory, 1 tiger skin, 9 carcasses of wild animals, 1 organ pipe coral, 1 jar
snake venom, 8 leopard skins and 1 Indian Mujtac skin was seized. As
many as 71 persons were arrested during the operation.
WCCB also convened a species specific operation on turtles, code named
OPERATION SAVE KURMA” from December 15 last year to January 30,
this year. A total of 15, 739 live turtles were recovered from 45 suspects.
The budgetary allocation for wildlife conservation has been enhanced from
Rs. 346.38 crore in 2015-16, Rs. 475 crore in 2016-17 and Rs. 522.50
crore for 2017-18.
Other Measures
Many other steps were also taken during the NDA regime so far. Now,
Bio-medical Waste Management Rules, 2016 require that the effluent
generated or treated from the premises of HCFs should conform to the
specified standard before their discharge into the sewer.
The Ministry of Environment & Forests has decentralised the process of
granting environment clearance for sustainable sand mining and mining of
minor minerals. The Ministry has constituted District Environment
Appraisal Committee (DEAC) and District Environment Impact
Assessment Authority (DEIAA) for appraisal and approval of mining of
minor minerals up to 5 hectares and 25 hectares in case of cluster
respectively.
On March 18, 2016, Government notified Plastic Waste Management
Rules, 2016. On March 23, 2016, the E-Waste Management Rules, 2016
were notified. For the first time, the Rules brought the producers under
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), along with targets. New Biomedical Waste Management Rules were notified on March 27, 2016.
A joint action has been initiated with Water Resources Ministry to run
sewage treatment plants and with Urban Development Ministry for
organised Solid Waste Management. The same formula will be extended to
all the other rivers.
******
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*Author is a former editor of the United News of India. Widely travelled
journalist, he has covered many national and international events during
his 30 years career and was also the member of the Press Council of India.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.

Green Pathway to Development

!
*Pandurang Hegde
Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEFCC) has
initiated several measures in past three years towards achieving sustainable
development through green pathway.
Forests:
Adhering to the objectives of the National Forrest Policy the MoEFFC has
set out the road map to increase the forest cover to 33 percent of the
geographical area. Green India Mission aims to reforest barren land with
the annual target of increasing the forest quality and cover in 5 million
hectares.
In order address the problem of decreasing forest cover, and to compensate
the forests lost for the development purposes, Compensatory Afforestation
Bill was passed in the Parliament in 2016 to utilise Rs 42,000 crore. This
fund was accumulated from the levies realised from the forests diverted for
non forestry purposes.
This facilitates utilisation of the funds for conservation, improvement of
forests in a transparent manner. The central government has initiated steps
to converge various forestry activities with Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme. This will generate 15 crore man
days of direct employment in the tribal dominated interior forest areas of
the country.
These programmes will be implemented through participation of people,
especially joint forest management programmes and village forest
committees or van suraksha samitis.
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As the country is getting urbanised, the central government has launched
novel scheme of creating urban forestry known as Nagar Vana Udyan
Yojana. A minimum of 25 hectares of forests will created in the city. This
will meet the recreational needs as well as act as the lungs by purifying the
air from vehicular pollution. This is also linked to the Schools Nursery
Yojana that aims to build lasting bond between students and nature.
The Protected Areas of National Parks and Wild Life Sanctuaries play very
important role in conservation of biodiversity and securing the habitat of
wild life. In order to reduce the pressure on these protected areas, 275 Eco
Sensitive Zones (ESZs) have been approved and accordingly notification
has been issued to implement the policy.
Climate Change:
India is facing the brunt of climate change on a large scale. The severe
weather conditions with rise of temperatures above normal during the
month of March in 2017 and severe water shortages have adversely
affected the food production.
One of the main drivers of climate change is the emission of carbon due to
the increased use of fossil fuel energy sources. It is predicted that the
country may lose up to 1.7 per cent of GDP if the temperature increases by
1 degree Celsius. In order to arrest this trend India has voluntarily agreed
to reduce the carbon emission intensity of its GDP by 33 to 35 per cent by
2030 at 2005 level.
While launching India’s Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) on
Gandhi Jayanti Day on 2nd October 2015 Prime Minister gave a call for
’convenient action’ in order to deal with ‘ inconvenient truth’ of climate
change.
India is faced with the double challenge of meeting the demands of the
development to reach its poorest groups and follow the low carbon
emission pathway. In order to achieve this it is anchored on the premise of
sustainable lifestyles and climate justice to protect the interests of
vulnerable groups.
What is the roadmap to reach this goal? A low carbon economy will
require a paradigm shift in the way energy is produced and used in
different sectors of the economy. The INDC set the target of producing 40
per cent of electric power from non fossil fuel based sources.
The formation of Rs 3500 million or US Dollar 56 million ‘National
Adaptation Fund’ will initiate policies towards renewable energy though
multiple initiatives to achieve the target of reducing carbon emissions. The
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main focus is to revisit the National Missions under National Action for
Climate Change (NAPCC) with additional missions on wind, health, water
and redesigning missions on sustainable agriculture.
While policies are geared towards clean and renewable energy sources, it
also calls for energy efficiency, promotion of waste to wealth, green
transportation and enhancing carbon sink through increase in the forest
cover.
Green India mission under NAPCC is implementing the plan to plant 10
million hectares by 2030. This will create additional carbon sinks to the
tune of 2.5 billion tons.
A National Adaptation Fund for Climate Change has been established to
assist state level activities to meet the cost of adaptation. A sum of Rs 331
crores has been allocated for sixteen states to implement the adaptation
programmes.
River Conservation
To initiate steps to conserve the river ecosystems National River
Conservation Plans (NRCP) has been launched that aims to clean the
polluted rivers. Tripartite Memorandum of Agreements has been signed
between state governments and local bodies, independent professional
bodies and independent project inspectors to control the pollution levels in
the rivers.
Physical targets of more than 50 percent in installation of polltution
treatment plants have been achieved in Rivers Satluj, Ghaggar in Punjab.
Sabarmati conservation project phase II is launched in Gujarat. The
MoEFCC is implementing NRCP across numerous states in India
including hill states of Sikkim and Nagaland.
In order to aid appraisal of the development projects river basin
cumulative impact analysis and carrying capacity studies were done for
Subansari, Tawang, Bichom and Siang in North Eastern India.
Wetland ecosystem plays crucial role in purifying the water. Management
Action Plans for 40 major wetlands across India is taken up at the cost of
Rs 13.43 crores.
Tackling solid waste and air pollution:
In addition to these actions, the MoEFCC has notified rules for Solid,
Plastic, Biomedical, and E Waste Management to tackle different kind of
non bio degradable wastes being generated in the country.
In order to create a transparent system to reach common people about the
health hazards of air pollution, Air Quality Index is launched in 16 cities.
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This indicates the level of air pollution in a real time on daily basis. With
this data the citizens can monitor the air quality in the cities.
The MoEFCC has reached out to 11 lakh youth participants in tree
plantation, water conservation and awareness on low carbon lifestyles, and
solid waste management.
India is moving ahead with shifting away from HFCs by providing
domestic innovation in developing new generation refrigerants and related
sustainable technologies that harm the ozone layer.
The Ministry has developed “Desertification and Land Degradation Atlas
of India” with Department of Space. This provides detailed information on
the present land use, and the severity of land degradation in different states
from 2005 to 2013. This consolidated statistics will provide the basis for
future land use in the country.
******
*Author is an independent journalist and columnist based in Karnataka.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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India Shows the Way to the World in Fight Against Climate Change
Shri Piyush Goyal Presides over the Launch of ‘UJALA – UK’ in
London

Union Minister of State (IC) for Power, Coal, New & Renewable
Energy and Mines, Shri Piyush Goyal presided over the launch of
World’s largest efficient lighting programme, UJALA – UK (UK
Joins Affordable LEDs for All) by Energy Efficiency Services Ltd.
(EESL) in London, United Kingdom today. Talking about the
philosophy of the Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi
about preventing wastage of all resources especially electricity, Shri
Goyal said that, “a sustainable lifestyle is important for the future of
the planet and if the planet has to be saved for the future
generations, it is I, you and we all who have to collectively make a
difference and act today itself. We are running out of time.”
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Informing the august gathering about the scale at which the EESL
LED programme is expanding, the Minister said that, “the EESL
LED programme in India has grown 140 times in less than 2 years
and I don't think we will find any parallel to that anywhere in the
world. EESL would achieve the turnover target of $1.5 million by
2019, concomitant with the Government of India’s target under the
UDAY scheme and 100% rural household electrification”. Shri
Goyal further stated that even in the Developed countries like the
US and Europe, there is a great potential for incorporating energy
efficiency measures like the EESL LED programme, especially
looking at the climate change scenario in the present context. India's
share in the Global LED market has increased from a mere 0.1% a
few years back to around 16% today, it was informed.
Talking about the potential energy savings by implementing the
LED programme in India, Shri Goyal said that lighting alone
consists of 15% of the total energy needs of the population across
the country, especially the lower middle class families, which is
about 180 billion units of energy. As India moves towards becoming
a 100% LED Nation, the potential savings would be around 112
billion units, in other terms reducing carbon dioxide emissions by
nearly 79 million tonnes every year. Consequently, India’s peak
load will reduce by about 20 GW and our consumers will save
around $6.5 billion worth in electricity bills annually, the Minister
added.
Describing the strategy for scaling up the LED penetration in UK,
Shri Goyal said that India was able to significantly reduce the
purchase price of the LED by increasing efficiency and not giving
subsidies to the consumers. The scheme has sustained itself on the
savings achieved by increasing energy efficiency in the whole
lifecycle of the LED bulbs. “Government of India has fine tuned the
process, brought down the costs of manufacturing and sold nearly
13 230 million LED bulbs whereas the private sector, in the same

period, sold about 330 million LED bulbs, effectively replacing
about 560 million incandescent bulbs in the last 2 years. The
consumers are the direct beneficiaries by saving on electricity bills
and reducing the carbon footprint on the environment for the future
generations, he added.
The Minister requested the Government of UK to get EESL in
touch with all the stakeholders like local distribution companies, ecommerce companies, hotels, industry, large businesses,
supermarket chains etc. and replicate India's model in the UK so as
to achieve a similar kind of scale up that the programme has
witnessed in India as a zero investment model. He stressed that a
massive deployment of this LED programme throughout the world
will go a long way in fighting climate change and make the world a
better place to live in for the future generations. The Minister urged
all the dignitaries present to become ambassadors of this Energy
Efficiency programme for a better tomorrow. “I hope that we all
will come together in a mission mode to adopt Energy Efficiency as
a way of life in the future”, Shri Goyal added.
The Minister also suggested to the Government of the UK a target
of replacing at least 100 million incandescent bulbs with LEDs by
March 2019 and reduce the individual household consumption of
energy by at least half. Further, it was informed that as a beginning
to UJALA-UK operations, EESL has started the retrofitting of the
facade and other lights of the High Commission of India in UK and
the India House which would lead to considerable energy savings.
EESL’s engagement with the UK will cover a broad spectrum
including marketing of the world class energy efficiency products,
services, investments and raising capital, scouting for new energy
efficiency technologies and partnering with British companies to
establish presence in third world country markets.
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During the event, MoUs were signed between Indian High
Commission and EESL and between the British Electrotechnical
and Allied Manufacturers Association (BEAMA) and the Indian
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers Association (IEEMA) to
strengthen bilateral industry cooperation and exchanges between
India and the UK.
Dignitaries present during the event were Shri Y.K. Sinha, the High
Commissioner of India to the UK, Shri Dinesh Patnaik, Deputy
High Commissioner of India in UK, Pankaj Patel, President, FICCI
along with other dignitaries from Governments of India and UK,
FICCI and other stakeholders from the industry
https://youtu.be/OSriNhdkDKA
Mother Earth Day, April 22, 2017

India’s initiative to save Mother Earth

!
*Pandurang Hegde

United Nations celebrates a special day to celebrate Mother
Earth on 22nd April. Launched in 1970 with 10000 thousand
people, today it covers one billion people in 192 countries. The
basic objective is to raise awareness about the obligation of
human beings to protect Earth and share its resources with
future generations.
The theme for 2017 is to create “environment and climate
literacy” to empower the knowledge base of common people
towards the issue and inspiring them towards actions to
15 defend the Mother Earth.

UN Environment OzonAction’s Compliance Assistance Programme,

In a first, Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, along with
the UN Environment OzonAction’s Compliance Assistance Programme,
organized an “Ozone2Climate” Technology Roadshow, post Kigali
Amendment to the Montreal Protocol, on the sidelines of the South Asia
National Ozone Officers Annual Network Meeting – 2017 in Agra today.
The Roadshow was inaugurated by the Secretary, Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Shri Ajay Narayan Jha. The
Technology Roadshow was organized for the first time as part of the
annual network meeting for Ozone Officers of South Asia.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri Jha said, the “Ozone2Climate Technology
Roadshow”, had 13 exhibitors that promoted ozone and climate-friendly
alternative technologies to HCFCs and HFCs in the refrigeration and airconditioning (RAC) sector. The Technology Roadshow showcased current
refrigeration and air conditioning equipment designed to be more energy
efficient, hence with a double benefit of saving money for consumers, and
with a much lower impact on the environment. Over 200 refrigerant
technicians, ozone officers, business representatives and government
officials attended the Roadshow.
Head of the United Nations Environment’s OzonAction, Dr. Shamila NairBedouelle, highlighted UNEP’s Compliance Assistance Programme (CAP)
which provides significant support to Article 5 countries with meeting and
sustaining their obligations under the Protocol. “The national ozone
officers’ network meetings are a flagship of the CAP and offer a forum for
exchange of experience and knowledge transfer among national ozone
officers,” she said. Organising O2C Technology Roadshow, along with the
network meeting represents an innovative approach by the South Asia
network to bring the state-of-the-art technology to the policy makers, she
said.
Along with the Technology Roadshow, UN Environment is also organising
the annual network meeting for South Asia Ozone Officers from May 23 to
26, 2017. The meeting focused on current policy and technology updates
on ozone and climate friendly alternatives to HCFCs and HFCs
specifically post-Kigali amendment, linking the HCFC phase out to future
HFC phase down, the implications of Kigali amendment for the network
countries and challenges and opportunities from a policy and technology
perspective.
Delegates from 20 countries and industry visited the 2017 exhibition and
this was the first time the Ozone2Climate Technology Roadshow was
organised as a part of the annual network meeting globally.
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Knowledge-Economy set to sharpen its Skills’ set

*G.Srinivasan
India today is in the sweet spot of relishing its demographic dividends with
the large swathe of its youthful populace getting ready to reshape the
contours of its services-oriented economy. For this to happen without any
huge hitch, a modern, vibrant and competitive workforce is a pre-requisite
for ensuring productivity of its human factor endowment at a pace that can
galvanize and sustain the growth momentum, going forward. The Modi
Government ever since it took charge of governance after the 2014
General Elections in May carved out a separate Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) with a specific and
significant remit to fast-track the imperative need for skill development.
In the backdrop of the paradigm shift in skilling and entrepreneurship
ecosystem with the experience gleaned from the implementation of a
plethora of skill development programmes as part of the National Skill
Development Policy of 2009, the government unfurled a brand new
National Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship in mid-July
2015. The core objective of the policy is to empower the individual, by
enabling him/her to realize their full potential through a process of lifelong
learning where competencies are accumulated via instruments such as
credible certifications, credit accumulation and transfer. The major thrust
of the entrepreneurship framework is to coordinate and strengthen factors
essential for growth of entrepreneurship across the nation.
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As the skill development is evolving by degrees, the States are likely to
carry out critical gap analysis in skilling space within their own areas in
terms of sectoral and job roles requirements, besides strictly following
Common Norms prescribed by the Centre. The National Skill

Development Mission (NSDM) is thus likely to impart a robust
institutional framework both at the Centre and States for implementation
of skilling activities. Based on sector-wise studies made by National Skill
Development Commission (NSDC), a unique public-private partnership
(PPP) project designed to promote skill development by catalyzing
creation of large, quality, for-profit vocational bodies that also extends
funding to build scalable, for-profit vocational training initiatives, the
additional skill requirement of skilled manpower and the training need,
including fresh training and up skilling across 34 sectors, is estimated at
12.68 crore by 2022.
A number of proactive programmes have been lined up by the government
to accord a push to skill development. Under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal
Vikas Yojana (PMKVY), the flagship scheme of the MSDE, short-term
training is being provided through affiliated training partners/centres to
help the youth to become employable to earn their livelihood.
PMKVY(2016-2020) has been approved with an outlay of Rs 12,000
crore to impart skill training to one crore people over a span of four years.
The key components of the programme encapsulate, among others, shortterm training—competency based training of minimum 200 hours,
recognition of prior learning—assessment and certification to recognize
prior learning, special projects—any innovative/public sector projects that
have special requirements and State engagement—25 per cent of PMKVY
schemes will be executed by the state governments. Interestingly, there are
certain spurs under PMKVY to encourage women participation in the skill
training. All women trainees under PMKVY is provided with travelling
allowance of Rs 1000/ 1500per trainee per month with a post-placement
support of Rs 1450 per month per trainee for special group including
women for 2 or 3 months post-training depending on placement within or
outside the district of the domicile of the trainee. A dual programme
permitting for apprenticeship training within PMKVY ecosystem is in
advanced stages of launch.
In yet another significant initiative to move away from an ecosystem of
project mandate-driven footloose training centres to an institutional model
of relatively permanent training centres, the Pradhan Mantri Kausal
Kendras (PMKK) were flagged off. Under PMKK, the government intends
to establish a Model Skill Centre in every district for imparting skill
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training to aspiring youths. So far, about 150 PMKKs are already
functional. A total of 452 PMKKs have been awarded to various training
providers across the country.
Following a detailed study commissioned by the NSDC covering overseas
job opportunities in 20 major countries in four key sectors of
manufacturing, construction, wholesale and retail and health care, it is also
proposed to institute India International Skill Centres. These centres would
be focused on ensuring that the blue-collared manpower moving out of the
country in quest of employment overseas is skilled enough to facedown
competition and thrive in the new milieu.
With a view to ensuring quality outcome of the programmes on the radar
of the Ministry for skill development and upgradation, measures are also
afoot to establish training centre accreditation. The Ministry has already
released model content curriculum for 221 job role. Plans are also under
way to make mandatory the programme to train the trainer(ToT) and
publication of standardized requirements relating to labs for various job
roles.
In parallel with new programmes to get them off the drawing board, the
Ministry is also in the midst of undertaking a genuine process reform so
that duplication of effort is obviated and synergy in energy achieved
through convergence of copious schemes currently run by various other
ministries for skill development. Presently more than 22 central ministries
have been running various skill development schemes leading to lack of
standardization, diffused focus, exorbitant running cost and
cannibalization between various skill development schemes. Hence,
MSDE has fostered common cost norms to standardize the payout of
different schemes for similar courses. In a similar vein, MSDE transferred
the Directorate General of Training (DGT), the building blocks for
vocational training in the country, under its umbrella as part of
consolidation of various skill development schemes. There is also a move
to make over polytechnics too under its fold before long.
It is germane to note that the MSDE is actively coordinating with industry
for placements of skilled people in various sectors. Sector Skill Councils
have been created with industry leadership and line ministries as part of
the Governing Council. Amendment was made to the Apprenticeship Act,
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1951 in 2014 to enlarge the ambit of apprenticeship outside manufacturing
as well.
As skills gap needs to be bridged, the authorities are going the whole hog
to ensure that India’s youthful workforce is made industry-ready to
contribute its mite in the pathway to progress.
******
*Formerly Deputy Editor, The Hindu Group, the author now works as
independent economic journalist and is based in Delhi.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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Fast Tracking Skill Development

*Sarita Brara
‘Skill building’ and ‘knowledge’ are quintessential for economic
growth of any country in today’s world. More so for a country like India
where 13 million youth are estimated to enter the job market annually.
There is another reason too which makes ‘skill building’ an imperative for
the growth of country’s economy. While the labour force in the
industrialized world is expected to decline by 4%, in our country it will
increase by 32% in 20 years time. This is an indicator that India is poised
to become a hub for skilled labour force. Skill development is, therefore,
an urgent priority for the government. Taking into account the estimated
requirement of skilled manpower in future the government has set a target
of creating 500 million strong skilled manpower by 2022.
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The challenge is huje considering that so far only 4.69 per cent of
total work force in India has received any formal skill training. This is
much lower than even some of the developing countries and far behind
the developed nations where the percentage of skilled manpower ranges
from 52 per cent in USA to as high as 96 per cent in South Korea.
In order to develop a robust policy framework and programme of
action for scaling and speeding up skill development efforts, NDA
Government set up a separate Ministry of Skill development and
Entrepreneurship in December 2014.
In addition, to fast track and upgrade existing skill development
programmes, several new schemes have been initiated with timelines for
achieving the set targets.
An ambitious skill development programme Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal VikasYojana was initiated in 2015.. Later PMKVY was
approved for another four years on 2nd of October last year with a target
to skill ten million youth with greater focus on improving placement
opportunities through high quality training . Under this Scheme, Training
and Assessment fees are fully borne by the Government. The scheme
being implemented through the National Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC) envisages linking aptitude, aspiration, and knowledge of the
skilled workforce it creates with employment opportunities and demands
in the market.
Another scheme Pradhan Mantri YUVA Yojana was launched in
November last year which is being implemented in association with
Wadhwani Operating Foundation as its Knowledge Partner. On line
Entrepreneurship Education will be provided to about 15 lakh students
across the country through 3050 Project Institutes consisting of Institutions
of Higher Learning; Schools; ITIs and Entrepreneurship Development
Centres, both Government and Private. The Ministry would also provide
financial assistance to these institutions for different activities under the
Scheme. The five-year Scheme is expected to witness setting up of more
than 23,000 enterprises that will create more than 2.30 lakh direct and
indirect jobs in the country. The Scheme providing for financial assistance
to both Government and Private Institutions would cover 84,000 students
in the current fiscal.
National Apprenticeship Promotion Scheme
Apprenticeship Training is considered to be one of the most efficient ways
to develop skilled manpower . It provides for an industry led, practice
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oriented, effective and efficient mode of formal training. This is first of the
kind scheme that offers financial incentives to employers. Under the
scheme ,twenty five percent of the prescribed stipend payable to an
apprentice would be reimbursed to the employers directly by the centre .
50 Lakh apprentices are expected to be trained by 2019-20 under this
initiative by working pro-actively with the industry including MSME.
It was in the 1950’s that Industrial Training Institutes were
established under the Craftsman Training Scheme by the Centre for
imparting skills in various vocational trades to meet the manpower
requirements for technology and industrial growth of the country. In the
period 2014 to 2017 , 3342 new ITIs have been set up increasing the
seating capacity to 5,85,284. The ITI have helped lakhs of youth earn
their livelihood through employment or starting their own work.
A scheme to up-grade Government ITIs into Model ITIs was initiated
in December 2014 . The main objective was to develop a benchmark for
industry oriented ITI which would serve as a model for other ITIs and
would also raise dignity of ITI education. These Model ITIs were to
establish links with the Industrial clusters in their vicinity to enable them
to function as a solution provider to the cluster group.Gunjan Gautam
who was trained motor vehicle mechanic in 2014 from Govt. Modal ITI
Nalagarh District Solan, Himachal Pradesh is now
a proprietor in
dealership venture having branchs at Hamirpur, Nadaun and Jawalaji in
Himachal Pradesh and over 60 Mechanics/Workers work under his
establishment.
In all 25 ITI were identified for upgradation as model ITI.
With regard to a scheme for Up-gradation of 1396 Government ITIs
through Public Private Partnership(PPP), a total of 1227 Govt. ITIs have
been covered in 31 States and Union Territories .
Government has also initiated several other incentive driven schemes
including awards for giving
push to skilling in India to match
international standards .
India is one of the youngest nations in the world . More than 62 per
cent of its population is in the working age group of (15-59 years), and
more than 54 percent of its total population below 25 years of age .Its
population in the 15-59 age group is expected to expand over the next
decade .This is in contrast to developed countries like USA, Europe and
Japan where the average age would be in the range 45 to 49. As pointed
out earlier. India could reap this demographic dividend in a big way but
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the challenge is to equip its workforce with employable skills and
knowledge for the economic growth of our country.
*******
*Author is a New Delhi based independent Journalist and writes regularly
in Newspapers on social sector issues.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.

https://youtu.be/N14wEe2uaL8
2- labour Bureau Report -Courtesy-RSTV
https://youtu.be/Eaw21pcJ_7k
Skill Development
http://paradigmiasacademy.in/web/
labour%20laws%20discussion%20in%20hindi.mp3
https://youtu.be/-TnhBXYyhZE
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Commerce & Industry
25-May-2017 09:10 IST

Start Up -Definition changes

Startup India was launched by the Government of India on 16th January,
2016 to build a strong eco-system for nurturing innovation and Startups in
the country to drive economic growth and generate large scale
employment opportunities.
In order to promote entrepreneurship in the country, the Government of
India has amended the definition of a Startup. The following significant
changes have been made to the definition of Startups –
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a) Age of Startup increased: Taking into account the long gestation
period by Startups to establish, an entity shall be considered as a Startup
up to seven years from the date of its incorporation/ registration (from
earlier 5 years). However, in the case of Startups in the Biotechnology
sector, the period shall be up to ten years from the date of incorporation/
registration.

b)

No Letter of Recommendation required: No letter of
recommendation from an incubator/industry association shall be required
for either recognition or tax benefits
c) Potential of Job and Wealth Creation: The scope of definition has
been broadened to include scalability of business model with potential of
employment generation or wealth creation.
As a constant endeavour to facilitate the Startup ecosystem, the
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has been holding
extensive consultations with stakeholders. The above changes are an effort
to ensure ease of starting up new businesses to promote the Startup
ecosystem and build a nation of job creators instead of job seekers.
h t t p : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / p l a y l i s t ?
list=PLzkvk19CaSlKJKgV2ydG_JP5aXO2Raqn9
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“ISA can act as a medium to achieve universal energy access target set
up before 2030”- Shri Piyush Goyal

Shri Piyush Goyal, Minister of State (IC) for Power, Coal, Mines
and New & Renewable Energy said that International Solar Alliance
( ISA) can act as a medium to spread lessons on energy security
which can help achieve universal energy access target set up in
SDGs before 2030. He was speaking at the launch of “Scaling Solar
MiniGrids” by France and India on the sidelines of 52nd Annual
Meeting of the African Development Bank (AfDB) in Ahmedabad
yesterday.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri Goyal called for deeper IndoAfrican cooperation. He said that Indian renewable energy sector
offers lessons such as lower and innovative financing models, risk
reduction, setting up large scale solar projects through energy parks.
“India has achieved grid parity in solar tariffs”, he added.
Shri Piyush Goyal also said that Scaling Solar MiniGrids shall work
in tandem with ISA’s over all objectives and already existing two
programmes, namely Scaling Solar Applications for Agricultural
Use and Affordable Finance at Scale launched on 22nd April, 2016.
The main activities under the programme shall include-design and
deploy small grids, adopt common standards, aggregate demand,
help establish global credit enhancement and de-risking
mechanisms, call for expression of interest, assess demand and
costs requirement for mini grid projects, identify/develop attractive
payment models for consumers, and persuade member countries
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with overseas assistance budgets to earmark a portion of their soft
loan for the Third Programme.
The objective of the event is to cater to the energy needs of ISA
Member states in identified areas with unreliable or no grid(s), and
in island member states having abundant potential to tap solar
energy. Such participating member countries can take advantage of
the available solutions to promote universal energy access and
reduce electricity costs and tariffs through introduction and
promotion of mini, micro, and nano grids with smart features for
harnessing solar power, in a time bound manner.
Mr. Ahmed Said Hassaini Djaffar, Vice President of the Republic of
Comoros in his address welcomed the ISA initiative and stated that
Africa is a solar resource rich region and can help achieve targets in
solar energy.
ISA’s third programme is an attempt to address the challenges in
integrating solar energy into insular or unconnected electricity
grids. The challenges mainly include iniquitous electricity tariff
regimes, small and disaggregated size of the markets, building up of
local skill sets, lack of access to low cost capital, effective
interconnection to grids in rural, remote and urban areas etc. In
addition management of variability, intermittency and its impact on
the stability of small-scale electricity systems also add to the woes.
Recently Expression of Interest have been received from Indian
companies to install 664,000 solar pumps, install 56 MW of
Minigrids and train 5400 solar mechanics in the African countries
who have signed and ratified the ISA Framework Agreement.
Government of India is extending a US $ 10 billion line of credit for
undertaking developmental work in African countries. On the
request of ISA, Government of India has agreed to earmark 15-20%
48 of this line of credit for undertaking solar related projects. H.E. Mrs.

Ségolène Royal, Minister for Environment, Energy and Marine
Affairs of France, in charge of International Relations on climate
change, was the main architect and motivator to launch this
programme during such a short period. Delegation from the French
Embassy was present too on this occasion.
The International Solar Alliance is an initiative jointly launched by
the Honourable Prime Minister of India and Honourable President
of France on 30th November 2015 at Paris, in the presence of the
Secretary General of the UN, on the side lines of COP21. The main
objective of ISA is to undertake joint efforts required to reduce the
cost of finance and the cost of technology, mobilize more than US $
1000 billion of investments needed by 2030 for massive
deployment of solar energy, and pave the way for future
technologies adapted to the needs of 121 countries lying fully or
partially between the Tropics. So far 31 countries have signed the
Framework Agreement of the ISA, which is the first international
and intergovernmental organization to be headquartered in India.
https://youtu.be/hD5XRdaP0r4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjLwj3fMQeg
https://youtu.be/t-ivF4HtGyA
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Accessible India Campaign- Sugamya Bharat Abhiyaan
Launch Date: 3.12.2015
Objective: To make at least 50 percent of all government
buildings in the national capital and all state capitals “fully
accessible” for the disabled by July 2018.
Achievements:
·
The scheme is ensuring a dignified life to Divyangs.
·
Special camps organized for distribution of Aids and
Assistive devices to 6 lakh persons with disabilities.
Reservation for Divyangs up
·
Reservations for Divyangs in Govt. jobs rose from 3%
to 4%.
·
Over 6 lakh Divyang jan have so far benefitted from
4,700 special assistance camps organized across the
country since May 2014
SAKHSHAM
·
Scholarship scheme launched on 11 November 2014
to provide scholarship to differently abled students to
pursue technical education
NIRAMAY Yojana
·
Rs one lakh health insurance cover to people with
autism, cerebral palsy and many disabilities
Indian Sign language research and training centre
established
Celebrations of 125th birth Anniversary of Dr. B.R.
Ambedkar:
·
14th April declared as ‘Rashtriya Samrasata Divas’.
·
26th November declared as ‘Constitution Day’.
·
Gramodaya se Bharat UdayAbihiyan- 14th- 24th April
1 2016.

The Right of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016
·
Types of disabilities have been increased from
existing 7 to 21
·
Speech and Language Disability and Specific
Learning Disability have been added for the first time
·
Acid Attack Victims have been included
Government of India
Special Service and Features
Special Feature – 30

29-May-2017

Empowering persons with Disabilities

"
*V. Mohan Rao
The change in the name of the Department of Disability
Affairs to the Department of
Empowerment of Persons with
Disabilities soon after the NDA assumed power was to send the
message that ‘empowerment’ would be the key to the policies
and programmes for the disabled and that a separate department
meant this sector would receive focused attention it deserved . A
numbers of campaigns and schemes have been launched during
the last 2 to 3 year towards creating disabled friendly environment
in every sphere whether it is accessibility , education , providing
assistive aides and appliance
or empowering persons with
disabilities through skills and providing employment.
“Accessibility” is one of the most important factors for making the
disabled move about without depending on others . In order to
enable persons with disabilities to gain universal access and
independent living the government
launched
its ambitious
“Accessible India Campaign” (Sugamya Bharat Abhiyan) which
seeks to make at least 50 percent of all government buildings in the
national capital and all state capitals “fully accessible” for the
disabled by July next year . Similar deadlines were set to make
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airports and railway stations accessible to the disabled.50 cities
have been selected as part of this Campaign.
Eighteen organizations have been empanelled as Access
Auditors .Access Audit of 1092 buildings out of 1098 building in
31 cities is complete. In addition to this, work orders for 410
buildings in 13 more cities were issued last year in June and
access Audit of 400 buildings also has been completed.
50 Accessibility Clubs in IITs, IIMs and other institutes have
been set up for encouraging innovation and investment in
Accessibility Solutions.
“Sugamaya Pustakalaya” an online platform that makes
accessible content available to print-disabled people was also
launched last year. The library houses publications across diverse
subjects and languages and multiple accessible formats.Books are
available in Accessible formats for people with visual impairment
and other print disabilities. Over 2 lakhs books in diverse
languages. Integrating libraries across India and the Globe,
including the largest international library, ‘Bookshare’.
A lot of emphasis was laid on education of the students
suffering from disabilities.As many as 2,747 Students with
Disabilities (SwD) were benefited so far under the Pre-Matric
Scholarship scheme, which was launched during 2014-15. The
scheme provides for financial assistance to the SwDs studying 9th
and 10th classes.
A total of 5,267 Students with Disabilities have benefited so
far from the Post-Matric scholarship scheme, launched during
2014-15. Under the scheme financial assistance is provided to the
SwDs for studying in class XI to Post Graduation. A total of 44
SwDs benefitted under the Scheme of Scholarship for Top Class
Education, under which tend financial assistance is extended to the
SwDs for taking up Post Graduate courses in the institutes of
excellence.
Under the National Fellowship for Persons with Disability
(NFPwD), launched in 2012-13, 854 SwDs have so
benefitted in pursuing M.Phil and Ph.D. Seven students received
financial support under the National Overseas Scholarship scheme
launched during 2014-15.
Free Coaching for the economically disadvantaged students
with disabilities to enable them to appear in competitive
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examinations for appropriate job in government, public and private
sectors has also been envisaged.
In this regard, the government is also providing incentives to
private sector establishments to encourage employment of PwDs in
the corporate sector. Under the scheme, payment of employer's
contribution towards the Employees Provident Fund organization
and the Employees State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) for the first
three years, is made by the Central Government in respect of
persons with disability appointed in private sector to a post carrying
monthly emoluments up to Rs.25,000. So far 3,184 Persons with
Disabilities have gained from this initiative.
Skilling India is one of the priority areas of the government,
so also for persons with disabilities. As many as 62,232 Persons
with Disabilities have been helped under the National Action Plan
for Skill Development of PwDs scheme launched in 2015. Providing
vocational training and creating employment opportunities are
aimed at improving quality of life of the persons with disabilities.
Assisting the needy disabled persons in procuring durable,
sophisticated, modern and standard aids and appliances can
reduce impact of disability and at the same time promote their
rehabilitation and enhance their economic potential.
Rs.356.73 crore were released/utilized during last two years
and the current year benefiting 5.87 lakh beneficiaries through
organizing 4,354 camps for distribution of assistive aides and
appliances. Nearly 200 mega camps/special camps were organized
covering 27 states for the assistive devices at the cost of about Rs.
169.56 crore benefiting nearly 2.10 lakh Divyangjan. Aids and
assistive devices costing Rs.108.70 crore were also provided to
1.83 lakh Divyang children with Special Needs (DCWSN) during
2,734 camps under ADIP-Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan in the primary
schools all over the country.
Cochlear Implant program was launched in the country On
'World Disability Day' in 2014 following empanelment of 140
hospitals both government and private for Cochlear Implant surgery.
Another initiative is the State Spinal Injury Centre scheme, which is
in operation from 31st of March 2015. It envisages, dedicated 12
Bed Ward in government hospitals with medical and paramedical
staff with basic infrastructure.
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As per the 2011 Census, there about 50 lakh people
suffering from hearing handicap. The main objective behind the
setting up of the Indian Sign Language Research and Training
Centre (ISLRTC) is to develop manpower for using, teaching and
conducting research in Indian Sign Language.The first batch of
Diploma Course in Indian Sign Language Interpretation
commenced from 28.10.2016 with intake capacity of 15 students.
The second batch started from 14th of December 2016. Efforts are
being made to prepare the sign language dictionary of about 6,000
words. There is a also plan to prepare a directory of Indian Sign
Language interpreters in India.
District Disability Rehabilitation Centres (DDRC) are set up
under SIPDA for providing comprehensive services to the persons
with disabilities at the grass-root level and for facilitating creation of
the infrastructure and capacity building at the district level for
awareness generation, rehabilitation and training of rehabilitation
professionals. Grants-in-aid of Rs.1,78,61,199 has been released
for 44 District Disability Rehabilitation Centres in the current year
as on 9th of January 2017.
The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment confers
National Awards on individuals, institutions, states/districts for their
outstanding achievements or work done towards empowerment of
Persons with Disabilities on the occasion of the International Day
for disabled persons (3rd December). As many as 89 lakh citizens
have benefitted.
In a significant move towards empowerment of the disabled
the Parliament passed the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill,
2016 in the winter Session last year. This Act replaces the existing
Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights
and Full Participation) Act, 1995. In the new Act, the categories of
disabilities have been increased from existing 7 to 21. The Act also
provides for increasing reservation quota
from 3 per cent to 4
percent in government jobs.
Hopefully, the rights based legislation with more Rights and
Entitlements and strong monitoring agencies at the National and
State Levels and the various schemes and campaigns launched by
the government will go a long way in achieving empowerment and
mainstreaming of the Persons with Disabilities in the society.
5

*****
(For latest data, please check PIB’s special Webpage - link
available on PIB’s home page).
*Author is a senior freelance journalist and regularly writes for
newspapers and magazines. Earlier worked with PTI for two
decades.
Views expressed in the article are author’s own.
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2nd National Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction (NPDRR-2017)
concludes
Union MoS Shri Piyush Goyal and Shri Kiren Rijiju address the
valedictory session

A two-day multi-stakeholders’ second meeting of the National
Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction concluded here today. The
valedictory function was addressed by Union Minister of State
(Independent Charge) of Power, Coal New & Renewable Energy
and Mines, Shri Piyush Goyal and Minister of State for Home
Affairs, Shri Kiren Rijiju. Union Home Secretary Shri Rajiv
Mehrishi, Members NDMA and over 1,000 delegates representing
various stakeholders in the Disaster Management also attended.
Speaking at the Valedictory Session, Shri Piyush Goyal made an
appeal to everyone to come together to fight against the disaster. He
referred to the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s 10 point
agenda for drafting the roadmap leading to the reduction of disaster
impact. He said that if we cannot prevent disaster, we must work for
reducing the impact of disaster. We need to make investments in
preparedness and risk reduction. He also quoted Union Home
Minister Shri Rajnath Singh for mentioning that if we spend one
rupee in preparedness, we save ten rupees in post-disaster losses.
He also emphasised that Disaster Management should not be seen
in isolation. It has linkages with poverty and all development
schemes of the Government. Poverty has direct impact on
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vulnerabilities, so we have to work simultaneously. He quoted
Bejamin Franklin, “if we fail to prepare, we are preparing to fail”.
Shri Kiren Rijiju, who is also the Vice-Chairman of the NPDRR,
reiterated the Prime Minister’s 10 point agenda for drafting targeted
and time bound action plan for making India resilient by 2030. He
emphasized on investment in Research and Development and
building partnerships with the universities and research Institutions.
On the occasion, the two Ministers gave away the prize to the
winner of the national slogan contest on Disaster Risk Reduction
with an appreciation certificate and cash prize of Rs. 25,000. The
winning slogan was, - “Aapda Prabandhan Maha Vichar : Poora
Bharat Bhagidar”.
The Ministers also felicitated ten Start-Up companies for bringing
innovation in Disaster Management. They had put up the exhibition
during the NPDRR.
Mr. Sanjeev Kumar Jindal, Joint Secretary, MHA presented the
outcomes of all the sessions organized over the two-day event. He
said that Ministry will work on the recommendations and prepare a
roadmap for its execution.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs
15-May-2017 14:46 IST

Shri Rajnath Singh inaugurates second meeting of National Platform
on Disaster Risk Reduction
Theme of the meeting is “Disaster Risk Reduction for Sustainable
Development: Making India resilient by 2030”

The Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath Singh inaugurated the twoday second meeting of National Platform for Disaster Risk
2

Reduction (NPDRR) here today. The theme of the Second meeting
of NPDRR is “Disaster Risk Reduction for Sustainable
Development: Making India resilient by 2030”. The Union Minister
for Science & Technology and Earth Sciences, Dr. Harsh Vardhan,
the Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Kiren Rijiju and
Additional Principal Secretary to Prime Minister Dr. P. K. Mishra
were also present on the occasion. The NPDRR is a multistakeholders National Platform headed by the Union Home Minister
and it promotes participatory decision making in disaster
management, and strengthens federal policy of our country.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri Rajnath Singh said that NPDRR is a
multi-stakeholders National Platform for sharing the experiences in
disaster management and for making a collective effort for disaster
risk reduction. He emphasized the role of prevention and mitigation
in reducing disaster losses. He pointed out that 1 extra Rupee spent
on disaster preparedness and mitigation could save 10 Rupees of
disaster loss. He recollected global agreements like Sendai
Framework, Sustainable Development Goal and Paris Agreement
on Climate Change (COP21) for disaster risk reduction. He
highlighted the ongoing efforts of Governments in disaster risk
reduction like preparation of disaster management plan and policy,
development of early warning systems, construction of cyclone
shelters and saline embankments, raising of disaster response forces
at national and state levels and capacity building of communities
through continuous training and awareness programme.
Shri Rajnath Singh also shared the recent initiatives of Government
of India for increasing the regional co-operation, like launching of
dedicated satellite for South Asian Countries, Asian Ministerial
Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (AMCDRR) 2016 and
setting up of SAARC disaster management centre. He appealed to
the stakeholders to prevent “preventable death” caused by disasters
3 and also prepare an action plan for vulnerable communities of

societies. As sustainable developments are closely related with
better disaster management, he urged all stakeholders to make all
development initiatives disaster resilient. He informed that 14 preevents were organized as build up to this meeting.
Shri Kiren Rijiju, Union Minister of State for Home Affairs,
informed that India is a disaster prone country and stressed the need
to continuously enhance our preparedness and risk reduction
measures. He referred to 10 point-agenda for disaster risk reduction
given by our Prime Minister during AMCDRR 2016 and urged the
participants to draw concrete plans to implement this agenda into
reality. He requested the disaster managers to give proper
consideration to geo-physical condition of the particular State/UTs,
while making any action plan for disaster risk reduction.
Shri R. K. Jain, Member, National Disaster Management Authority
in his welcome address highlighted the achievements of
Government of India in disaster risk reduction. A film emphasizing
the theme that Disaster Management is Everybody’s Business was
screened. Further, version 3.0 of National Database on Emergency
Management (NDEM) was launched by Shri Rajnath Singh. This
version of 3.0 is device independent and browser independent and
equipped with latest resource mapping tools and audio and video
conference facilities.
The Union Home Minister also chaired a Ministerial Session which
was attended by the Union Minister of Women and Child
Development Smt Maneka Sanjay Gandhi, Union Minister of
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Shri Radha Mohan Singh,
Ministers of State for Home Affairs, Shri Hansraj Gangaram Ahir &
Shri Kiren Rijiju and Ministers from states of Haryana, Jharkhand,
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh. Prof
Jagdish Mukhi, LG of Andaman and Nicobar Islands also
participated. Shri Rajnath Singh informed that growing population,
4 unplanned urbanization and climate change are the new challenges

posing new disaster risks to the country. He emphasized the primary
role of States and Union Territories in disaster management and
urged them to equip themselves for facing these new disaster risks.
He lauded the initiatives and preparedness of States. He appealed to
all the State/UTs to continuously upgrade their preparedness and
plan for making the country disaster resilient. While stressing the
need for political commitment, he emphasized the need for bilateral
and regional cooperation among the States, Union Territories and
Central Government. Ministers from Union and States highlighted
their initiatives in disaster risk reduction and endorsed their
commitment to make the country disaster resilient by 2030 in line
with the Prime Minister’s 10 point Agenda.
Besides opening and Ministerial sessions, this NPDRR meeting
will have one Plenary Session, one session on outcomes of preevents, four technical sessions on four priority areas of Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, one technical session on
monitoring of Sendai Framework and a closing cum valedictory
session. Along the meeting, innovative ideas by start-ups in disaster
management and best practices in disaster management by the
States are displayed in the exhibition area.
The meeting is being attended by over 1000 distinguished guests
including State Ministers, Parliamentarians, Heads of Local Self
Government, Heads of specialized disaster management agencies,
academicians, representatives from private sector organizations,
media and civil society organizations.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs
20-May-2017 13:57 IST

Shri Kiren Rijiju to lead Indian delegation to the Global Platform for
Disaster Risk Reduction (GPDRR) to be held at Cancun, Mexico
5

A high level Indian delegation headed by Union Minister of State for
Home Affairs Shri Kiren Rijiju is leaving today for participating in the
Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction (GPDRR) to be held at
Cancun, Mexico from May 22-26, 2017. More than 5,000 delegates,
including Heads of State, Ministers, CEOs, disaster experts, volunteers,
representatives from science and technology sectors and academia are
expected to gather in Cancun.
GPDRR is a global forum for strategic advice, coordination, partnership
development and review of progress in the implementation of the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR) 2015-2030 which was
adopted at the 3rd UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction held
in March, 2015 in Sendai, Japan. This will mark the first opportunity since
2015 that global leaders and stakeholders in disaster risk reduction will
meet for the international community to review global progress in the
implementation of SFDRR. It will also provide a platform for all
stakeholders to galvanize their efforts in sustainable development and
climate change adaptation, sharing of experiences, discussing innovative
solutions, and charting out the course for an integrated approach at the
international, regional, national and local levels.
Apart from presenting the Country Statement on May 24, 2017, Shri Kiren
Rijiju, the UN Designated Disaster Risk Reduction Champion for Asia
Region, will also co-chair the Plenary Session on "National and Local
Disaster Risk Reduction Strategies: Pave the way for Action by All" on
May 25, 2017. He will also participate in Leaders Forum, besides leading
various bilateral meetings. He will also release the NDMA guidelines on
protection of museums.
During various sessions the Indian delegation will highlight initiatives
taken by the Government of India in disaster risk reduction including the
outcomes of the Asian Ministerial Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction
(AMCDRR), held at New Delhi in November, 2016 and National Platform
for Disaster Risk Reduction (NPDRR) held at New Delhi in May 2017. Dr.
P K Mishra, Additional Principal Secretary to the PM and Shri Kamal
Kishore, Member, NDMA will be the speakers for the working sessions
"Ensuring Risk-Resilient Critical Infrastructure" on 24.05.2017 and
"Sendai Framework Prototype Consultation" on 24.05.2017 respectively.
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Other members of the delegation are Dr. V. Thiruppugazh, Joint Secretary,
NDMA, Shri Sanjeev Jindal, Joint Secretary, MHA and Prof. Santosh
Kumar, Executive Director, National Institute of Disaster Management
(NIDM).
https://youtu.be/1h06JudjoTw
https://youtu.be/N14wEe2uaL8
https://youtu.be/IWC2O3seLL0
https://youtu.be/crTvJ7GHygg
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Cyclonic Storm ‘MORA’ over EastCentral Bay of Bengal
The cyclonic storm ‘MORA’ over eastcentral Bay of Bengal moved
northward during past 06 hours with a speed of 11 kmph and lay centred
at 0830 hrs IST of today, 29th May, 2017 over eastcentral Bay of Bengal
near Latitude 17.3ºN and Longitude 91.3ºE, about 660 km southsoutheast of Kolkata and 550 km south-southwest of Chittagong. The
system is likely to intensify further into a severe cyclonic storm during next
12 hours. It is very likely to move north-northeastwards and cross
Bangladesh coast between longitude 91.0ºE and 92.0ºE near Chittagong
around 30th May 2017 forenoon.
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Union Home Minister reviews status of Prime Minister’s Development
Package for J&K announced in November, 2015
Accelerate the implementation of PMDP with definite timelines: Shri
Rajnath Singh

The Union Home Minister, Shri Rajnath Singh reviewed the Prime
Minister’s Development Package (PMDP) for the State of Jammu
and Kashmir (J&K) here today. The PMDP was announced by the
Prime Minister during his visit to J&K on November 07, 2015.
The Package consists of 63 projects concerning 15 Ministries of
Government of India and has an outlay of Rs 80,068 crore. The
review meeting was attended by the Minister of State for Home
Affairs Shri Hansraj Gangaram Ahir, Union Home Secretary Shri
Rajiv Mehrishi, Secretaries and senior officers from all the 15
Ministries, Chief Secretary of J&K along with Secretaries of
various departments of the J&K Government.
Out of Rs 80,068 crore outlay of PMDP, Rs 61,112 crore have
already been sanctioned by the various Ministries of Government of
India (more than 75 %). Rs 19,961 crore have already been released
to the implementing agencies including the State Government
(more than 25%).
The PMDP will provide a major development push for J&K with
projects such as AIIMS for Jammu, AIIMS at Srinagar, Support for
District as well as Sub-District Hospitals and Primary Health
Centers, IIM at Jammu with an out campus at Srinagar, IIT,
upgradation of NIT at Srinagar and additional Girls’ Hostels in
Higher Educational Institutions.
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The Government of India has also approved to provide 1,00,000
jobs for undergraduates and school dropouts under HIMAYAT
scheme, an elaborate layout for sports infrastructure in all the 22
Districts, Development of Pashmina wool, Cold Storage facilities
for Agricultural produce and Development of Horticulture. The
Package also includes a major support to Urban development under
AMRUT scheme, Swachh Bharat Mission and Smart Cities. Major
Water Resources projects include flood management of River
Jhelum and its tributaries, conservation of major water bodies such
as Dal, Nageen and Wular lakes.
18 Major Road Transport and Tunnel projects under PMDP are
expected to provide much better connectivity for the people of J&K
and allow the farmers to transport their produce to the desired
markets.
Three (3) Himalayan Circuits have been sanctioned under Tourism
that include extensive development in all the three regions ie
Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, under the tourism front also.
There are 5 major power projects which include Srinagar – Leh
transmission line, Smart Grid and Smart Meters and augmentation
of electricity distribution systems.
In addition, approval has been given for Semi Ring roads for
Jammu and Srinagar and hydro & solar power projects.
These projects are in various stages of implementation. While work
has started on many projects, in some cases DPRs are in final stages
of preparation and in a few difficult cases, the DPRs are under
preparation. Nearly 87 DPRs are being finalized for small hydro
projects.
8

Shri Rajnath Singh asked the team of Central and State Government
officials to further accelerate the implementation of PMDP with
definite timelines so that the people of the State of J&K are able to
reap the benefits of these development initiatives of Government of
India at the earliest.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs
08-May-2017 17:13 IST

Union Home Minister addresses the Review Meeting of Left Wing
Extremism affected States on Development Issues

The Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath Singh presided over the
Review Meeting of Left Wing Extremism affected States here
today. Following is the text of his Opening Remarks made during
the Afternoon Session this afternoon on Development Issues:
“In this session after lunch I would like to welcome all the Union
Ministers who have joined us now. In the first session of this
important meeting we have discussed in detail the Security related
issues of the LWE areas. We have deliberated extensively on a new
doctrine, ‘SAMADHAN’ which has the following 08 pillars1.S- Smart Leadership
2.A- Aggressive Strategy
3.M- Motivation and Training
4.A- Actionable Intelligence
5.D- Dashboard Based KPIs (Key Performance Indicators)
6.H- Harnessing Technology
7.A- Action plan for each Theatre
8.N- No access to Financing
You will all agree that in addition to the various facets of security,
the socio-economic empowerment of the people at large is essential
9

so that the public support stays with the Government. It is necessary
for States to work on a coordinated strategy of security and
development so that the confidence of the public in the democratic
process is maintained in the LWE affected areas.
Our Government has taken various steps with this objective, so that
the confidence in our Government has grown in the minds of the
tribals and others living in the LWE affected areas. They are coming
forward to avail the benefits of Government Schemes.
In the year 2014, the Government of India had sanctioned a plan to
establish 2199 mobile towers in the 10 LWE affected States at a
total cost of Rs. 3567.58 crores. Out of these 2187 mobile towers
have been made operational, which is a good achievement.
The Road Requirement Plan is being implemented by the
Government of India to improve connectivity in 34 LWE affected
districts of 08 States. 4290 Kms of the sanctioned 5422 Kms of the
road has been completed.
The ‘Road Connectivity Project for LWE Affected Areas Scheme’
has recently been approved by the Government of India. Under this
5412 Kms of roads and 126 bridges are envisaged to be constructed
in 44 districts of 09 affected States, at a cost of Rs. 11725 crores.
In the area of financial inclusion special efforts in the last two
financial years, specially in the 35 worst affected districts have lead
to the opening of 358 Bank branches and 752 ATMs. 1789 new Post
Offices have also been sanctioned for these districts.
Under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana youth of LWE
districts will receive skill training for self employment. At present
32 of the 35 most affected LWE districts have been covered in the
scheme.
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Skill Development Scheme is being implemented for the purpose of
establishing Skill Centers for training the youth of LWE affected
districts of 09 States. The scope of this scheme has been expanded
from 34 to 47 LWE affected districts. 47 ITIs and 64 Skill
Development Centers were also to be opened under the scheme. Out
of these, construction work have been completed in 12 ITIs and 34
Skill Development Centers.
The Deendayal Upadhyay Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) is being
implemented for the electrification of un-electrified villages in the
entire country. For the LWE districts special focus is being given
under this scheme. The electrification of 5778 villages has been
completed and a target of December, 2017 has been set, for the
electrification of the remaining 1461 villages.
In the field of education special efforts are being made. Under this,
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas (JNV) are being opened in 05
districts of the 35 worst affected LWE districts. These districts did
not have any JNV earlier. In addition, new Kendriya Vidyalayas are
planned to be opened in 11 most affected LWE districts. Proposals
from 08 districts have already been approved, and work
commenced.
Under the National Secondary Education Campaign, construction of
348 hostels have been approved in 354 educationally backward
blocks of 35 most affected districts. Construction of 100 hostels has
been completed and work on 82 hostels is in progress. 94 hostels
have actually started functioning so far.
To improve Rail Connectivity a number of projects have been
sanctioned. The progress of these projects is very good. However,
land acquisition is a hurdle because of which many projects have
not taken off. I would like that problems and issues regarding land
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acquisition should be resolved by the States at the earliest so that
the projects may take off soon and get completed.
I would like to suggest to the State Governments, that they should
complement and top-up the programmes of the Central Government
through their own schemes. This would ensure the holistic
development of the LWE affected areas and fulfil the dream of
Hon’ble Prime Minister of “SABKA SAATH - SABKA VIKAS.”
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
12-May-2017 18:23 IST

Tejas Successfully Test Fires Derby Air-to-Air Beyond Visual Range
Missile

Tejas, the Light Combat Aircraft today successfully demonstrated
an Air-to-Air Beyond Visual Range (BVR) missile firing capability
by releasing Derby Air-to-Air BVR missile in RADAR guided
mode. The missile launch was performed in Lock ON after Launch
mode for a BVR target in the look down mode and the target was
destroyed.
The objective of the test was to assess the Derby integration with
aircraft systems on-board Tejas including the aircraft avionics, firecontrol radar, launchers and Missile Weapon Delivery System and
to verify its performance.
The test was conducted on a Manoeuvrable Aerial Target at the
Interim Test Range (ITR), Chandipur. The sensors at ITR also
tracked the target and missile.
A safe separation was followed by missile guidance towards
RADAR acquired target. The flawless launch was demonstrated
12

with all on-board systems performing satisfactorily and the missile
scored a direct hit on the target with complete destruction of it.
The test firing achieved all its planned objectives. The Derby firing
is a major step towards clearing BVR capabilities on LCA aircraft
for FOC.
Welfare of the Soldiers

!
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*Ranjit Kumar
Man behind the machine must also be well oiled. This has been the
mission of the NDA government since last three years. When weapon
systems and equipments worth millions of dollars are acquired, Jawans
and Officers taking care of them for their effective use during combat,
must also be hale and hearty. Ever since the NDA government assumed
power, Government not only announced steep hike in pay and allowances
and pensions but also took various measures to make their life easier. The
nation cannot win a war if the fighting men are not assured of their
welfare. A disgruntled soldier cannot be expected to sacrifice his life for
the nation. Hence the NDA government has been talking and taking huge
significant steps to keep their morale high.
The biggest decision of accepting, for which the soldiers were agitating
for the last four decades, one rank one pension (OROP) was announced by
the government on 7 November, 2015 which will cost the government
exchequer around Rs 8000 crores every year. This has ensured that pension
anomaly that existed among defence services personnel of the same rank,
having the same number of years in service is rectified. Till 30 November
last year, under first installment and lump sum payments 19,64,350
personnel were paid Rs 3,985.65 crores. In the second installment
15,46,857 personnel were disbursed Rs 2281.63 crores.
Further the government notified the acceptance of the recommendations
of the 7Th Central Pay Commission recommendation on 3rd May, 2017.

This will result in hefty hike in pay and allowances of the service
personnel .For the first time the commission has substantially hiked the
Military Service Pay (MSP) of all service personnel and special
allowances given to Naval and Air force personnel deployed in high risk
duties.
For the good health of millions of serving and retired ex-servicemen, the
government expanded the scope of Employees Contributory Health
Scheme (ECHS) by opening more polyclinics and referral hospitals in
different parts of the country. Several measures were taken to provide
quality and affordable medicare to ex-servicemen and their dependents. As
part of health care reforms, the Ex-Servicemen Contributory Health
Scheme (ECHS) has been completely digitized. A total of approximately
50 lakh beneficiaries have been covered under the scheme. As of now the
scheme is being run through 28 regional centres and 426 polyclinics. A
total of 1445 civil hospitals have been empanelled to provide cashless
treatment to ECHS beneficiaries.
In order to empower the women and look after their welfare, the
government approved the induction of women in the fighter stream,
thereby making them eligible for induction in all branches and streams of
the IAF. Under this plan women are being selected as per uniform
Qualitative Requirements at par with male counterparts. Besides, uniform
QRs were also applied to both women and short service commission
officers for grant of permanent commission irrespective of gender. 18
June, 2016 was the historic day for the Indian women, when three women
fighter pilots of the IAF were commissioned at Dundigal. With this, India
joined a select band of nations that have women fighter pilots.
As part of the PM’s ‘Digital India’ initiative, digitization of the recruitment
process of Army personnel and Communication Networks have been
undertaken in full earnest. A special software system –Army Record
Officers Process Automation (ARPAN) 2.0, was launched. This has
enabled more than 12 lakh junior commissioned officer and jawans to
access their service records and employment details online.
From July 01, 2015, Army recruitment has also gone online. A new
website of the Directorate General of Recruitment has been launched for
selection of officers, JCOs and Other Ranks. Candidates from all over
India can now have access to information about career options in the
Army, make suitable choices and apply online.
To provide better and comprehensive care to the army veterans the Army
set up the Directorate of Indian Army Veterans (DIAV) on 14 Jan, 2016 at
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Delhi Cantt. The Directorate will provide a wide range of veteran care and
support services and will act as a single point of contact for redressal of
complaints of veterans, widows and their wards. The inauguration of the
new Directorate coincided with the first ever celebration of Veterans Day.
For the benefit of millions of ex-servicemen and their family members the
Defence ministry also set up a Pilot Project of the Army Skill Training
Center on 22nd August, 2016. With the inauguration of this Center, the
Indian Army has embarked on a new mission by bringing Army spouses
and wards into the folds of the skilling landscape. Army personnel and
their spouse and wards who attend training at ASTC will receive skill
certificate from NSDC and will become eligible for employment or
entrepreneurship under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojna scheme.
In view of the hardships and long separation of Jawans from their families
while serving in forward and high altitude areas, the Ministry took steps to
expedite the Married Accommodation Project (MAP) for Armed Forces
personnel on priority basis. This will provide nearly 2 lakh dwelling units
for the married personnel near their places of posting. The third and final
phase of MAP is under implementation for 71,000 more dwelling units.
*****
*Author is a senior journalist.
Views expressed in the article are author’s own.
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Joint HADR Exercise Commences At Naval Station Karwar
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The Annual Joint Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief
(HADR) Exercise involving multiple agencies and being conducted
by Indian Navy’s Western Nava Command commenced at Naval
Station Karwar this morning with an inaugural session. Named as
"KARAVALI KARUNYA", the exercise, which involves both
professional exchange and actual disaster response mechanisms is
set on a Tsunami disaster scenario and will continue till 20 May
2017. In his Key Note address Rear Admiral KJ Kumar, Flag
Officer Commanding Karnataka Naval Area, welcomed the
delegates who have come from India and abroad and stressed on the

requirements of coordination and synergy between civil-military
agencies in the event of a disaster. Highlighting the requirements for
preparations to tackle a Tsunami Disaster he apprised the audience
of the Tsunamis in the Indian Sub-continent with the last recorded
on the west coast of India on 27 November 1945. He also
highlighted the reduction in number of causalities during disasters
post enactment of Disaster Management Act 2005.
Two first-hand accounts of actual Tsunami relief operations, in
2004, were presented by Rear Admiral Suraj Berry and Colonel
Vikram Sharma, both from Integrated Headquarter Ministry of
Defence (Navy), bringing out the real scenario of 2004 Tsunami Hit
areas in Sri Lanka; and Andaman and Nicobar Islands respectively.
Speaking on the occasion Lieutenant General NC Marwah (Retd),
from National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) apprised
the delegates on the role of NDMA and developments in the field of
Disaster Management. He stressed on the importance of general
knowledge among the citizens on basic Natural Disasters and first
aid. He also apprised the audience of available SOPs already laid
out for the various contingencies.
The proceedings of the day also included setting up of Internally
Displaced People camp and static display. The Camp at
Rabindranath Tagore Beach will be open to public from 3:00 PM on
19 May 17.
Press Information Bureau
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
20-May-2017 15:16 IST

Defence Acquisition Council Finalises Broad Contours of Policy to
Engage Indian Private Sector in Manufacture of High-Tech Defence
Equipment in India
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Breaking new ground, the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) under the
Chairmanship of the Minister of Defence, Shri Arun Jaitley, today finalised
the broad contours of a policy aimed at engaging the Indian private sector
in the manufacture of high-tech defence equipment in India. The policy is
aimed at developing the defence industrial eco-system in the country
through the involvement of both the major Indian corporates as well as the
MSME sector.
The policy, which was developed through extensive stakeholder
consultations with Indian industry, envisages the establishment of longterm strategic partnerships with qualified Indian industry majors through a
transparent and competitive process wherein the Indian industry partners
would tie up with global OEMs to seek technology transfers and
manufacturing know-how to set up domestic manufacturing infrastructure
and supply chains. The policy will give a boost to the ‘Make in India’
policy in the Defence sector and set Indian industry on the path to
acquiring cutting-edge capabilities which will contribute to the building of
self-reliance in the vital sector of national security requirements.
The policy is expected to be implemented in a few selected segments to
begin with, namely, fighter aircraft, submarines and armoured vehicles. In
future, additional segments may be added. Appropriate institutional
mechanisms will be set in place to implement the policy.

https://youtu.be/q-Ml44eelWY
https://youtu.be/GVjwDicwjtw
https://youtu.be/ueNsjt3VFEA
https://youtu.be/krZmds431fs
http://paradigmiasacademy.in/web/
DISCUSSION%20ON%20%20NAXAL%20ATTACK%20IN
%20SUKMA%20-%20HINDI.mp3
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https://youtu.be/cRYSqPwSjSc
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Defence Minister Arun Jaitley dedicates Aeronautical Test range to
The Nation

The Defence Minister Shri Arun Jaitley today inaugurated the
newly built Aeronautical Test Range (ATR) of the Defence
Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) at Chitradurga in
Karnataka. Addressing a gathering of eminent scientists and other
defence personnel on the occasion, the Defence Minister said
facilities such as the ATR will help in creating conditions for
research, which will in turn develop the type of human resource in
the country required in the field of aeronautical testing.
Complimenting the vital role of the DRDO towards self-reliance
and promoting ‘Make in India’ efforts, Shri Jaitley said the
development of the test range will cater to the needs of DRDO for
testing of indigenously developed aeronautical systems. He said the
facility would also contribute to the development of the region in
which Chitradurga is located.
The ATR is the first of its kind range in the country exclusively
meant to conduct flight-tests of indigenous unmanned and manned
aircrafts, developed by the DRDO including the naval and trainer
versions of the Light Combat Aircraft, the unmanned air vehiclesRustom-I and Rustom-II (Tapas); the Airborne Early Warning &
Control Systems (AEW&C), Air-to-Ground weapons, parachutes
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and aerostats, etc. This outdoor testing and evaluating facility has
been set up by the Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE),
one of the premier laboratories of the DRDO.
Spread across 4,029 acres, the 28 kilometre perimeter strategic test
range envisages a two kilometre runway besides other tracking and
control equipment where a rail link to the facility has also been
planned. The State-of-the-Art Range Control Centre (RCC) houses
the Air Traffic Display System with remote control of Radar
operations, ATC RF Voice communication system, Ground
Telemetry system, Mission Video Distribution and Display System
and Range Operational Communication System. The Radar centre
houses Primary Radar and Secondary Surveillance Radar (MSSR).
About 200 acres of land outside the technical area is earmarked for
a township with a shopping complex, school, hospital and transit
facility.
The landmark event was attended by Shri S. Thippeswamy, MLA
Molakalmuru and Shri Janardhana Swamy former MP,
Chitradurga , Dr S. Christopher Chairman DRDO along with a large
number of officers of the DRDO and the Armed Forces, civil
administration and other invitees.
****
NW/DK
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Indian Economy on The CUSP of Change

*G.Srinivasan
With the advent to office by the NDA government after a decade in
May 2014, the Indian economy today presents an exemplary case of how
to make do efficaciously without much ado. As the government completes
three years in the saddle, it is able to usher unobtrusively significant
economic reforms to spur the economic growth. The measures like the
enactment of the Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment Act,
2016, enactment of Real Estate (Regulation & Development) Act 2016 –
RERA and demonetization of high denomination currencies of five
hundred and one thousand rupee notes could be seen as path breaking
reforms to end corruption and eradication of black money. It is no wonder
that India remains the fastest growing major economy in the
world. Provisional estimates show real GDP grew by 7.9 percent in
2015-16 compared with 7.2 per cent in 2014-15, the inaugural year of the
NDA government under Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The very first
year suffered because the economy had to bear the brunt of legacy issues
and cleaning up the mess inherited by the government.
Meanwhile, the second advance estimate for GDP growth for 2016-17 is
pegged at 7.1 percent. Even as there were some dislocations to real sectors’
activities, the currency reform step would help to move the Indian
economy over the long haul to a less-cash pattern, increase tax compliance
and minimize the threats from counterfeit currency which is a source of
terror-funding. It needs to be remembered that in the first two years of the
government, there was a back-to-back drought, hitting hard the farm sector
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growth with aggravated distress in the rural economy. The poor farm
growth in the first two years and the tepid growth on the industrial front
for the third year in a row had not dented the overall growth momentum in
the economy which is now more than 60 per cent driven by services
sector.
The Government is infusing capital in Public Sector Banks (PSBs) to
meet their capital requirements in line with global risk norms and to spur
credit growth. Recent announcements made by the Prime Minister for the
provision of cost- effective credit to farmers and housing loans to the poor
including enhanced access of credit for Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises would enlarge the scope of institutional credit to the hitherto
under-banked segments of the economy. Alongside, Micro Units
Development and Refinance Agency (MUDRA) is proactive in facilitating
structured microcredit to small scale entrepreneurs for productive
activities. Underpinned by AADHAR, the biometric based unique identity
system for individuals, the ongoing rapid expansion of digital payment
mechanisms will galvanize the government’s financial inclusion efforts.
The wide ranging liberalisation of the FDI policy in recent years is set to
spur employment and job creation. Most of the sectors, except a small
negative list, are now under the automatic approval route. India is now a
distinctly open economy in the world for FDI. Net FDI inflows during
April-December 2016-17 increased to US $ 31.18 billion from US $ 27.22
billion during the same period in the previous year. The increasing
strengths of economic fundamentals have made India the darling of
investors’ destination.
India’s foreign exchange reserves at US $ 367.93 billion as of 24 March
2017 with its current account deficit (CAD) at sustainable level of 1.3
percent and 1.1 percent in 2014-15 and 2015-16, respectively are other
plus points.
India’s Gross Fiscal Deficit (GFD) was contained at 3.5 percent in
2016-17 following a steady path of fiscal consolidation without
compromising on the public investment requirements of the economy and
spending on programs for poverty alleviation. The GFD for the year
2017-18 is pegged at 3.2 percent with a commitment to achieve 3 percent
in the following year. The steady approach towards fiscal consolidation is
being judiciously adopted to avoid excessive curtailment of public
investment owing to the overwhelming need for higher public expenditure
in the light of sluggish private sector investment and subdued global
growth.
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The Union Budget 2017-18 has significantly increased resource allocation
for infrastructure as well as rural, agricultural and allied sectors. The
government would continue to increase fiscal resilience through greater
focus on the quality of expenditure and higher tax realizations including
those that would accrue from large cash deposits made in banks due to
demonetization. India is also fully on course to implement the Goods &
Service Tax (GST) by July 1, 2017. The GST will ensure improved
taxation efficiency and the ease of doing business and will usher in one
common market pan-India.
Since 2014, India undertook systematic and steady efforts to implement
deep structural reforms to unlock the full potential of its economy. Farreaching reforms have been put in place which include the Goods and
Services Tax Act, AADHAAR (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other
Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act 2016, rationalization of subsidies,
enactment of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 and
operationalization of National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) and
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) for new corporate
insolvency framework.
Other conspicuous policy initiatives cover implementation of the hybrid
annuity model for PPP, passage of Mines and Mineral Amendment Act,
announcement of National Capital Goods Policy and directions to PSEs
for expediting arbitration in construction sector.
Alongside, steady
progress in India’s ranking in Ease of Doing Business, the Government’s
flagship program ‘Make in India’ goads new processes, new infrastructure,
new sectors and new mindset to drive entrepreneurial zeal. India is
definitely on the cusp of a major transformation before long
Formerly Deputy Editor, The Hindu Group, the author now works as
independent economic journalist and is based in Delhi.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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Auction for Sale (Re-issue) of Floating Rate Bonds 2024
Auction for Sale (Issue) ‘New Ten Year’ Government Stock, 2027
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Auction for Sale (Re-issue) ‘7.73 per cent Government Stock, 2034’
and

Auction for Sale (Re-issue) of ‘7.06 per cent Government Stock, 2046’

Government of India has announced the Sale (issue/re-issue) of (i)
“Government of India Floating Rate Bonds 2024” for a notified
amount of Rs. 3000 crore (nominal) through price based auction,
(ii) “New 10 Year Government Stock” for a notified amount of Rs.
8,000 crore (nominal) through yield based auction, (ii) “7.73 per
cent Government Stock 2034” for a notified amount of Rs. 2,000
crore (nominal) through price based auction, (iv) “7.06 per cent
Government Stock, 2046” for a notified amount of Rs. 2,000 crore
(nominal) through price based auction. The auctions will be
conducted using multiple price method. The auctions will be
conducted by the Reserve Bank of India, Mumbai Office, Fort,
Mumbai on May 12, 2017 (Friday).
Up to 5% of the notified amount of the sale of the stocks will be
allotted to eligible individuals and Institutions as per the Scheme for
Non-Competitive Bidding Facility in the Auction of Government
Securities.
Both competitive and non-competitive bids for the auction should
be submitted in electronic format on the Reserve Bank of India
Core Banking Solution (E-Kuber) system on May 12, 2017. The
non-competitive bids should be submitted between 10.30 a.m. and
11.30 a.m. and the competitive bids should be submitted between
10.30 a.m. and 12.00 noon.
The result of the auctions will be announced on May 12, 2017
(Friday) and payment by successful bidders will be on May 15,
2017 (Monday).
The Stocks will be eligible for “When Issued” trading in
accordance with the guidelines on ‘When Issued transactions in
Central Government Securities’ issued by the Reserve Bank of
India vide circular No. RBI/2006-07/178 dated November 16, 2006
as amended from time to time.
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NHAI Masala Bond Launched at London Stock Exchange

The Union Minister of Road Transport & Highways and Shipping
Shri. Nitin Gadkari yesterday launched the NHAI Masala Bond
issue at the London Stock Exchange. The NHAI issue witnessed an
overwhelming response from a wide range of investors, some of
them being first timers to participate in the Masala Bond market.
The initial benchmarked issue of INR 1500 crore was upsized to
INR 3000 crore by yesterday 3.00 PM (GMT) at a price yielding
7.30% annually in view of the highly positive response from the
investor market. The transaction marks the largest ever 5 year
issuance and the largest inaugural transaction in Masala Bond
market. Some of the leading investors were still showing interest in
the NHAI issue who may be brought into the fold in the near future.
It is interesting to note that the NHAI Masala Bond issue has
attracted investors from across the spectrum with Asia contributing
60% of the subscription and the balance 40% coming from Europe.
Further, 61% of the amount comes from the Fund Managers or
Insurance, 18% from the Banks and 21% from the private banks.
The spectrum of investors shows bright prospects of the Masala
Bond as an instrument of raising rupee denominated resources
internationally. On this occasion London Stock Exchange presented
a Memento to Shri Nitin Gadkari.
Shri Gadkari started the day’s trading at LSE yesterday, and also
addressed the media at India House, London. Shri Gadkari also
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visited Ambedkar House, where Dr B R Ambedkar stayed during
his student days at London School of Economics.
Government of India
Ministry of Finance
12-May-2017 14:01 IST

Department of Investment and Public Asset Management (DIPAM)
takes Key Initiatives in the last three years;
Total disinvestment achieved in the last three years (2014-15 to
2016-2017) was Rs. 87,714 crore as against Rs. 53,670 crore in the
previous three-year period; A system of Rolling Plan has been
brought-in to take advantage of the market conditions without any
loss of time and with an element of surprise for the market players
among others.
With a vision to promote people’s ownership of the Central Public
Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) and a share in their prosperity through
disinvestment, and efficient management of public investment in CPSEs
for accelerating economic development and augmenting Government’s
resources for higher expenditure, the Department of Investment and Public
Asset Management (DIPAM), Ministry of Finance, has been working
tirelessly to achieve these goals.

!
Figure 1: Areas of Achievements of DIPAM in the past three years
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The major achievements of DIPAM in the past three years are outlined
below.
1) Disinvestment Performance
The total disinvestment achieved in the last three years
(2014-15 to 2016-2017) was Rs. 87,714 crore as against Rs. 53,670 crore
in the previous three-year period. The average yearly realization of Rs.
29,238 crores during the period between 2014-15 to 2016-17 (last 3 years)
vis-à-vis Rs. 19,873 crore for the period between 2009-10 to 2013-14 (5
years) represents an increase of 47%.

!
Figure 2: Disinvestment achieved (Rs crore)
(Figures for 2016-17 are till end February, 2017)
2) Accelerating the Disinvestment Process
A system of Rolling Plan has been brought-in, replacing the earlier
system of annual plans, wherein shares are readily available for
transactions, to take advantage of the market conditions without any loss
of time and with an element of surprise for the market players. This helps
in minimizing the price hammering during disinvestment of CPSEs.
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Figure 3: Accelerating the disinvestment process
Based on the suggestion made by DIPAM, the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) through its circular dated 15th February,
2016 has reduced the notice period for an Offer for Sale (OFS)
transaction from T-2 to T-1 (T being the transaction day). This change is
now helping in minimizing price hammering between the notice day and
the transaction day, which used to take place earlier under the T-2
dispensation.
The Government is evolving an Equity Culture and has made the
CPSEs’ disinvestment programme more inclusive by following an
approach to reserve 20 per cent of shares in CPSEs-OFS transactions for
retail investors on a case to case basis.
3) Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSE) Exchange Traded Fund
(ETF)
The CPSE ETF allows the Government of India to simultaneously
divest multiple stocks spread across various sectors in one bundled
instrument, thereby reducing overhang on individual stocks and
maximizing the sale proceeds for the Government.

8

The Government launched a Further Fund Offer (FFO) of the
CPSE ETF Scheme. Overall, the issue got oversubscribed by 2.30 times –
Rs. 13,802 crore worth of applications were received as against the

maximum issue size of Rs. 6,000 crore. The number of Retail applications
was 2,70,712 (approx. 7 times the Retail applications received during first
tranche held in March 2014), with corresponding value of Rs. 2,465 crore.
This was one of the largest retail offering (Government / Private) in capital
market in last few years. The Government realized an amount to the tune
of Rs. 6000 crore through this offer.
4) Strategic Disinvestment
As a part of the initiative to fast-track strategic disinvestment of
CPSEs, the Core Group of Secretaries on Disinvestment (CGD) was
constituted on 21st March, 2016. Based on the report of the NITI Aayog
and the recommendations of CGD, the Cabinet Committee on Economic
Affairs (CCEA) in its meeting held on 27th October, 2016, has approved,
‘in-principle’ the proposal for strategic disinvestment of some CPSEs,
units of CPSEs and subsidiaries of CPSEs.
For the purpose of uniformity and efficient implementation of
strategic disinvestment transactions, the 'flow of activities' to be
completed within a specified time in respect of disinvestment of
Government equity as well as disinvestment of equity of parent CPSE,
subsidiary and sale of units of CPSEs has been prepared and
communicated to the concerned Administrative Ministries/Departments for
completion of the activities within the specified timeline.
These efforts are in sync with the Union Finance Minister Shri
Arun Jaitley’s Budget Speech of 2015-16 where he had stated that “the
budget reflects considerable scaling-up of disinvestment figures. This will
include both disinvestment in loss making units and some strategic
disinvestment.”
The objective of strategic disinvestment includes the Government
exiting from non-strategic business, unlocking optimum economic
potential by promoting efficiency & professional management in such
companies.
5) Promotion of payments through cards and digital means
9

To promote digital payments, BHIM application has been launched
that facilitates digital payment transactions through UPI and USSD
modes.
The acceptance infrastructure is being ramped up through
procurement of Aadhaar ready PoS machines.
Further, alternative
acceptance options through QR code have also been developed.
A number of incentives have been provided to encourage digital
payments amongst merchants and consumers. Capacity building and
awareness campaigns have been launched by various Departments and
State Governments to promote digital payments.
The Business
Correspondents network is being expanded through inclusion of Fair Price
Shops and Post Offices to provide digital transaction options at various
geographically convenient locations. Seeding of Aadhaar and mobile
numbers in the bank accounts is also underway to enable the
accountholders to undertake transactions through mobiles or Aadhaar
authentications.
6) Time-bound listing of CPSEs on Stock Exchanges
The Budget 2017-18 announced to put in place a revised
mechanism and procedure to ensure time bound listing of identified
CPSEs on stock exchanges. This will enable unlocking the true value of
the company and promote ‘people’s ownership’ by encouraging public
participation in CPSEs, making them accountable to its shareholders.
DIPAM has issued circular dated 17.02.2017 on the mechanism and
procedure, along with a list of activities with indicative timelines, for time
bound listing of CPSEs by all the Administrative Ministries/Departments.
Press Information Bureau
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Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance takes Key Initiatives
in the last three years
General Financial Rules 2017 released; Central Sector and Centrally
Sponsored Schemes rationalized

10

Over Rs. 1 lakh crore paid through Public Financial Management
System (PFMS) in various Social Sector Schemes under Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT)
The Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance, Government
of India has been overseeing the Public Financial Management System in
the Central Government and matters connected with States’ finances.
The Key Initiatives of the Department in the past 3 years have been
outlined below:

!
Figure 1: Key Initiatives of Department of Expenditure, Ministry of
Finance
·
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General Financial Rules (GFRs), 2017 was released by the
Union Finance Minister Shri Arun Jaitley on 7th March, 2017 to
enable an improved, efficient and effective framework of fiscal
management while providing the necessary flexibility to facilitate
timely delivery of services.

·

Both Central Sector and Centrally Sponsored Schemes were
rationalized in consultation with the line Ministries, (see Figure 2
below). The number of Central Sector Schemes (CSS) was brought
down to 300 from around 1500 earlier, and the number of Centrally
Sponsored Schemes was brought down to 28 from 66 earlier. The
same was highlighted in the Para-113 of Budget Speech 2016-17.
This has enabled us to better allocate our existing resources and
improve the efficiency of government programmes.

!
Figure 2: Rationalisation of Central Sector and Centrally Sponsored
Schemes
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·

Plan and Non-Plan Expenditure distinction done away with:
The distinction between plan and non-plan expenditure has been
done away with and consequently the appraisal of non-plan
expenditure through Committee of Non Plan Expenditure (CNE)
has been done away with.

·

Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT): For more effective and
transparent utilisation of resources, the Government has embarked
upon DBT in respect of Government programmes.
Public
Financial Management System (PFMS) is facilitating DBT
payments in various social sector schemes. An amount of Rs.
1,02,786.77 crore has been paid using PFMS in various

programmes of Government viz. MGNREGA, NHM and food
subsidy etc. till February 2017.
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·

Outcome Budget: All schemes and projects have now an
Outcome Framework, which has been formulated through
consultation with the implementing Ministries/ Departments, NITI
Aayog and the Department of Expenditure. A consolidated
Outcome Budget 2017-18 was presented in the Parliament as a part
of the Budget Documents. Each Scheme will now have a start and
a sun-set date co-terminus with the Finance Commission Cycle.
Third party Evaluation has also been formally built into the
appraisal and approval framework to ensure periodic feedback, a
more concerted focus on outcomes and enhanced growth
performance

·

Special Assistance to States: During the year 2016-17, a
provision for Special assistance of Rs. 11000 crores was kept in the
Union Budget at RE stage for 2016-17 considering the critical
development needs, spill over liabilities and socio-economic
factors etc., of the States. The Union Government provided special
assistance of Rs. 10890 crores in total to the States during 2015-16.

·

Net borrowing ceilings of the States for the year 2016-17 at Rs.
429353 crore has been fixed anchoring the Fiscal Deficit target of
3% of respective State GSDP as recommended by Fourteenth
Finance Commission (FFC) for its award period (2015-20).

·

As recommended by the Fourteenth Finance Commission (FFC),
the Union Government on 06.04.2016 has approved the year-toyear flexibility for additional fiscal deficit to States for the
period 2016-17 to 2019-20 to a maximum of 0.5% over and
above the normal limit of 3% in any given year to the States
subject to the States maintaining the debt-GSDP ratio within 25%
and interest payments-revenue receipts ratio within 10% in the
previous year. However, the flexibility in availing the additional
fiscal deficit will be available to a State if there is no revenue
deficit in the year in which borrowing limits are to be fixed and
immediately preceding year.

·

Swachh Bharat Kosh (SBK): Around Rs. 471.25 crore from the
Corporate and Rs. 27 lakhs from the general public has been
received as voluntary contribution since September, 2014. Projects
for renovation of 2,46,307 dysfunctional toilets in Government
Schools worth Rs. 427.84 crore were approved.

·

Seventh Central Pay Commission (CPC): The 7th CPC
submitted its Report on the structure of emoluments, allowances,
conditions of service and retirement benefits of Central
Government Employees on 19th November, 2015. The Cabinet
approved the proposal for implementation of recommendations of
7th CPC on pay, pension and related issues in the meeting held on
29.06.2016. Based on the decisions of the Government, the
Resolution and the Central Civil Services (Revised Pay) Rules,
2016 have been issued on 25.07.2016, benefitting about 47 lakh
Central Government employees and 53 lakh pensioners.

·

Relief for Disaster Response: During the year 2014-15, 2015-16 and
2016-17 (till 27.02.2017), financial assistance to the tune of Rs.
3460.88 crore, Rs. 12,451.96 crore and Rs. 8,390.87 crore
respectively was provided to affected States from NDRF for the
management of immediate relief operations for people affected by
natural calamities like drought, hailstorm, flood, earthquake and
cyclone etc.

!
14 Figure 3: Relief for Disaster Response to States from NDRF

(* Figures upto 27.02.2017)

·

J&K Package: Prime Minister’s Reconstruction Plan of Rs.
80,068 crore for the State of Jammu and Kashmir 2015 was
announced for development of the State. Under the J&K Package,
Special Assistance of Rs. 1194.85 crore was released in 2015-16
towards additional assistance to flood damaged/destroyed houses.
During the year 2016-17 (till January 2017) under the J&K
package, special assistance of Rs. 1093.34 crore towards
permanent restoration of damaged infrastructure and Rs. 800 crore
towards Interest Subvention on assistance for restoration of
livelihood for traders/ self-employed / business establishment, etc
was provided.

·

Facilitating Fast Decision Making: To facilitate fast decision
making, Delegation of Powers of Publically Funded Schemes and
projects have been enhanced on 05.08.2016 for appraisal and
approval as below:

Appraisal
·
from Rs.25 crore to Rs.100 crore with the concurrence of Financial
Adviser
·
from Rs.100 crore to Rs.500 crore by the Expenditure Finance
Committee (EFC) chaired by the Secretary of the
Administrative Ministry / Department
·
from Rs. 300 crore and above to Rs.500 crore and above by the
Expenditure Finance Committee (EFC) / Public Investment
Board (PIB) chaired by the Secretary (Expenditure)
Approval
· from Rs.25 crore at the level of the Secretary to Rs.100 crore
·
from Rs.150 crore at the level of the Minister-in-charge to Rs.500
crore
·
from Rs.300 crore to Rs.1000 crore at the level of Minister-in-charge
and the Minister of Finance and
·
from Rs.300 crore and above to Rs.1000 crore and above at the level
of Cabinet/Cabinet Committee
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·

A new mechanism of Committee on Establishment Expenditure
(CEE) chaired by the Expenditure Secretary has been initiated to
appraise the creation of new bodies.

·

Launch of Non-Tax Receipt Portal (NTRP): In order to ensure
faster realization of Government revenue, other than Direct & Indirect
Tax receipts, a Non-Tax Receipt Portal was inaugurated by the Union
Finance Minister, to provide a one stop window to citizens, corporates
and other users for making online payments of Non-Tax Revenue
payable to Govt. of India. The System has helped efficient deposit of
receipt in Government Account. So far more than 54,000 transactions
have been done using this portal, leading to a collection of Rs. 91,017
Crores.

·

Web Responsive Pensioners’ Service (WRPS): Central Pension
Accounting Office (CPAO), Ministry of Finance took an important
step towards empowerment of Central Civil Pensioners. The Union
Minister for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley launched
‘Web Responsive Pensioners’ Service’ of CPAO on 14th Sep, 2016.
This IT initiative of Central Pension Accounting Office (CPAO)
provides various services including Pension & Payment Information,
online Pension Process Tracking & online Grievance Redressal and
Tracking for the pensioners. Under Web Responsive Pensioners’
Service (WRPS), facilities for pensioners’ grievance redressal and
uploading of list of retiring employees by Ministries/Departments have
been provided. Latest reports taken from WRPS show improvement in
the disposal of grievances both by the banks and Ministries/
Departments.

·

Cabinet approved Modifications in the 7th CPC Recommendations
on Pay and Pensionary benefits on 03.05.2017
The Cabinet approved modifications in the recommendations of the 7th
CPC relating to the method of revision of pension of pre-2016
pensioners and family pensioners based on suggestions made
by the Committee chaired by Secretary (Pensions) constituted
with the approval of the Cabinet. The modified formulation
of pension revision approved by the Cabinet will entail an
additional benefit to the pensioners and an additional
expenditure of approximately Rs.5031 crores for 2016-17

·
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·

over and above the expenditure already incurred in revision
of pension as per the second formulation based on fitment
factor. It will benefit over 55 lakhs pre-2016 civil and
defence pensioners and family pensioners.
The Cabinet also approved the retention of percentage-based regime of
disability pension implemented post 6th CPC, which the 7th
CPC had recommended to be replaced by a slab-based system.
The decision which will benefit existing and future Defence
pensioners would entail an additional expenditure of
approximately Rs. 130 crores per annum.

**********
DSM/VKS/KA
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Competition Commission of India (CCI) celebrates its 8th Annual Day
today
Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar, Chief Justice of India, delivered the
Annual Day Lecture on “Emerging Jurisdiction of Competition Law”

Competition Commission of India (CCI) celebrated its 8th Annual
Day, which marks the notification of the substantive enforcement
provisions of the Competition Act, 2002on 20th May 2017. On this
occasion, Hon’ble Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar, Chief Justice of
India, delivered the Annual Day Lecture on “Emerging Jurisdiction
of Competition Law: How will it serve the business community in
India, and India’s Trade Policy.”
Hon’ble Justice Khehar emphasised that economic policy and
management must enable achievement of constitutional social order
and every government is bound to ensure the twin fundamental
principles of competition i.e. ownership and control of resources
17 and an economic system that does not work towards detriment of

common good. He talked about the evolution of competition law
reflecting replacement of an administered economy withthe
globalised and liberalised markets. He further stated that the
Competition Act, 2002 replaced the control regimeof MRTP Act,
1969 by encouraging competition, not on any dogmatic basis or the
per se rule, but based on rule of reason.
Hon’ble Justice Khehar cited an earlier judgement of Supreme
Court, wherein it was held that the Commission is vested with
“inquisitorial, investigative, regulatory, adjudicatory and advisory
jurisdiction”. He further stated that fair relationship between the
manufacturer-supplier on one hand and the consumer on the other is
possible only if the stream of supply and demand remains
unpolluted. The Commission is a necessity to prevent, control and
abate such pollution..Hon’ble Justice Khehar concluded by saying
that the young Competition Commission of India is on a noble
national mission in terms of its vision and mission.
In his welcome address, Shri Devender Kumar Sikri, Chairperson,
Competition Commission of India,highlighted various
achievements of the Commission in its journey so far. He
emphasised that effective implementation of any legislation requires
legal certainty and predictability for which the Commission is
looking up to the Supreme Court of India. Highlighting some of the
recent judgements of the Supreme Court, Mr. Sikri stated that
theApex Court has provided much sought clarity on some of the
jurisdictional and interpretational issues.
On this occasion, Hon’ble Justice Khehar released the ‘Competition
Compliance Manual for Enterprises’.
The Annual Day Lecture was attended by an esteemed gathering
comprising members of judiciary, legal fraternity, regulatory
18 authorities,bureaucracy, chamber of commerce, industry leaders,

academics
and experts.
The &
event
concluded
with a vote of thanks
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Modinomics as the spring board of greater, stronger new
India

!
*Dr R Balashankar
In three years the Narendra Modi government has secured India’s position
as the spring board of world economic growth. India is growing at 7.9 per
cent when the world is growing at 3.1 per cent. The stock market is
booming. India is for the first time surplus in power and coal production.
Energy scenario is promising. India is successfully developing alternative
sources of energy at a time when oil prices are down. Inflation is low.
Lending rates are coming down. Loan off take is looking up. The country
is witnessing the highest ever public investment in infrastructure. And all
the economic fundamentals are promising a sustained economic growth
that will push India as one of the most vibrant large economies of the
world.
Modi government has really retrieved the India story which had fallen into
a morass of policy paralysis, crony capitalism and corruption. Shri Modi
has proved that good economics is good politics. He has made
development the central theme of Indian political debate. This in fact is the
greatest achievement of the past three years of the present government.
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It is a far cry from the politics of the past when emotional issues, caste,
communal polarization and identity used to dominate national discourse.
Every poll of late is being fought on development plank. Public response

has forced parties to take moralistic stance and address the concerns of the
aspirational India. This is how the Prime Minister has reshaped polity. Sab
ke saath sab ka vikas. Development for all with everybody being a stake
holder.
For this the Modi government moved in the direction of Team India where
every state became the bulwark of economic growth, competing with each
other for investment promotion and creating atmosphere for ease of doing
business. For this, the Centre substantially increased allocation for states
on the lines of the 14 Finance Commission recommendations. In the
Constitutional scheme of things, all major aspects of growth, bijali, paani,
sarak, land and education are in the state or concurrent list. The redefining
of the role of planning through NITI Ayog was a step to promote state
initiative for healthy growth match between states. As a result states like
Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Bihar posted double digit
growth trajectory in agriculture, pushing up the national farm growth.
Ensuring social security was another aspect of this story. For the first time
since independence more number of people – 35 crore- became bank
account holders. All these people automatically became eligible for life
cover. More number of people got free cooking gas connection by
encouraging rationalization of subsidy, making over 10 million families
give up subsidy and saving as much as Rs. 55000 crore through direct cash
transfer to poor families. Pradhan Mantri awas yojna and Mudra yojna has
given wings to a million dreams providing shelter and job opportunities to
families who had no hope of owning a home or starting a trade.
Rural electrification has for the first time in seven decades lit up 19000
villages. While retaining and strengthening all the good and viable
schemes of the previous government like MGNREGA , Aadhar and
introduction of new welfare initiatives like Pradhanmantri jeevan beema
and Suraksha Yojna and Swastya Mission, regulation of drug and stent
prices have revolutionized rural life style. The measures have given hope
and assurance to the people in the low income bracket. Demonetization
was a major step towards redistribution of wealth to create a more
egalitarian social order. It unearthed lakhs of crores of black money and
eliminated equally huge chunk of fake currency.
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What Modi government achieved in three years is a total attitudinal change
in the approach to growth. The government has made phenomenal savings
in public funds be it through elimination of oil subsidy, rationalization of
service charges, better tax collection, ensuring windfall earning through
coal blocs and spectrum bids which the previous government had claimed
as zero value assets. By this the Prime Minister has not only kept his word
that he will guard national treasury as a sentinel but also put an end to
cronyism in public life. Prudent economic planning was at the root of the
idea of a cashless society and digital transaction. Policy driven, credible,
targeted and people-centric have been the approach so far. The regime of
entitlements, privileges and mai baap ka sarkar is a thing of the past. In
fact the real democracy in day-to-day aspects of governance is a whiff of
fresh air Shri Narendra Modi has brought into politics and governance.
India has notched up points in index of ease of doing business in these
years. Few months ago in a cover story titled India Online The Economist
said, “Every second, three more Indians are experiencing internet for the
first time. By 2030 more than one billion of them will be online. …India
boasts the world’s fastest growing large economy and the planet’s biggest
population of millennials -- and you can see why the likes of Facebook,
Uber and Google are falling over themselves to establish footholds…”
Clearly India under NDA is a revenue multiplier, investment destination.
Of late the job market too has started looking up.
Successful start-ups are making India the manufacturing hub of the world.
Democracy, credible institutional frame work, graft free and transparent
systems have helped India to take a leap over China on investor
confidence. Shri Modi has turned a new leaf for India which inspired the
30 million plus NRIs to trust the India growth story and bring huge
remittances home. In three years Shri Modi has turned despair into hope,
and as World Bank noted India still is the sole silver line in a sea of
darkness.
******
* Author is a senior journalist, regularly writes on economic issues.
Views expressed are author’s personal.

https://youtu.be/--lKb8NZfTo
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https://youtu.be/iieuk2kONC8

https://youtu.be/ysPKep5G3F8
https://youtu.be/MmGI_cB49P0
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Economy looks brighter on strong macro canvass

*Prakash Chawla
India’s macro picture drawn on the canvass of leading economic
indicators, including those affecting day-to-day life of a common
household, looks far brighter and importantly more focussed than it was
three years back when Narendra Modi took over as the Prime Minister,
riding on his personal popularity and connect with the people.
At 7.1 per cent Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, India is expanding
at the fastest clip among the major economies of the world, even ahead of
China which acted as the powerhouse of the global economy for well over
two decades . The 7.1 per cent growth is certainly not enough to solve all
our legacy problems of poverty, unemployment and meeting aspirations of
a young India, but it has brought about a great stability to the economy ,
that can now take the next leap to 8-9 per cent. It is thanks to this stable
22 environment , coupled with some path – breaking reforms like the Goods

and Services Tax , that the global investor is looking at India with a lot
more interest now than in 2013-14 , the period marked by low confidence
level of both consumer and investor.
The key differentiator is the hope of a still higher and sustainable growth,
for which the missing links are being found with a great sense of urgency
and sincerity. The Reserve Bank of India has been given a legislative backup to fix the problem of bad assets in the banks and kick-start the
investment cycle again in the private sector, while the government is frontloading all its expenditure on critical infrastructure like highways , ports,
railways and power distribution . As much as Rs four lakh crore have been
committed to infrastructure spend in the current year’s Budget. The
combined impact, helped by the impending GST roll- out should then take
the growth further up by at least two percentage points with more visible
and positive spin-offs.
Both global and local investors are pumping in hordes of cash both into the
debt and equity market, taking the market capitalisation of the Indian
stocks over USD two trillion, almost the size of our economy. Add to it,
the record foreign direct investment of USD 60.08 billion in 2016-17,
against USD 36.05 billion in 2013-14, we get a robust inflow from
overseas with the result that the RBI is left with surplus of hard currency
with all-time high level of foreign exchange reserves of USD 375 billion,
as on May 12,2017 , against USD 313 billion in the same month of 2014
The rupee, in the process, is sitting merrily at its strong position, though
exporters are not amused about it. With India being net importer, a stable
and strong rupee helps the country in terms of lower prices, which in any
case have been greatly helped by about halving of the crude oil prices in
the international market. Against the present level of Indian basket of
crude oil prices of USD ...52-53, a barrel of the same was costing us USD
108 way back in May 2014. That is a big boon for our economy, no doubt
about it!
One of the key indicator how the economy is doing from the point of view
of a common household is inflation, more so at the retail level which is
measured by the Consumer Price Index. The CPI was growing by 8.28 per
cent in May, 2014 ; at specific level of items of use to common
households. The prices for vegetables were rising by 15.25 per cent,
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fruits by 23.17 per cent, ,cereals and products 8.81 per cent, egg, fish and
meat 10.11 per cent and , food and beverages 9.40 per cent.
Fast forward to the latest data of April, 2017. The annualized CPI inflation
is 2.99 per cent ; almost one-third of 2014 level. Prices for cereals and
products are now rising by 5.06 per cent, meat and fish 1.99 per cent,,
egg 3.44 per cent, milk and products 4.74 per cent, pulses minus 15.94
per cent , food and beverages 1.21 per cent and , fruits 3.78 per cent.
The real per capita income, after adjusting inflation, was Rs (at 2004-05
prices) was estimated at Rs 39,904 during 2013-14; which has more than
doubled to Rs 82,112 (at 2011-12 prices) for 2016-17.
The indicators apart, the notable feature of the Indian economy at this
point in time is the hope of a further momentum that will come from
several policy initiatives along with direct spending programmes on
expansion of the Railways which has already invested more than Rs 3 lakh
crore into building and expanding infrastructure in the last three years,
besides modernising it as the most reliable and safe mode of transport of
goods and passengers.
Empowerment of those left out of the main economic stream through
world’s largest financial inclusion programme of Jan Dhan Yojana, by
giving bank accounts to 28 crore additional people, would be throwing
new opportunities for businesses to tap those sections of the society which
never interested them earlier.
To be fair to it, it is the telecom sector which has played a catalyst role and
the ongoing Digital India drive would expand and strengthen the Aam
Admi in a holistic manner;. After all, the economy should not only be seen
to be growing, it should be seen to be benefitting the people. The same
should be happening across different sectors with the rural-urban divide
disappearing with development of communication and transport
infrastructure.
At this point in time, the Indian economy is rock steady, measured on
macro indicators and should be ready for a further lift up with the help of
policy initiatives and an uptick in global sentiment. Moreover, the rain
Gods are expected to be obliging us again this year. That may build on our
24

record foodgrains production of 273 million tonnes for 2016-17; although
the farm sector would continue to require some heavy lifting by the Centre
and the states.
****
*Author is a senior New Delhi-based journalist writing mostly on
political-economic issues.
The views expressed in the article are author’s own.
https://youtu.be/i8fl3AMZOXw
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Cabinet approves construction of 10 units of India’s indigenous
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR)

In a significant decision to fast-track India’s domestic nuclear
power programme, and give a push to country’s nuclear industry,
the Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi has given its approval for construction of 10 units of India’s
indigenous Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR). The total
installed capacity of the Plants will be 7000 MW. The 10 PHWR
project will result in a significant augmentation of nuclear power
generation capacity.
India has current installed nuclear power capacity of 6780 MW
from 22 operational plants. Another 6700 MWs of nuclear power is
expected to come onstream by 2021-22 through projects presently
under construction.
As the government marks three years of its nation and people
centric governnace, in a first of its kind project for India’s nuclear
power sector, the ten new units will come up in fleet mode as a fully
homegrown initiative. It would be one of the flagship “Make in
India” projects in this sector.
With likely manufacturing orders of close to 70,000 crores to the
domestic industry, the project will help transform Indian nuclear
industry by linking our goal of a strong nuclear power sector with
our indigenous industrial capacities in high-end technologies.
This Project will bring about substantial economies of scale and
maximise cost and time efficiencies by adopting fleet mode for
execution. It is expected to generate more than 33,400 jobs in direct
and indirect employment. With manufacturing orders to domestic
industry, it will be a major step towards strengthening India’s
credentials as a major nuclear manufacturing powerhouse.
4

The ten reactors will be part of India’s latest design of 700 MW
PHWR fleet with state-of-art technology meeting the highest
standards of safety.
The approval also marks a statement of strong belief in the
capability of India’s scientific community to build our technological
capacities. The design and development of this project is a
testament to the rapid advances achieved by India’s nuclear
scientific community and industry. It underscores the mastery our
nuclear scientists have attained over all aspects of indigenous
PHWR technology. India’s record of building and operating PHWR
reactors over the last nearly forty years is globally acclaimed.
The Cabinet’s decision reflects the Government’s commitment to
prioritise the use of clean power in India’s energy mix, as part of
low-carbon growth strategy and to ensure long-term base load
requirement for the nation’s industrialization.
It also supports India’s commitment to sustainable development,
energy self-sufficiency and bolsters global efforts to combat climate
change.
***
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Special Feature – 9
Science in Public Catchment

!
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*Ratnadeep Banerji

The Ministry of Science and Technology has embarked on bringing
prompt benefits to the society with its three-pronged approach of fostering
scientific innovation, bringing in interdepartmental coordination, and
handholding to start-ups to pave way for ushering technological transfers
for commercialization. Last three years has seen a concerted action with
this outlook.
Scientific innovation is the driving force behind giving competitive
advantage to industry for penetrating and capturing the global market. The
Government of India launched a flagship initiative 'Start-up India' in
January, 2016. The PM announcing the Start-up India Action Plan had
said, 'Successful start-ups are usually created by those who are driven by
an idea, or an urge to solve a problem that people face'. Science and
technology is a key factor in this programme and entrepreneurship that is
given thrust in its 19 point Start-up India action plan to facilitate
acceleration of start-ups in the country. The Inter-Ministerial Board (IMB)
has been entrusted to evaluate the applications received from start-ups and
offer them tax rebates and other benefits.
Two other strong initiatives are Atal Innovation Mission and NIDHI - the
National Initiative for Development and Harnessing Innovations. These
programmes focus on building an innovation driven enterprise ecosystem.
Further, Public-Private partnerships with FICCI, CII and high technology
private companies are being pursued to strengthen the innovation
ecosystem.
The Department of Science and Technology has been bringing together
different governmental departments and organizations to leverage
technology to improve performance to benefit the people. The
Biotechnology Industry Research Council (BIRAC) has been rolling out
medical technologies, Rotavac being one of them. Dr. Renu Swarup, its
Managing Director says, ‘The government is ushering in supportive
policies and removing regulatory barriers to create entrepreneurship and
we stand at the cusp of commercialization’. To take forward the initiative
of Swatch Bharat, biodigestors have come up in different forms to address
specific waste management. Scientific organizations like Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre (BARC) came up with their Nisarguna, biogas plant and
are improving it further.
Programme for Development of Technology Commercialization (PDTC)
of the National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) NRDC is
promoting technologies with critical value additions for
commercialization. NRDC and CSIR-National Institute of Oceanography
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(NIO), Goa have signed a Memorandum of Agreement this year for
marketing the inventions and innovations , formulations, know-how and
processes related to oceanographic data collection, environmental impact
assessment and modelling to predict environmental impact.
Rural Technology Action Group (RuTag) of IIT Delhi at behest of the
Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) has launched a
programme called Unnat Bharat Abhiyan with an aim to connect
institutions of higher education, including Indian Institutes of Technology
(IITs), National Institutes of Technology (NITs) and Indian Institutes of
Science Education & Research (IISERs) etc with local communities to
address the development challenges through appropriate technologies.
Space
ISRO has demonstrated new technologies in the launch vehicle
programme. As part of the Advanced Launch Vehicle Technology
initiatives, the Reusable Launch Vehicle-Technology Demonstrator (RLVTD) and SCRAMJET Engine Technology Demonstrator had their
successful maiden test flights. Besides, the launch of Geosynchronous
Satellite Launch Vehicle - Mark II (GSLV- Mk II) became the third
consecutively successful launch of GSLV carrying the indigenous
Cryogenic Upper Stage (CUS).
The Disaster Management Support (DMS) Programme of ISRO is
continuing to provide space based data and information as well as
communication means for the efficient management of disasters. The
Decision Support Centre (DMS-DSC) established at National Remote
Sensing Centre (NRSC) is monitoring natural disasters including forest
fires. During 2016, more than 110 flood maps were sent to the concerned
State and Central officers in addition to making them available to users on
the web through Bhuvan and NDEM web portals. The depressions formed
in the Bay of Bengal including the cyclonic storms Roanu in May, Kyant
in October and Vardah in December 2016 were monitored and the cyclone
track and intensity were predicted. All the information was regularly
updated on the Meteorological and Oceanographic Satellite Data Archival
Centre (MOSDAC) website for information dissemination.
National Supercomputing Mission (NSM)
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs approved the launch of the
National Supercomputing Mission in 2015 to enable India to become
world class computing power nation. The Mission is being implemented
and steered jointly by the Department of Science and Technology and
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Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY) at an
estimated cost of Rs.4500 crore over a period of seven years.
More than 70 high-performance computing facilities are being installed
and these supercomputers are to be networked on the National
Supercomputing grid over the National Knowledge Network (NKN) that
connects academic institutions and R&D labs over a high speed network.
The Mission has approved installations of 6 supercomputers by the end of
2017. NSM has initiated training programmes through C-DAC and IISc
and the first such programme with industry participation has just
completed.
Multi-institutional National Program on pre-term birth
Pre-term Birth Program is the first inter-institutional program on maternal
infant health and spontaneous pre-term birth sciences in India funded by
the Department under Grand Challenge Program at a total cost of the
project is Rs. 48.85 crore for a period of 5 years. It envisages a
multidisciplinary research effort to predict & diagnose Preterm Birth
(PTB) by enhancing the knowledge of the underlying pathophysiological
mechanisms. It is a commitment of the Department of Biotechnology to
health equity, contributing significantly to reduction in infant and maternal
mortality.
Present India has a palpable research and innovation ecosystem to
contribute globally. And now India can partner in international
consortiums with equal foothold and not merely be a receiver. At the 104th
Indian Science Congress in 2017, this objective was made clear to the
country - ‘Today’s India wants international cooperation on an equal
partner basis’ by Dr R Chidambaram, Principal Scientific Adviser to the
Government of India. India has proven itself in high-energy physics. The
Global Centre for Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNCEP) to promote safe,
secure and sustainable energy for the service of mankind through global
partnership is coming up in Haryana.
Popularizing science has received mass impetus with India
International Science Festival and Festival of Innovations for the masses to
espouse for science career and even the illiterate to think science and come
up with innovations to get recognition worldwide.
*****
*Author is a senior journalist and a radio documentary maker.
Views expressed in the article are author’s personal.
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Technology Day Commemorates India’s Success In Taking Science
And Technology To The Service Of The Country
India is now one of the world’s fastest growing centers for S&T
entrepreneurship.
Technology for Inclusive and Sustainable Development through microindustry models using local material

India is now one of the world’s fastest growing centers for S&T
entrepreneurship, said the Union Minister for Science & Technology and
Earth Sciences Dr. Harshvardhan. The Minister was speaking at the
Technology Awards Ceremony on the occasion of National Technology
Day in New Delhi today.
Technology Day commemorates India’s success in using science
and technology to address the challenges facing the country. On 11 May
1998 the Pokhran test was conducted. Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
declared India a full-fledged nuclear state after operation ‘Shakti’ and it
made India the 6th country to join the Nuclear Club.
India is now one of the world’s fastest growing centres for S&T
entrepreneurship. Start-ups and entrepreneurship are the key to a
nation’s economic growth and employment. The Ministry of Science &
Technology through its various programmes have funded and supported
thousands of start-ups, incubators and developed new technologies that
have reached the market. In keeping with the theme of the day on
Technology for Inclusive and Sustainable Development, the DST has
catalyzed the development relevant rural micro-industry models.
Make in India: High-tech manufacturing in S&T is extraordinarily
demanding. One collaborative effort is the successful operationalizing of
India’s largest steerable optical telescope in Devastahl, Uttarakhand.
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In Health Technology, the CSIR has developed Saheli the world’s first
non-steroidal contraceptive pill which is affordable at 1/10 the cost of
conventional pills. The indigenous clot-dissolving drug, Streptokinase
saves millions of lives through an affordable alternative to cost drugs in
the market. A 1-day Dengue diagnostic test developed by the Department
of Biotechnology is fast and effective and has reached millions.
In Vaccines, in partnership with the health ministry DBT has
recommended several new vaccines for the Universal Immunization
Programme. Notable is the affordable indigenous Rotavirus vaccine now a
part of the universal immunization programme. Vaccine development for
Malaria, Dengue are undergoing trials.
Agriculture and Farm Technology is another mission where major
success has been achieved. The programme Biotech-KISAN (Krishi
Innovation Science Application Network) has been launched in
collaboration with ICAR. In each Agro-climatic zone, farmers will benefit
of quality technical solutions to problem of Seed, Water, Soil and Market.
Indian Farmers now get 21 million agro-advisories that have resulted in
over Rs.50,000 crores contribution to the GDP as per the NCAER report
2015
Arsenic resistance rice has been developed by the CSIR and is now being
cultivated in West Bengal, thereby addressing a major problem.
Under the National Monsoon Mission, Climate and Weather forecasting
have been improved. Dynamical forecast is a major advance, which allows
massive data to be analyzed speedily and more reliable predictions made.
Errors in cyclone forecast have been greatly reduced and deaths from
cyclone have been greatly reduced
Wealth from Waste and Waste to Energy has been successfully done. A
commercial plant to produce 3000 litres of ethanol from 10 tonnes of
agricultural waste has been set up. It is now being scaled- up by major Oil
Manufacturing Companies. Applying the latest technology for treating
flowing sewage, a pilot project has been installed at Barapullah drain in
Delhi under the international collaboration with The Netherlands.
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https://youtu.be/-sdtm5kdVrY
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